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A B S T R AC T

Location-aware mobile applications like navigation services or fitness trackers are
inherently incorporated into our everyday life. The success of Ingress and Pokémon GO
popularized the genre of location-based games, even indicating positive health effects
for avid players that voluntarily cover large distances. However, the inconsistent and
area-dependent supply of playable content, combined with superficial cooperation
mechanisms, pose a considerable challenge for novel games in this genre. Furthermore,
a suitable content generation based on real-world location data is complicated by the
heterogeneity of populated areas. Continuously, in these movement-based games an
inflexible mobility integration penalizes players deviating from the game’s intended
style of play.
Online procedural content generation, which creates content during run-time, is
well suited for such scenarios. In numerous application domains, online content generation is utilized based on individual scenario parameters and contextual user data,
providing personalized outcomes. But the optimization of content availability based
on real-world location data, combined with a dynamic online generation, remains an
open research challenge.
In this thesis, we design and implement automatic location-based content generation
mechanisms as our first contribution, which address the aforementioned challenge. We
develop an approach to identify suitable content locations and procedurally derive
game areas. Consequently, we enable cooperation concepts by game area coupling,
providing distinct game areas with similar urban characteristics, even in heterogeneous areas. Since movement is the main characteristic of such games, we propose a
mobility personalization strategy as our second contribution. This incorporates a player
routing approach in urban scenarios focusing on guided virtual reward optimization.
On this basis, we develop a run-time mobility detection utilizing accumulated smartphone sensor data as our third contribution. To support this decision-making process,
we employ a combination of accelerometer and location sensor readings to overcome
the limitations of individual data sources for specific mobility types.
Finally, based on our developed GeoVis prototype, we conduct an extensive evaluation of our contributions. Therefore, we assess the effectiveness of our content
approach under varying ambient conditions. We show that our location-based content generation leads to a reliable and flexible content selection in inhabited regions.
Additionally, we demonstrate the utilization of route planning and automatic mobility
detection as suitable mobility personalization strategies. In summary, we show that
our contributions allow novel location-based game systems to create content worldwide and adapt to application-specific area and mobility characteristics by examining
user mobility data during run-time.
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K U R Z FA S S U N G

Standortbezogene mobile Anwendungen wie Navigationsdienste oder Fitnesstracker
sind fest in unser tägliches Leben integriert. Der Erfolg von Ingress und Pokémon GO
hat dabei das verwandte Genre der Location-based Games populär gemacht, welches
positive gesundheitliche Auswirkungen für begeisterte Spieler zeigt, die freiwillig
große Entfernungen zurücklegen, um spielbezogene Belohnungen zu erhalten. Das
inkonsistente Angebot an spielbaren Inhalten an verschiedenen Orten, kombiniert mit
oberflächlichen Kooperationsmechanismen, stellt jedoch eine beträchtliche Herausforderung für neuartige Spiele in diesem Genre dar. Darüber hinaus wird eine praktikable
Inhaltsgenerierung auf der Grundlage von Kartendaten durch die Heterogenität der
besiedelten Gebiete erschwert. Bei diesen bewegungslastigen Spielen benachteiligt eine unflexible Mobilitätsintegration jene Spieler, die von der beabsichtigten Spielweise
des Spiels abweichen.
Die Online Procedural Content Generation, bei der Inhalte automatisiert zur Laufzeit
erstellt werden, ist für solche Szenarien besonders geeignet. In zahlreichen Anwendungsdomänen wird die Online-Generierung auf Basis individueller Szenarioparameter und kontextbezogener Nutzerdaten eingesetzt und liefert dabei personalisierte
Ergebnisse. Die Gewährleistung einer flächendeckenden Verfügbarkeit der generierten
Inhalte in Augmented Reality, kombiniert mit einer dynamischen Online-Generierung,
wurden bislang nicht erforscht.
In dieser Dissertation erforschen wir ortsbasierte Mechanismen zur automatisierten Generierung von Inhalten. Im ersten Beitrag, der sich mit der flächendeckenden
Verfügbarkeit beschäftigt, entwickeln wir einen Ansatz zur Identifikation geeigneter
Standorte und der prozeduralen Konvertierung in bespielbare Gebiete. Anschließend,
ermöglichen wir den Einsatz von Kooperationskonzepten durch Kopplung dieser Gebiete. Daraus resultieren gekoppelte Spielareale, die trotz Heterogenität der realen
Umgebung, Orte mit äquivalenten urbanen Charakteristika auswählen.
Da die Bewegung der Nutzer das zentrale Merkmal solcher Spiele ist, schlagen
wir als zweiten Beitrag eine Strategie zur Personalisierung der Spielermobilität vor.
Diese beinhaltet einen Ansatz zur Routenplanung in urbanen Szenarien um Spieler
bei der Optimierung der virtuellen Belohnungen zu unterstützen. Darauf aufbauend
stellen wir als dritten Beitrag eine automatische Mobilitätserkennung zur Laufzeit vor.
Diese setzt hierfür eine Kombination aus Beschleunigungs- und Standortssensoren
ein, um die Einschränkungen einzelner Datenquellen für bestimmte Mobilitätsarten
zu kompensieren.
Auf der Grundlage unseres entwickelten GeoVis-Prototypen führen wir eine umfassende Evaluierung dieser Beiträge durch. Dazu bewerten wir die Anwendbarkeit unserer Inhaltsgenerierung unter verschiedenen Umgebungsbedingungen. Unsere Evaluation belegt, dass unsere Mechanismen zu einer zuverlässigen und flexiblen Inhaltsgenerierung in bewohnten Regionen führen. Darüber hinaus belegen wir, dass eine
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Routenplanung und automatische Mobilitätserkennung flexibel einsetzbare Strategien
zur Personalisierung der Mobilität sind. Die Beiträge dieser Dissertation ermöglichen
die Erstellung von weltweiten Inhalten für neue Location-based Games, sowie die flexible anwendungsspezifische Anpassung an aktuelle Gebiets- und Mobilitätsmerkmale
der Nutzer, indem deren Mobilitätsverhalten zur Laufzeit analysiert wird.
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P R E V I O U S LY P U B L I S H E D M AT E R I A L

This thesis includes material previously published in scientific journals and conferences. Table 1 summarizes the considered publications for the content of this thesis.
No text in this thesis is directly copied out of these publications. Figures, particularly
those illustrating core concepts or showcasing individual results, have been replicated. Similarly, tables containing conceptual overviews or evaluation data have been
restructured, but their contents have been adopted.
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Chapter 2: background and related work
Location-based Games

3

3

3

3

Geographic Modeling Systems

3

3

3

3

Procedural Content Generation

3

3

3

3

3

Mobile Activity Detection

3

Chapter 3: online content generation for location-based games
Game Area Construction

3

Area Generation & Quality Assessment

3

3
3

Game Area Coupling
3

Route Calculation

3

Chapter 4: run-time mobility detection
3

run-time mobility detection

3

Chapter 5: geovis: system for adaptive location-based games
Overview of the GeoVis system

3

3

Chapter 6: evaluation
Game Area Quality

3
3

Coupling Quality
3

Route Quality
Mobility Detection Quality

3

3
3

ix

Scientific work is usually the result of a joint team effort. For this thesis’s context,
we address a research area tackling computer science and information technology in
the urban context. Hence, all contributions are the collaborative result of computer
scientists, urban planners, and mobility researchers. Therefore, we will disclose all
contributions of co-authors and contributors, including their affiliations. Whenever
no dedicated affiliation is provided with the first mention, the respective person is or
has been, a colleague at the Technical University of Darmstadt (TU Darmstadt) in the
Multimedia Communications Lab. For the remainder of this thesis, the “we” is used,
referring to each contribution’s collaborative effort.
Following, I detail the chapters that include verbatim and rephrased fragments from
publications or collaborative work. The complete list of my publications, including
those out of this thesis’s scope, is presented in Appendix B.
In general, for each contribution PD Dr.-Ing. Stefan Göbel supervised the whole
process and provided valuable feedback regarding methodology, approach, and final
development. Thus, he is not mentioned for each contribution repeatedly.
Chapter 3, online content generation for location-based games, presents
the design of a Procedural Content Generation (PCG) approach to create game areas
utilized for Location-based Games (LBGs).
I developed the game area construction in collaboration with Lukas Raymann. The
identification of suitable locations in urban areas was initiated within the Urban Health
Games interdisciplinary lecture series and driven by the continuing cooperation with
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Knöll (Faculty of Architecture, Research Group Urban Health
Games, TU Darmstadt) and Marianne Halblaub Miranda (Faculty of Architecture,
Research Group Urban Health Games, TU Darmstadt). I conducted a study with
Lukas Raymann for the resulting content generation approach, which was published
in [242], with all co-authors contributing to the manuscript’s writing.
Following, I elaborated on coupling those generated game areas for multiplayer
purposes in cooperation with Lukas Raymann. Concerning the location-based applicability and location-aware applications, Dr.-Ing Björn Richerzhagen provided valuable feedback to improve on, in terms of user movement dynamics and adaptation
flexibility. The approach, evaluated for select game areas, was submitted for publication [241].
I worked together with Philipp Niklas Müller on the heuristic route-finding and
data integration approach for the route-based movement personalization. We published those results, focusing on the algorithmic modeling in [239], with a follow-up
publication in [240] with a focus on a thorough parameter-dependent evaluation. For
both manuscripts, all co-authors contributed to the writing process. Following, I investigated different distance heuristics based on road networks in collaboration with
Aurel Kilian, which I integrated into the aforementioned system with Philipp Niklas
Müller.
Chapter 4, run-time mobility detection, presents the design of an automatic
mobility detection applicable to smartphone devices. The original idea, with its integration into mobile game applications, emerged from discussions with Dr.-Ing. Tim
Dutz and was substantially integrated into the LOEWE IDG (“project mo.de”) research
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project [245]. In collaboration with Maja Nöll, I designed an early acceleration-based
mobility detection, which we published in [237]. After exploring possible boundaries
of acceleration-based features, I elaborated purely location-based mobility detection
in the lab course of [146], followed by cooperating with its members Yannik Klein and
Maximilian Ratzke. Concurrently I investigated the possible effect of time tables in
location-based mobility detection with Felix Leber, which we published in [238].
In collaboration with Sanja Tatjana Huhle, I developed a mobility detection approach incorporating acceleration and location data based on all my previous findings.
Therein, Augusto Garcia-Agundez assisted me with sensor processing insights. Tim
Steuer and Philipp Niklas Müller helped me verify the validity of our machine learning approach. To identify suitable application setups and sharpen our understanding
of mobility scenarios, I closely worked with the members of “project mo.de” [245],
namely in particular with Prof. Dr.-Ing. Petra K. Schäfer (New Mobility specialist
group, Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences), Andreas Gilbert (New Mobility
specialist group, Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences), Prof. Peter Eckart (Design
Institute for Mobility and Logistics, University of Art and Design Offenbach am Main),
Julian Schwarze (Design Institute for Mobility and Logistics, University of Art and Design Offenbach am Main), and Marianne Halblaub Miranda. In this project, many of
the methods and application areas of our mobility concept have been elaborated and
reviewed for real-world applicability.
Chapter 5, geovis: system for adaptive location-based games, describes the
important aspects of our developed prototypical framework. Therein, the backend
components (Section 5.1.2) were realized with Lukas Raymann, providing requested
OpenStreetMap data on an area-basis. For the mobility recording application presented in Section 5.2, I reiterated on the application design and the way of data recording, processing, and storage. In accordance with our currently investigated detection
approach, the application needed to be adapted. Since mobility data of different subjects is required for our machine learning process, the application needed to function
on as many mobile devices as possible (the subjects’ private mobile device) and needed
to be usable by subjects without constant supervision. With Maja Nöll, I developed
the acceleration-based prototype, with further design inputs by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Petra K.
Schäfer, Andreas Gilbert, Prof. Andrea Krajewski (Interactive Media Design, Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences) assisting in screen design and screen navigation
design. With Sanja Tatjana Huhle, closely built upon these results, we developed the
presented prototypical mobility data recording application. The application was then
applied in the “Serious Games” lecture of the summer term 2020, given by PD Dr.-Ing.
Stefan Göbel, accumulating our evaluation dataset.
Chapter 6, evaluation, presents the evaluation of our proposed approaches. For
the game area location identification, Marianne Halblaub Miranda assisted me in the
methodology of urban categorization to select opportune areas with different urban
characteristics. An earlier evaluation was published with Lukas Raymann in [242].
Built upon the collaboration with Lukas Raymann and visualization assistance by
Theo Kastner-Guhl, I evaluated the game area quality (Section 6.2.1) and the coupling quality (Section 6.2.2). Following, for the route personalization evaluation (Sec-
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tion 6.2.3), I collaborated with Philipp Niklas Müller. We expanded on our earlier
evaluation published in [239, 240] and further investigated the impact of route-based
distance heuristics. In this part, the idea of comparing different distance heuristic
accuracies arose from my cooperation with Aurel Killian.
For the evaluation of our automatic mobility detection, based on the insights of
our previous work with Maja Nöll, Yannik Klein, Maximilian Ratzke, and Felix Leber
published in [237, 238], I collaborated with Sanja Tatjana Huhle. We developed our
evaluation approach utilizing a combination of different-sized time windows. Philipp
Achenbach, Philipp Niklas Müller, and Augusto Garcia-Agundez assisted me in the
evaluation methodology. I then performed the presented evaluation in collaboration
with Sanja Tatjana Huhle, with valuable feedback by Tim Steuer.
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1

I N T RO D U C T I O N

obile entertainment applications are ubiquitous nowadays, enabled by the availability of mobile smart devices. Alongside streaming services and social media
applications, mobile games are a continually growing area [40, 63] and an essential
part of the entire games market [259].
Mobile pervasive games, which augment the game with the player’s surroundings,
are part of this mobile gaming culture. Multiple perspectives on pervasive games
are considered in the research community [190], grouped into pervasive technologies
enabling the personalized augmentation of a player’s game world, and cultural implications corresponding to the players’ interaction with the real world, their game
worlds, and one another.
General mobile technical advancement, usually with the support of smart devices,
impacts the area of visualization, like augmented reality applications, and in the
area of constant sensor-based measurements [41], e. g., health parameters or fitness
tracking. For pervasive games, similar technical advancements can be observed, such
as augmented reality-based games [151, 199, 236] or adaptive exergames [57, 103, 210,
276], games adapting based on, e. g., a player’s physical performance or their measured
biosignals [78].
Cultural implications of pervasive games are broadly reported and researched concerning the impact on the individual and society. Especially Location-based Games
(LBGs), a typical representative of pervasive games [154], have been extensively researched with their rise in popularity induced by Pokémon GO’s [199] release.
Among many other authors, the World Health Organization draws a significant
connection between physical activity and positive health effects [57, 260]. In a large
cohort study using Pokémon GO, Althoff et al. [5] identified a game-induced increase of
25% in daily step count over 30 days, leading to positive health effects. This effect has
been independent of gender, age, weight status, and prior activity level. Unlike leading mobile health applications [5], a lasting long-term effect could not be confirmed,
partially due to missing long-term motivation [263]. Despite physical activity’s high
relevance for a healthy lifestyle, in Germany over 42% of all adults and over 83% of
children must be treated as insufficiently physically active [261], with similar trends
in other regions [5, 42, 57, 261].
Another prominent effect on society is caused by the players’ change in behavior, aiming to find the best location to play in, leading to clustered gatherings and
highly dynamic movement [132, 207, 208, 228]. Implications were diverse, including
the closure of traffic bottlenecks for player safety [218] and sudden player-induced traffic jams [202]. Besides these local effects, real-world game exhibitions and recurring
weekly or monthly virtual game events have an ongoing impact on infrastructure, be
it cellular network strain or region-wide booked-out accommodations [69].

M

1

Technical
advances

Cultural
implications
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An LBG’s main characteristic goal has been reported to be getting people to walk
around outside [114], which is hindered by two factors: Clustered content locations,
which evolved to popular hotspots, promote only stationary gameplay. Additionally,
the imbalance or even lack of available content in non-urban areas, outside of those
hotspots, reduces retention rates, as players cannot play wherever they want.
In this thesis, we tackle these content imbalances by first proposing a Procedural
Content Generation (PCG) system capable of automatically generating LBG content
in desired regions, with the objective of both availability and movement promotion.
Consecutively, we enrich our approach in terms of personalization and adaptation
options. On the one hand, this includes cooperative content options, emphasizing the
social aspect of pervasive games. On the other hand, we propose mechanisms for
route and movement type adaptation based on automatic mobility detection, since
movement is the main characteristic and primary input of LBGs.
1.1
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content
generation

Content
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motivation for procedural content generation and game adaptation

PCG is particularly well suited to apply different content generation approaches to
LBGs: Current day LBGs already utilize those approaches to select automatically
generated content elements, whilst other content creation approaches are based on
manual creation. Current automatic approaches are mostly randomized [54, 150],
while manual approaches require tremendous efforts to cover whole countries, so
games using those are usually limited to distinct places [264]. Utilizing crowd-sourced
databases [20, 36, 38] is an effective methodology for nationwide content creation. The
high availability leads to players’ freedom of choice to play wherever desired. This
approach is currently limited by the discrepancy in content quality, measured by the
number of available locations in rural or suburban areas compared to urban areas [132].
An effect of nationwide availability is the potential variety of content, fostering
long-term motivation as new areas can be explored. The facilitation of online generation [235], which is the generation during run-time, further enriches options for
variety and dynamic content adaptation in truly pervasive games.
Further aspects of pervasiveness include the component of social interaction, which
is an integral part of cooperative gameplay. Due to spatial restrictions, multiplayer
options that are commonly observed in entertainment games are either superficial or
force local gameplay [23]. Playing LBGs together in spatially separate places has been
explored in individual prototypes [144, 217], removing the need for interaction locality.
Incorporating such mechanisms into an online PCG approach increases availability,
introduces novel cooperative formats [23], and integrates the social experience into a
game’s core loop [70, 99, 248].
Apart from occasional distance-based games [58, 276], whose concept is more prominent in gamified fitness applications [49, 163], LBGs outline the idea of travel between
distinct content locations. To optimize their virtual reward, players employ route optimization approaches, increasing the number of visited locations [6, 270]. This is a
generalization of common routing problems [9, 11, 86, 180, 182] and covers an integral
aspect of LBGs: the coordinated travel between locations. Personalization options are
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diverse and depend on player goals [107], ranging from time constraints over different mobility types to gameplay preferences, requiring a flexible routing approach to
establish a player assistance system in a virtual game area [140].
When it comes to further personalized game adaptation, the user’s mobility plays
a pivotal role, as movement is the primary input for such games [57]. While current
games employ a rudimentary mobility examination based on the player’s current
speed, the research area of automatic mobility detection is diverse. Non-motorized
activities such as walking or cycling are already distinguishable [249] and integrated
into commercial activity or fitness trackers. Distinguishing motorized activities is more
challenging. Two main approaches are trip-based solutions [28, 32, 47, 153, 183, 250,
272], classifying entire trips in hindsight, and sliding window approaches [13, 68, 96,
108, 126, 168, 229, 252], allowing a classification during run-time.
While sliding window approaches fit a personalized game adaptation, the examined
approaches are either limited to particular urban areas [126, 168], require area-specific
data like timetables [229], or cannot be utilized on modern smartphones [13]. Thus, the
underlying mobility detection needs to be geographically independent and function
on generally available data.
To generate personalized LBG content, location-based generation systems require
i) an automatic game area creation, and ii) individual personalization methods based
on each user’s surroundings. Our system addresses the emerging challenges with the
utilization of PCG, which we explain in the following.
1.2

research challenges

Global location-based game systems pose challenges for the automatic content generation and further the area-based adaptation and user personalization. We identified the
following research challenges influencing the realization of an online location-based
content generation.
Challenge: Providing comprehensive generation availability
Content availability is a determining factor for LBG quality. Modeling determining
factors for appropriate game locations, including their automatic provision and integration, will be required to support a general content generation for LBGs. In contrast
to current games, this should not be limited to urban areas, but emphasize a uniform
distribution across game areas, and provide comparable generation outcomes across
regions. The heterogeneous data needs to be adequately aggregated into high-level
structures to support a flexible selection of content locations. Each selection needs to
be quantifiable according to quality metrics that also allow for comparing different
selection results.
Challenge: Dynamic online generation with personalization
A comprehensive personalization requires dynamic approaches that can be applied
during run-time on a mobile device. Such approaches need to combine large quantities
of geographic data entries with individual scenario parameters in a dynamic manner.
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Those parameters are either determined by the game scenario or based on contextual
user data [51], which needs to be analyzed. In contrast to static data pre-processing,
a dynamic selection process considers the determined parameters to identify suitable
content or eligible routing objectives. This reduces the number of permutations which
need to be assessed in the process. Consequently, a dynamic online generation is
required to apply on-demand personalization on mobile devices.
Challenge: Differentiation of user mobility in heterogeneous areas
In LBGs, player mobility is pivotal, with different types of mobility being common. For
mobility-based adaptation to be feasible, a contemporary detection of the user’s current
mobility is required. Compared to established trip-based detection approaches, this
requires the feature analysis to operate during run-time, working on time series data.
Here, e. g., the sensor fusion of acceleration and location data, needs to be measured,
processed, and interpreted. While machine learning methods have already been used
for this problem, an area-independent approach with limitations on exclusive regional
data is needed.
1.3

research goals and contributions

The main goal of this work is to model, design, and evaluate automatic locationbased content generation providing adaptive georeferenced game content, including
mobility personalization. This objective is divided into the following two research
goals.
Research Goal 1: Automatic content generation approaches across geographic regions.
To develop promising content generation approaches for LBGs, game areas need to
be modeled, and promising geographic data sources need to be examined. This goal
focuses on three aspects: i) identifying game area content, ii) procedurally deriving
generated areas, and iii) enabling cooperation by game area coupling. The former is
required to derive a suitable content location scheme, allowing the identification of
geographically or culturally relevant locations. Our contributions include an adaptable
game area generation for different game scenarios [242]. The findings are extended by
coupling multiple game areas based on their content locations, aiming for areas with
similar urban characteristics [241].
Research Goal 2: Run-time mobility detection and player mobility guidance.
To realize mobility-dependent personalization, we require an approach to infer the
user’s current mobility type automatically. Our focus lies on detecting the mobility
type utilizing a mobile device during run-time. Since content locations are reached
through movement, planned routes allow for personalized gameplay. Consequently,
for personalized mobility guidance, the user’s current mobility is utilized to determine
an optimized route according to player preferences. Within our contributions, the goal
is approached in two ways: i) automatic mobility detection [237, 238], and ii) creation
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of optimized routes with respect to game parameters [239, 240].
This thesis focuses on concepts for the automated generation of location-based game
areas and essential components for adaptation and personalization, like mobility detection. Since we strive to support the creation of LBGs, we do not design an extensive
game in any form, i. e., we neither design individual game mechanics nor investigate their practical integration into a game’s flow. While we implemented numerous
prototypical games in individual research projects [26, 83, 241], we neither perform
extensive user experience studies nor present a game utilizing an individual technological concept in the course of this thesis. Since no individual game mechanics are
designed, we refrain from individual adaptation mechanics based on, e. g., the daynight cycle, seasons, or the local weather. We gauge such adaptation mechanics vital
for immersion and variety, but see no need for further research, as they are already
commonly utilized.
To this end, based on our related work review, we include generation parameters
to allow for customized game area generations. Additional limitations relate to the
utilized geographic data source since we do not propose novel geographic data systems
nor the systematic inclusion of potentially intriguing socio-cultural aspects.
While we design our concept for global application, this cannot be thoroughly evaluated worldwide for every functional aspect. Due to cultural differences or potentially
diverging infrastructure, divergences may negatively impact the result quality of an
individual approach.
1.4

structure of the thesis

Extending this brief introduction to our primary research goals, we provide the background and previous work regarding the location-based content generation and mobility detection in Chapter 2. Based on our findings, we propose a location-based
content generation in Chapter 3, addressing game area creation and the coupling of
different game areas to each other. We further describe a routing approach to plan
routes within game area-based LBG scenarios efficiently. In Chapter 4, we develop our
mobility detection, discussing the findings of the respective research area, and realizing an approach for mobile detection during run-time. We then present our GeoVis
framework in Chapter 5, discussing application components for geodata dissemination and mobility data acquisition. In Chapter 6, we conduct an in-depth evaluation
of our prototype and its mechanisms for game area generation, personalization, and
mobility detection. Therein, we specifically focus on each component’s quality in extensive evaluation scenarios, exploring the individual boundaries of applicability. The
thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 with a brief summary of the core contributions. Finally,
we provide an outlook on potential future work.
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B AC KG R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

his chapter provides background information about Location-based Games (LBGs)
and their underlying systems and discusses the current state-of-the-art regarding
optimization methods in Procedural Content Generation (PCG) and mobile activity
detection. First, we discuss the characteristics of current LBGs in Section 2.1. Afterward, we provide an insight into the underlying geographic systems in Section 2.2. In
Section 2.3, we investigate the area of PCG, including commonly utilized optimization methods. This includes an analysis of current approaches to solve the traveling
salesman problem and the related orienteering problem. Section 2.4 then covers the
research area of automatic mobility detection, including employed data sources and
utilized machine learning approaches. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 2.5
with the identified research gap.

T

2.1

location-based games

LBGs are a typical representative of pervasive games, popularized by the physical
realization of Geocaching [223]. Their main component is the real-world movement
towards pre-defined game locations on a nowadays virtual map, followed by a gamespecific interaction to obtain a virtual reward. They are played outdoors on mobile
devices, with movement being measured by the device’s location sensor. Before the
smartphone era, pervasive games with external location sensors were utilized, laying
the groundwork for today’s LBGs [7, 22, 84, 219].
Building upon outdoor realizations of common board games [219], Kiefer et al. [144]
presented an approach to competitively play those games in two distanced locations
comparing game areas to achieve similar distances for each player. The authors stated
the requirement for more sophisticated methods for larger datasets. Further on, spatial
configuration is important when manually created content needs to be relocated to
another location [106, 217], as not only suitable locations need to be identified, but also
opportune paths between locations are required.
2.1.1 Content and Gameplay
In LBGs content is located at set locations, the Points of Interest (PoIs). Those PoIs
usually relate to real-world locations that are, e. g., culturally relevant, particularly
noteworthy, or specifically selected for the respective game [147]. In general there are
three different game types [178]: Structured LBGs contain content, where all game
locations are pre-determined at those PoIs [219]. Unstructured LBGs on the other
hand, contain no pre-defined PoIs [7, 22], or are merely based on distances [276]. Semi-
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structured LBGs combine both aspects and are the common approach for current
LBGs.
The data sources for a game’s pre-determined locations vary from game to game
depending on its content focus [150]. A pseudo random content generation selects
PoI locations independent of any real-world association, offering content even in rural
areas, but risking to generate content in unsafe or inaccessible locations [54]. Many
research prototypes, and geographically restricted games, e. g., for tourism [18], utilize
a manual PoI creation in which content designers manually select all suitable locations
and provide respective content. User-generated or crowd-sourced content [223] are
a popular choice for current commercial LBGs. This concerns purely user-generated
content as found in Geocaching [223], and crowd-sourced platforms for users to submit
candidate PoIs to. The latter are then rated by developers or the community1 . For
games based on the largest platform by Niantic [104, 121, 199], a strong discrepancy
in content amount between rural and urban areas has been reported [45], restricting
the opportunities to play for rural areas.
Eligible content locations vary from game to game depending on its specific focus
area, e. g., tourism, advertisement, or awareness. Niantic’s portal network [189] aims
to cover places of cultural relevance in general. Other commercial applications are
based on Foursquare data2 or Google Maps services [165].
Content at these locations is typically twofold. Static locations, like PokéStops and
Gyms3 in Pokémon GO, provide the players with the necessary resources required for
the collection of game content on a cooldown. Those collectibles, which represent a
core motivation [99], are located at spawn points, which are usually distributed around
PoIs, but do not require a real object reference. These spawn points are also static and
spawn content in recurring intervals.
Long-term motivational components, similar to classical entertainment games, depend on the player type [99, 258, 267]. They include the availability of content, social
aspects (cooperative and competitive), the exploration of an area, and the drive to further improve or complete the virtual collection [99, 226]. Social aspects are approached
differently for each game. Whereas most games offer cooperative [104, 134, 199] or competitive [121, 199] content at PoIs, social gameplay interaction independent from the
players’ position is limited [134, 199, 232], but offers unique multiplayer options.
The cultural impact of LBGs are diverse and have been researched especially for
Pokémon GO due to its high popularity. Since its reported main characterizing goal
is to get people outside walking [114], positive health effects have been thoroughly
researched [5, 110, 149, 254]. The main findings reported a mild increase in physical
activity, measured by an increase in step count over all age groups [149]. However,
a lasting long-term effect could not be confirmed, as motivation started to decrease
after six weeks [149, 263]. Especially personalization aspects play an essential role in
health-related behavior change [107, 140].
1 https://wayfarer.nianticlabs.com/ (last accessed: October 02, 2020)
2 https://developer.foursquare.com/places (last accessed: October 02, 2020)
3 PokéStops and Gyms are virtual representations of interactable PoIs when players are within the interaction radius of 40m. There, Gyms have the additional functionality of promoting optional asynchronous
player versus player combat.

2.2 geographic modeling systems

Induced by the change in player behavior, their movement behavior becomes more
dynamic [132, 208, 228] with diverse occurring implications. Urban areas becoming
gaming hotspots can lead to safety issues [2, 14], traffic jams [202], and trespassing [184]. With the dependence on open cartographic data, users contribute to those
platforms [178], but geographic data vandalism4 can also be encountered [133]. Global
game events, on the other hand, have a strong impact on event locations and the surrounding hospitality industry, similar to conventions and exhibitions [69].
2.2
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Geographic information (short: geodata) is any “information concerning phenomena
implicitly or explicitly associated with a location relative to the Earth” [125]. The
explicit location association is present, when a location is referenced by coordinates in
a coordinate reference system [123], whereas implicit association relates to locations
referenced by geographic identifiers [124]. Each geographic object has geographic
features modeling its shape, consisting of a combination of the basic forms being
points, curves, surfaces, and solids [122].
Geographic Information Systems (GISs) are used to access, collect, share, and analyze geographic information [90]. For the global position detection Global Navigation
Satellite Systems, like GPS or Galileo, are used, with signal receivers commonly built
into modern smartphones. To gain access to geodata multiple different sources like
Open Government Data exists, unlike private geodata used by individual companies,
e. g., for navigation. Besides the raw data provided by governments, many online map
services exist, providing detailed data about landscape features, urban structures,
or transport systems. OSM differs from other online maps, like Google Maps5 , Bing
Maps6 , or Apple Maps7 , as they utilize Volunteered Geographic Information, a form
of user-generated content, to collect and update their data.
To collect, process and analyze geodata in a GIS an efficient form of data storage
and retrieval is important. Allowing this functionality and employing efficient data
structures, discrete global grids perform a division of the Earth’s surface area into grid
cells, often called tessellation [89]. Goodchild [89] identifies three key applications:
georeferencing, spatial indexing, and discretization. Georeferencing within a discrete
global grid has a distinct allocation of geographic identifiers like a city name, which
otherwise requires additional domain information like a country name. In a linearized
discrete global grid, arbitrary positions can be represented by a single string, encoding
its cell size by the string’s length [89, 91]. The string itself allows for efficient spatial
indexing with its length, the whole string, or parts of it. The discretization maps the
infinite number of geographic locations to a finite amount of grid cells. This also allows
for hierarchical structures to index different cell sizes introducing multiple granularity
levels [89]. Such hierarchical structures are called a discrete global grid system, which
4 Players are manipulating OpenStreetMap (OSM) data to gain an advantage in the game based on their
knowledge of how certain tags are processed to game content.
5 https://www.google.com/maps (last accessed: April 18, 2020)
6 https://www.bing.com/maps (last accessed: April 18, 2020)
7 https://www.apple.com/ios/maps (last accessed: April 18, 2020)
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is congruent when a region of cell level k is a union of regions with cell level k + 1 [215].
The geographic coordinates are then represented by the smallest cell, the coordinates
are located in [215].
Map projections, applied to geographic coordinate systems, like the commonly used
WGS84, or the UTM system, transform geographic coordinates in a way to project the
Earth’s surface onto a flat map [173]. This inevitably leads to distortions in shape
and size, commonly depending on the vicinity to the equator. The tessellation or
so-called tiling divides the Earth into a grid of geometric shapes and is affected by
the underlying projection, resulting in distorted cells. Common geometric shapes are
triangles, parallelograms [215], and hexagons [172]. For spatial indexing of each cell,
hierarchy-based, curve-based, or coordinate-based indexing schemes are utilized [171].
Depending on the origin point, especially curve-based schemes may result in rotated
cells.
Different approaches can be used to measure geographic distances between geodata
locations, depending on the required accuracy. Linear distance models, e. g., utilizing
the Euclidian distance, or the Manhattan distance, measure the distances on a plain,
neglecting the Earth’s curvature. City-wide distances can be calculated with high accuracies for linear distance models [176]. More accurate, spherical distance calculations,
are accomplished utilizing the great circle distance [138, 141], like the Haversine distance [213]. Since the Earth’s surface is not perfectly round, it can be modeled as an
oblate spheroid, taking into account its flattening at the poles. One common formula
for this approach is the iterative Vincenty formula [138, 141].
2.3

PCG online
generation

procedural content generation

PCG offers an automatic creation of content with the use of algorithms in different areas of a game or an application [234], optimizing the content according to an objective
function. The application areas are manifold and can be categorized into six groups,
with the most common area being game area generation [109]. For the generation
process, approaches are categorized according to a taxonomy developed by Togelius
et al. [235]. Therein, a content generation is distinguished between online and offline
generation. Online generation happens during run-time and requires no further manual input. It has the requirement to work in a predictable, reasonable time, and its
results have a predictable level of quality [235]. Offline generation happens during
a game’s development and offers developers options to automate individual content
creation processes with the option to lastly edit and polish the respective results [235].
Online content generation is suitable for content personalization. This personalization commonly impacts a game’s difficulty, as individual game parameters are adjusted
according to the player’s current performance, leading to a different perceived game
experience [221]. According to player experience models this effect can be further emphasized, depending on the utilized data sources, even including biosignals into the
generation process [266].
Since game area generation became popular for, e. g., role-playing games, the integration of real area data became intriguing. To introduce variety and recognition value

2.3 procedural content generation

a concept to generate game boards based on open map data was proposed [77]. Further
development translates this approach to different game genres like racing games and
strategy games [95].
Utilizing PCG for LBGs has been proposed based on open map platforms, identifying relevant data and translating it to individual game elements [20, 36]. Resulting
games are inspired by common board games, introducing the factor of real movement
into the game [38]. To support the development of LBGs and reducing the necessary
effort to identify suitable locations, Google recently introduced a service to obtain
playable locations based on their map data [165].
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2.3.1 Optimization Methods
An optimization problem aims to find an ideally optimal solution for a problem in
a given time, which is commonly applied in PCG. Its solution quality is assessed by
a target function, also known as objective function or fitness function [72, 145]. Its
search area, containing all valid solutions, is constrained, with each element having
a neighborhood with other solution candidates. A neighborhood’s solution with the
highest objective function value is the local optimum, while the overall highest value
refers to the global optimum.
Local search [167] is a first heuristic optimization method that searches for a strictly
better solution traversing its neighborhood, which when applied without modifications optimizes into local optima.
Simulated annealing [1, 145] is a heuristic neighborhood-based approach inspired
by the heart treatment process in material science, hence the temperature parameter
name as controlling parameter. It utilizes probabilistic acceptance criteria for worse
generated neighbors depending on the temperature value, allowing it to escape large
local optima in the early iteration process.
Another heuristic neighborhood approach are evolutionary algorithms [72], inspired by biological evolution, with solutions represented by individuals and their
fitness. They usually contain the following optimization steps [256]: initial population,
evaluation, selection, reproduction, mutation, and repetition.

Simulated
annealing

Evolutionary
algorithms

Traveling Salesman Problem & Orienteering Problem Solution Approaches
The Traveling Salesman Problem is a well-known optimization problem for finding
the shortest route, visiting all locations in a given location set before returning to the
start location [10, 113, 179, 182]. A common generalization is the Traveling Salesman
Problem with Time Windows, which requires the locations to be visited during an
active time window. The Orienteering Problem, is a combination between the Knapsack Problem and the Traveling Salesman Problem [247]. Its intention is to visit as
many locations as possible or to maximize a score in a given amount of time, which,
in addition can be incorporated with time windows. These problems are in the class
of NP-hard problems and furthermore in NP-complete, meaning it currently cannot
be solved in polynomial time [74, 86, 139, 156].

Common
route finding
problems
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For the Traveling Salesman Problem, exact algorithms are nowadays rarely used due
to their comparatively long execution time. The previously employed exact branch and
bound algorithms [17] are mostly replaced by branch and cut algorithms [11, 12], with
the Concorde solver currently performing best [115].
For larger problem instances, approximative algorithms are necessary to keep computation costs low. Early constructive heuristics iteratively add locations [79, 135], with
more recent approaches utilizing local search heuristics [130] like Tabu search [81, 82]
or k-Opt [216] to find an optimum in a neighborhood of valid routes. Both simulated
annealing [1, 97, 117, 119, 145] and evolutionary algorithms [72, 243] are among the
best-performing algorithms, utilizing neighborhood structures. Further, more complex, neighborhood-based approaches, like Variable Neighbourhood Search utilize
multiple different neighborhoods for optimization [180].
With the category of ant colony optimization algorithms [53] like BEAM-ACO [166]
and Ant-Q [52] ant behavior is simulated in search for routes to food sources. Other
heuristic approaches have shown to be applicable to the problem [44, 131], e. g., the
Monte-Carlo search [60], but lack in either scalability or solution quality.
For the lesser-known Orienteering Problem with Time Windows, significantly less
tailored solution approaches exist. A similar problem, with a different name is the
Steiner Traveling Salesman Problem [46, 186], which in fact has a similar goal, with
the addition of incorporating traffic effects. The employed approaches are similar to
the ones utilized for the Traveling Salesman Problem, using exact algorithms [209],
constructive heuristics [137], or variable neighborhood search [175].
In the context of LBGs the Orienteering Problem has been used for exact optimized
route determination using branch and cut, and branch and bound algorithms [6]. The
approach makes use of the clustered nature of locations to reduce the problem size,
for scalability reasons, resulting into the Clustered Orienteering Problem [9]
A related problem is the Vehicle Routing Problem, which generalized the problem
in the direction of having multiple vehicles minimizing the time for each location
being visited once, as relevant for delivery vehicles [50, 198].
2.4

Basic sensors

mobile activity detection

The idea of using mobile phones to distinguish user activities has been around for
more than a decade, which is why the work in this area is diverse. We base our
recap on existing reviews covering the research area [24, 191, 249] to identify relevant
publications, with individual reviews specifying on distinct aspects, like GPS-based
activity detection [262, 265]. Additionally, we included more recent publications, not
yet covered in existing reviews.
The two commonly utilized sensors are the accelerometer and the location sensor.
Acceleration data is measured on three orthogonal axes. Since the sensor is affected by
the Earth’s gravity, its values are usually adjusted for further data processing. Location
data is based on a Global Navigation Satellite System. Alongside the device’s position
in latitude and longitude, it contains information about altitude, speed, heading, and
accuracy. The latter describes the measurement’s expected deviation in meters [201].

2.4 mobile activity detection
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2.4.1 Automatic Mobility Detection
Early approaches in this field have already shown that the fine granular distinction
of human non-motorized activities such as standing, walking, jogging and cycling is
possible. These approaches utilized mobile radio cells8 [8, 185, 227] or separate GPS
devices [159]. Today’s approaches [249] are based mainly on smartphones’ acceleration
and location data. Existing commercial products, based on smartphones or fitness
trackers, offer an automatic activity recognition, based on the non-motorized activities,
e. g., Google Fit9 , Fitbit10 , or Garmin11 .
Distinguishing between non-motorized activities and motorized transport in general has also been investigated in detail [174, 193, 205]. Results, utilizing location and
acceleration data, purely on mobile phones distinguish between the previously mentioned non-motorized activities and motorized transport with an accuracy of 93.6% [205].
Commercial solutions for this use-case already exist, detecting motorized transport
during run-time, e. g., Google Activity Recognition API12 , or PathSense13 .
The differentiation of motorized transport modes has also been the subject of scientific investigation for several years, with early works in 2003 [196]. Due to changes
in technical options since then, we will focus on related works from the past decade,
where two distinct approaches arose. First, trip-based approaches that classify entire
trips in retrospect [28, 32, 47, 153, 183, 250, 272], e. g., for a travel diary. The approach focuses on the segmentation of trips and the assignment of segments to different modes
of transport. Second, sliding window approaches [13, 68, 96, 108, 126, 168, 229, 252]
allow for a transport mode detection during run-time depending on the window size,
and whether processing and classification can be done within the given time frames.
Trip-based approaches are not suitable for detection during run-time, because trips
finish after the data recording is stopped. Nevertheless, the publications are still considered, as they may incorporate valuable feature that can help to detect the respective
transport mode. Commercial products for transport mode detection exist that assign
specific sections of a route to a mode of transport retroactively, e. g., the Google Maps
Timeline14 . This presumably trip-based approach however is not documented.
We provide an extensive overview over the identified, relevant publications in the
area of mobility detection with at least two motorized transport modes, in Table 21.
Here, we discuss prominent characteristics of the analyzed works.
A large number of possible sensors and information sources have been investigated
for the detection of the mode of transport. Thus, there are the classical approaches,
8 Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
9 Google Fit for Wear OS - https://wearos.google.com/#stay-healthy (last accessed: July 16, 2020)
10 Fitbit SmartTrack - Auto exercise recognition - https://www.fitbit.com/nl/smarttrack (last accessed:
July 16, 2020)
11 Garmin Fitness-Tracker: vivofit Auto Activity Detection Feature - https://support.garmin.com/en-US/
?faq=bMgN7dg30YAifXASdZjLN9 (last accessed: July 16, 2020)
12 Google Activity Recognition API - https://developers.google.com/location-context/
activity-recognition (last accessed: July 16, 2020)
13 PathSense - https://pathsense.com/ (last accessed: July 16, 2020)
14 Google Maps Timeline - https://support.google.com/maps/answer/6258979?co=GENIE.Platform%
3DDesktop&hl=en (last accessed: July 16, 2020)
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which, as in the case of the differentiation of non-motorized transport modes, rely on
mobile radio cell data, accelerometers, or location data. Additionally, some works add
further information sources like georeferenced public transport data [183, 229], surrounding audio analysis [101, 155, 251], nearby device data of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi [47,
183] or socioeconomic characteristics, e. g., whether the user owns a car or a public
transport ticket [250].
Standing and walking are recognized with higher accuracies than other mobility
types [28, 32, 96, 126, 229, 250], which is also supported by reviews [191]. The distinction between motorized modes of transport such as car, bus, and train is far more
challenging [191]. Only few authors [47, 108, 183] included trams in their distinction,
which can be due to the scarcity of tram lines in the geographic area their data comes
from. Frequent confusions are reported between tram and bus [47], car and bus [13, 68,
275], as well as car and train [32]. It is noticeable that often not all motorized mobility
types are recognized equally well, where one mobility type reports high accuracies,
other detection results are noticeably worse, e. g., car [229], bus [47], tram [183], and
train [32].
Dealing with temporary stops, e. g., stopping at a traffic light or a bus stop, provides
a basis for discussion, whether such stops should be classified as standing. Detailed
information about temporary stops are relevant to distinguish between driving and
standing either inside or outside a vehicle [61]. In the research area of Transportation
Mode Detection, only few approaches tackle this problem. Trip-based approaches in
general and sliding window approaches with window sizes of several minutes suggest
that temporary stops are ignored to obtain a continuous trip result. For sliding window
approaches with small window sizes [13, 68, 108, 126, 168, 252], this becomes more
relevant, where in some papers [126, 168] standing is not explicitly classified, thereby
bypassing the differentiation between standing in person, and temporary vehicular
stops. Hemminki et al. [108] explicitly describes their handling of stationary segments
within an activity, assigning it to the original activity.
The findings of many existing works are difficult to apply to European conditions
where cities are usually smaller [32]. Related studies often used data collected in
large cities such as Chicago [229], London [28], Tehran [153], Paris [183], Kōbe [220],
Istanbul [96] or Shanghai [250, 275]. By contrast, Brunauer et al. [32], collected 322
hours of data in both European urban and rural areas. Dataset sizes differ largely,
with work, containing only six [229] or twelve [252] hours of data. This leads to
less data variance and less generalizable results [250]. Additionally, unbalanced data
sets were frequently used for training and testing [108, 153, 220, 252, 272, 273], with
walking being disproportionally overrepresented and means of public transportation
being underrepresented.
Classification Approaches

Ensemble
learners

In the area of transportation mode detection, machine learning approaches are commonly utilized, especially ensemble algorithms. These approaches train multiple classifiers and aggregate their results, aiming to reduce classification variance. Decision
tree approaches are frequently used for this. Different methods are utilized to com-
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bine the individual classifiers in an ensemble learner: Boosting performs a sequential
training by re-weighting training instances each iteration, focusing on false classifications by increasing their weights [76, 160]. Bagging, for which Random Forests are a
prominent example, construct multiple decision trees independently and report their
results based on a majority vote [160].
Time series classification is a specific classification problem, where a sequence of
time-ordered data needs to be assigned with a class label. A time series is usually
separated into smaller series of constant length with a sliding window approach for
processing [255].
With regard to the classification algorithms, particularly decision tree approaches,
notably Random Forest, were frequently used [47, 220, 229, 275]. Many studies, comparing different classification concluded Random Forests [96, 126, 168, 250] and decision
tree learners [252] respectively provide the best results for their application. In one
prominent study [108] Boosting was superior to all other approaches. In more recent
studies also deep learning is evaluated [13], but usually without stating training and
classification times.
Recent studies increasingly ignored the concept of feature selection [47, 153, 183,
220, 275]. In its absence, the resulting model may contain features that are irrelevant
to the detection of the transport mode. Since features may contain redundant or
correlating information, e. g., standard deviation and variance [108], this may impact
the final model. For large sets of features, or even different sensor groups [183], e. g.,
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi [47], neither the influence of different sensor, nor the usefulness
of individual features was examined.
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selection

Employed Features
Features based on the frequency-domain have been rarely used in previous works. The
accelerometer was often sampled at 25 Hz or more [96, 108, 126, 168, 252], but either
no [96] or only few [108, 126, 252] frequency-domain features are utilized. Even during
high sampling rates of 35 Hz, oftentimes only features with low frequencies were used,
e. g., between 0 Hz and 4 Hz [252], or below 5 Hz [108]. Aşçı and Güvensan [13] suggest
that the inclusion of higher frequency features may lead to a better transport mode
recognition.
External geo-referenced information in conjunction with the user’s location can
improve the detection of running, cycling, and motorized transport modes [191]. Thiagarajan et al. utilizes features comparing spatio-temporal user data with timetables and
geodata of bus and subway stops plus their routes [233], in addition to accelerometerbased features. Stenneth et al. [229] solely rely on location data, integrating live information about bus locations and information about train tracks and bus stops to
differentiate between bus, car, and train. They showed an increase in detection accuracy based on the use of those external features. Montoya et al. [183] utilize the user’s
GPS trajectory to compare them with OSM public transport information, to differentiate between motorized mobility types, after detecting a vehicle mode based on
accelerometer data.

Frequencydomain

External
geo-referenced
features
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Audio

background and related work

Han et al. [101] use audio-based features to differentiate between different motorized
vehicles, as soon as the movement type is narrowed down to those. Lee et al. [155]
also utilize the microphone to perform run-time classification. In their dataset of
South Korean cities they take advantage of unique vibrations and noise patterns of
local public transport engines to train their model. Other approaches use a more
in-depth audio analysis [251], including deep learning approaches (convolutional
neural networks), leading to high training and classification times making run-time
classification infeasible.
2.4.2 Detection Quality Assessment

Reported
detection
quality for
selected works

Live-detection
results

Sliding
window
approach
quality

Individual
notable
employed
features

The work of Shafique and Hato [220] shows that an accurate differentiation of different
motorized transport modes is feasible with an accuracy > 95% with large window sizes
(10 min). However, trip-based approaches and approaches with such large window
sizes are not suitable for live detection during run-time. For the examined approaches,
we specify their respective macro-averaged prediction accuracy. Compared to the
micro-averaged accuracy, macro-averaging weighs all classes equally, instead of based
on the number of instances [246]. Thus, for an unbalanced dataset, worse macroaveraged accuracies are likely due to overfitting more represented classes.
To the best of our knowledge Stenneth et al. [229] and Güvensan et al. [96] provide
the only recent works with an implemented and evaluated live detection. The former
approach achieves an accuracy of 91% on a dataset from the city of Chicago with
six different mobility types on 8 features. The latter approach utilized a significantly
larger dataset with with eight mobility types on 348 different features without feature
selection. However, only a macro-averaged accuracy of 79% could be achieved in live
detection. To achieve the specified accuracy of 94%, a post-processing algorithm based
on larger segments is required, which therefore classifies as a trip-based approach
again. For Google’s Application Programming Interface (API), a study shows a macroaverage accuracy of 67% [274], which may change during its active development.
Other works that employ sliding window approaches [47, 68, 108, 126, 168, 252]
are also relevant for this purpose. Particularly promising are those of Jahangiri and
Rakha [126], Lu et al. [168], and Aşçı and Güvensan [13], which all achieve a macroaveraged accuracy of > 95% while only using inertial sensors. However, for the first
two listed approaches, the number of distinguishable mobility types is small with two
and three respectively.
Jahangiri and Rakha [126] utilize a one second sliding window on time- and
frequency-domain features, and report the spectral entropy as one of the most important features in their feature selection. Lu et al. [168] also extract features in the
time- and frequency-domain based on each accelerometer axis in five and six second
windows. Thereby they extract, among other things, the so-called Hjorth parameters [111] from time series analysis. However, they are reported to worsen the detection
performance, since the parameters correlate with other employed features. Spectral
energy features at 1, 2, and 3 Hz achieved a slight accuracy improvement. Aşçı and
Güvensan [13] also use sensor values of each of the three axes, including the resulting
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magnitude. Overall they utilize ten features in the time-domain and six features in the
frequency-domain.
2.5

summary and identified research gap

In this thesis, we investigate the concept of online content generation for the application
area of LBGs. These games face considerable challenges regarding its content creation
process due to the heterogeneous data in geographic areas. We examine potential
types of content locations and propose a method enabling comprehensive generation
availability. For this purpose, we develop an online generation approach, procedurally
selecting suitable PoIs based on developed quality metrics. While approaches in the
literature commonly utilize randomly [54, 150], manually [18], or user-created [189,
223] content, they have insufficient area coverage or fluctuating content quality. Both
aspects limit the creation of new LBGs. The varying area quality further restricts the
comparison of areas, which impedes novel multiplayer options [144, 217].
Beyond that, dynamic online generation utilization allows for methods incorporating the current game scenario or contextual user data. While static contextual content
adaptation has seen frequent use in current games [104, 134, 199, 232], player-based
adaptation does not occur. With large quantities of suitable game locations to visit
in these games, we propose a personalized mobility guidance to identify optimized
routes offering promising virtual rewards. Since player mobility is pivotal, a contemporary user mobility detection is required, with each possible mobility type having
its unique restrictions. In contrast to established trip-based mobility detection [47, 153,
183, 275], the current mobility needs to be determined during travel and not in retrospect. While sliding window approaches [13, 68, 96, 168, 229] conceptually offer a
run-time detection, it is rarely realized. Thus, we model a run-time mobility detection
distinguishing between different mobility types, including distinct public transport
vehicles, to allow for a smart mobility-based adaptation during play for content adjustment and player safety.

Online
content
generation for
LBGs

Mobility personalization
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O N L I N E C O N T E N T G E N E R AT I O N F O R L O C AT I O N - B A S E D
GAMES

ased on our findings in the related work in Chapter 2 and the resulting identified
gap, we introduce an approach utilizing Procedural Content Generation (PCG)
to provide automatically generated game area. We propose a system to automatically
determine appropriate game locations suitable for a Location-based Game (LBG),
including creating structured game areas. Thus, each game area consists of a collection
of content locations, its Points of Interest (PoIs). By developing quality metrics, these
areas become directly comparable, allowing an optimization approach to generate
optimized game areas. At the same time, this allows us to couple game areas together
according to their respective PoI characteristics. A flexible game area coupling enables
the direct comparison of game areas, the transfer and re-localization of content, and
allows for novel multiplayer game concepts. Since PoIs in LBGs offer virtual rewards,
players aim to optimize their pathing through a game area. Consequently, we develop
an approach to determine an optimized route in large game areas to assist players
during gameplay.
In the following, we start with the construction of game areas and the geodata
acquisition in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we describe our procedural game area generation approach to identify suitable PoIs according to proposed quality metrics. In
Section 3.3, we focus on the comparison and coupling of game areas to break the
colocation requirement of current multiplayer LBG systems. In Section 3.4, we propose a method to find optimized game routes, offering personalized guidance. These
generalized concepts are integrated into our GeoVis platform described in Chapter 5
and systematically evaluated in Chapter 6.

B

3.1

game area construction

A game area is a part of the game world with which players can interact directly or
with contained objects. Each game area is associated with the real world, is specified
by its geographic coordinates, and contains a distinct set of PoIs. For a given player
position, a game area is required to retrieve geodata, and game content is generated.
Each PoI is assigned a numerical value representing its quality, which we will further
define in Section 3.2, with higher quality PoIs being selected over lower ones until a
certain number (pn ) of selected PoIs is reached.
A first, intuitive, creation approach is to construct the game area as a circle, around
the player’s position. During player movement, it is not modified as long as the current
player position remains within the given area. Because the area’s content always
depends on the available geographic data, it would change when an area was moved,
as visualized in Figure 1. Using a discrete global grid system approach, as described
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in Section 2.2, has multiple advantages over the repeating creation after movement
updates:
First, the content generation process can be costly in terms of required computation
time, or the manual input of a content creator can even be required. By using a
discrete global grid, positions close to each other are assigned to the same grid cell.
Thereby, a small position input change does not change the resulting content, except
for positions crossing cell borders. This allows us to use an identical game area for
similar locations, which leads to higher generation consistency, comparability, and
the option to pre-compute individual aspects of the generation process. Second, as
illustrated in Figure 1, a changing game area can lead to disappearing content when a
player approaches it.
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Figure 1: An example of PoI selection during movement. The number in each PoI indicates its
quality, with the two highest quality PoIs being selected within the players circular
game area. Left: the selection of two nearby PoIs with values of 2 and 4. Right:
newly selected PoIs when moving left, leading to the previously selected PoI with
value 2, no longer getting selected. Adapted from [242]

Game area
shapes

This approach works under the assumption that the player will always be within
the game area. When a player leaves it, a new game area must be loaded to find
game content outside the first area. For that demand, a circle is unsuitable due to
its geometrical shape. Either a new game area would be created with no overlap,
which would result in uncovered areas, or a new game area would be created despite
the overlap, as illustrated in Figure 2. In the latter case, the previous inconsistency
problem could reappear, as real-world areas would be part of multiple distinct game
areas. Areas already covered by another game area would need to take parts of their
generation result into account to keep already generated elements unmodified. With
an increasing number of overlapping areas, the difficulty in generating appropriate
content for the remaining areas rises. A new area would be required to use partial
solutions not optimized for the new area.
If game areas are shaped to be joinable together without gaps, the problem of loading
new game areas can be solved. Good options for this uniform tiling problem [94],
according to Sahr et al. [215], are hexagons, squares, and triangles, as shown in Figure 3.
Unlike hexagons, parallelograms and triangular shapes can be subdivided into four
smaller parallelograms and triangles of similar shape and size. Since, as explained
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Figure 2: An illustration of tiling challenges for circular game areas. Left: uncovered areas, for
non-overlapping game areas. Right: overlapping game areas, leading to consistency
problems for overlapping game area regions. Adapted from [203]

later, the subdivision into smaller areas is necessary, hexagons are therefore unsuitable
for modeling game areas. This also applies to circles, further preventing them from
being used. Both triangles and parallelograms can be stretched or distorted, which is
necessary to fit onto a sphere. Subsequently, we will use quadrangular shapes since it
is also commonly used in related work, although triangles would also be applicable.

Figure 3: Valid uniform tiling options for game areas: hexagons (left), squares (center) and
triangles (right). Adapted from [203]

Additional game areas can then be generated adjacent to already created ones
whenever a player enters a new game area with no previously generated content,
or in advance when a player approaches the boundary of the current game area, as
shown in Figure 4. By using the adjacency relations and the option to subdivide areas
hierarchically, the Earth can be efficiently covered through georeferencing and spatial
indexing approaches. This ensures that game areas of different players match when
they start in the same cell of the discrete global grid. Whenever a player leaves an
area, the newly entered, adjacent game area becomes active, which should be precomputed to avoid gameplay disruptions. The later introduced subdivision of game
areas, among other aspects, leads to a partly local optimization with respect to the
geographic distribution.
Therefore, we will assume that a procedure based on a quadrangular discrete global
grid is used which maps a position uniquely to a game area. The specific choice of
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Figure 4: The example of Figure 1 selecting PoIs during movement utilizing a square discrete
global grid for separation. Adapted from [242]

Cell merging
approach

Cell size
adaptation

size and exact shape can be customized for the respective game scenario. For these
game areas, a reasonable size should be chosen based on the game scenario. Smaller
areas are then only locally optimized, likely resulting into bad generation results. This
is especially problematic when the number of potential PoIs is not sufficient to create
a good result, according to the chosen quality metrics. If game areas are too large,
the online game area generation might need too much time to be used in practice as
it needs to process all available geodata in the area. By subdividing these areas in
question, we can use a flexible approach that recursively divides areas with too much
geodata into smaller areas that are processed separately from each other. Afterward,
these areas are merged again, resulting in a solution of combined local optima. The
maximum number of recursive subdivisions thereby poses a trade-off between local
and global optimization, whereby the more subdivisions are performed, the more
locally optimized the resulting game area becomes.
In LBGs, movement is required to change a player’s position. Depending on the
player’s speed, different locations are reachable within a given time. Thereby, we
choose to link the grid cell size to the player’s current mode of movement for two
reasons: If we were to use a static size for different modes of movement, content
would be accessible faster for players on a bicycle or a motorized vehicle. Alternatively,
keeping the cell size constant and adjusting the location selection tied to the pn
parameter accordingly, would negatively influence the location selection approach.
By adapting the number of content locations, the expected time required under a
given mode of transportation to reach the locations would remain similar. A more
suitable approach is to adjust the cell size accordingly and to take that adjusted cell
size into account during content generation. This allows for a personalized online
generation outcome. However, a constant adjustment during gameplay should not be
applied since this affects the underlying grid, leading to possible aforementioned PoI
inconsistencies.
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3.1.1 Data Acquisition
Based on the player’s current game area, geodata is required to determine content
locations players can interact with within the game. For this purpose, a Geographic
Information System (GIS), which contains the required geospatial data, can be used.
In conjunction with Volunteered Geographic Information, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is
a suitable choice, as it can provide data for all locations worldwide, but may have
fluctuating quality [73]. Geodata of many different types can thus be determined for
any position on Earth using OSM alone. Other online map services such as Google
Maps or Bing Maps specialize in providing maps without making the underlying
geodata freely available. Since geodata available on OSM is freely usable according to
Open Data Commons Open Database License, using a system based on OSM geodata
is opportune and appropriate. Besides, OSM is one of the most researched systems
in geographical science [73] regarding data completeness [31, 67, 112, 188] and both
positional and thematic correctness [31, 73]. Heterogeneous data distribution has been
a problem for all map providers with less available data for rural areas [187].
For individual queries, OSM offers an openly available Application Programming
Interface (API), which allows for a selection of specific tags and tag combinations
in a given target area specified by a bounding box. However, the underlying data is
also freely available, allowing the usage of a custom map server where data can be
pre-processed according to the application requirements.
Each data entry consists of positional information, representing a single geographic
coordinate, or an ordered list of coordinates. For each entry, a list of tags is stated as
key-value pairs that specify, e. g., the entry’s name or a geographic attribute. Notably,
these geographic attributes can be used to identify specific locations like sidewalks,
town halls, or river banks by filtering for the respective tag combination.

Data
availability

Access
methods

Data format

3.1.2 Geodata Filter
Identifying and selecting suitable locations is the core challenge for the content generation of LBGs. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, each game has a different approach to
select suitable locations and what geographic or cultural attributes make a location
relevant. Our goal is to create a PCG-based approach, allowing the selection of relevant PoIs. In such an approach, it is essential to add customizability regarding the
content selection, to allow the usage in different application scenarios. An appealing
approach existing games that are not limited to a single geographic area have, is that
they regularly distinguish content according to the PoI’s cultural representation like
historical monuments.
In a short analysis, we exemplarily examined different OSM tag groups that have
been deemed relevant by most authors regarding their global data availability. This
is important to allow our approach not to be limited to specific countries or cities.
Tags that represent historically relevant locations or places of worship are particularly
suitable for their global and frequent occurrence. Tags representing historic places
and buildings could be found at 1,201,715 locations with a distribution illustrated in

Place of
worship
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Figure 5: Data distribution of OSM tags for historic places and buildings extracted from
taginfo1 .

Geodata filter
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Figure 5. These locations meet many criteria for good PoI candidates, as they often
represent cultural and architecturally interesting buildings and exist in most countries.
To apply and group available geodata according to its cultural representation, we
define geodata filters. Each geodata filter contains a set of unique tags required to
identify the particular map features. For the example of places of worship, both large
cathedrals and small chapels are covered by the same category. To distinguish between different elements within a filter, priority values can be assigned to individual
tags, indicating an assumed relevance based on the tag’s frequency and cultural meaning [169]. Thereby, cathedrals are assigned a higher priority value than chapels in this
filter.
As described in Section 2.1.1, the difference in content quantity and quality in rural,
suburban, and urban areas in current LBGs is measurable [132] and can negatively
influence player experience and retention [194]. Our goal is to create a set of geodata
filters that represents suitable game locations and is available in rural, suburban, and
urban areas, i. e., is not limited to large cities. We subsequently analyze the available
OSM tags and their respective frequency and distribution for suitability in a geodata
filter. Following, we assign a priority value to each filter itself, to introduce an estimated relevance or representativeness for the area. This is led by the previous work of
Lynch [169], identifying prominent locations in an urban landscape, and the assumption that, e. g., a town hall might be more expected to be shown as a PoI within a game,
than the public benches in front of it.
Our analysis focuses on tags and locations, likely to be found in all types of areas
like town halls. Because the frequency of suitable locations in a city center is relatively
high compared to less populated areas, we primarily aim to increase the coverage
in those rural areas. This includes covering corner cases like parks, which have a
distinctive characteristic in urban areas. Additional relevant categories are identified
based on Niantic’s guideline for high-quality content in their games [189] and locations

1 https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/keys/historic (last accessed: August 25, 2020)
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Table 2: Developed geodata filter and associated OSM tags. Prioritiy values are only noted on
a category basis instead of on a tag basis.
priority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

category
street and footway crossings
trees, stones and springs
wells, towers and survey points
waste disposal and toilets
public communication
benches
pedestrian walkways
parks
stations and stops for means of transport
product shops and services
healthcare and social facilities
places for food or drinks
places for doing sport
educational establishments
playgrounds
mountain peaks
huts and other shelters
places for picnic or barbecue
libraries and public bookcases
town halls
places of entertainment, arts, culture and tourism
places of worship
historic places

identified to be of high relevance for players [224]. For matters of direct comparability,
each geodata filter is assigned a unique priority value resulting in a linear order.
Along with the rise in popularity of LBGs with Pokémon GO, reports of trespassing
and play in dangerous areas were reported in the media [184]. In a PCG system that
can generate content worldwide, security and safety restrictions cannot be enforced
manually. We thereby introduce a set of exclusion criteria, where geodata filters are
not applied, leading to no content being generated in these areas. The exclusion criteria
are also integrated with the use of OSM tags, e. g., private access to exclude locations
on private property, company grounds, or military areas. Unsafe locations with no foot
access like highways, or locations in front of police stations, hospitals, or fire brigade
buildings are also excluded.
In Table 2, the resulting geodata filters are shown, without any claim to completeness.
The filters can be extended and modified to cover additional missing areas and corner
cases, not integrated yet. Further details about the developed filters are displayed in
Table 19. Assigning similar priority values to multiple geodata filter categories would
be an option to model an equal relevance of those categories in a scenario.

Exclusion
criteria for
player safety

Prototypical
list of filters
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3.2

Metric
categories:
geographic &
cultural

Absolute and
relative
metrics

area generation & quality assessment

PCG approaches use an objective function to assess generation quality, which assigns
a numerical value to a given generation result. These functions usually consist of a
combination of multiple parameters and metrics.
For our case of location-based content generation, we identify two categories of
relevant metrics. First, the geographic location of a selected location can be assessed.
It may include the quality of the location itself, or, when related to other selected
locations, the geographic location quality of a set of locations. Second, the cultural
meaning of a selected location can be assessed. This again may include a location’s
unique cultural quality or the cultural quality of a set of locations.
Additionally, we differentiate between absolute and relative metrics. Absolute metrics are used to assess the quality of an outcome itself. A relative metric, on the other
hand, cannot be used on a singular outcome but relates multiple outcomes to each
other. It becomes useful when comparing different candidate outcomes for a subsequent generation, or when comparing final generation results to one another.
We identified the following metrics covering the previously presented metric categories:
Distribution

Distribution
metric

To allow for gameplay in many places of a game area, a proper PoI distribution is
required. Because the number of selected PoIs is limited to pn , each location should be
meaningful. If PoIs are clustered in a few areas, players have less available game content
in areas outside of those clusters. Besides, they are tempted to stay in the clustered areas
and only move to another area when the current area no longer suffices. An optimal
situation would thereby be a uniform distribution within the game area, independent
from the geodata availability. Especially in rural areas or areas verging on city borders,
a uniform distribution is essential to avoid the content problem, which has become
known from Ingress and Pokémon GO. Players have significantly less game content in
remote locations than in cities [45, 132], which also translates to other LBGs [150].

NNI =
dobs =

dobs
dexp
n
1X
n

min(di )

(1)

i=1

r
dexp = 0.5 ·

a
n

For the calculation of distribution, we identify three applicable metrics. The Nearest
Neighbor Index (NNI) introduced by Clark and Evans [43], shown in Equation 1, is an
algorithm from spatial statistics, with di representing the nearest neighbor distance
of a location i [158]. It compares the observed mean nearest neighbor distance of each
location (dobs ) to the expected mean distance for randomly distributed points (dexp )

3.2 area generation & quality assessment

in a given area with surface area a. Thereby min(di ) is the nearest neighbor distance
of location i. A resulting index of 1 represents a random distribution. When the nearest
neighbor distance is smaller than expected on a chance basis, with an index below 1,
it is an indication for clustering. If the index becomes larger than 1, it indicates our
targeted uniform distribution. For a sufficiently large location sample size of n > 302 ,
the maximum index value is 2.1491 [43, 93], describing a uniformly distributed set of
points. The theoretical maximum index value in a squared area is 4 for n = 2, where
both points are located in diagonally opposite corners, which is no strong assertion as
the sample size is too small. In practice, the index’s empirical value is likely to range
between 0.33 and 1.67 [93].
In a street network environment, the linear NNI is a modification mainly applied to
street networks utilizing the Manhattan distance, also called the city block distance,
instead of the Euclidian distance [157, 158].
A different approach to express the distribution of points in an area is motivated by
the idea of each location having an area of influence around its position. The Voronoi
diagram partitions a set of points into regions, where for each location in a region,
the original point is the closest point of the original set. That way, each point’s area of
influence can be modeled. For clustered points, each Voronoi region is small. Points
outside of clusters, by contrast, have a larger Voronoi region.
Ripley’s K statistic [16, 211] is another alternative clustering index. Rather than
utilizing the single nearest neighbor distance, it is based on the number of PoIs within
a circle with a given radius r around it. This can be compared to an expected number
n
of PoIs within each circle, which is area
πr2 . Varying r then allows the identification
of clusterings and dispersion at different radii [136].
For our distribution metric we choose the general NNI, since the linear NNI mostly
measures the distribution along, e. g., a street. Thereby, it is not directly applicable
for game areas. As an alternative point distribution measurement, we can utilize the
variance of Voronoi regions’ surface areas with respect to the original area’s size.
Compared to the general NNI it can be applied for smaller PoI amounts, but in
return requires attention for locations near a game area’s border, which we address in
Section 5.1.1. Integrating Ripley’s K into PCG requires a fine-grained understanding of
the expected dispersion characteristics, as dispersion at some radius leads to clustering
at another radius. Additionally, it is particularly affected by area constraints, like
excluded areas or the game area borders. For that reason, we do not employ Ripley’s
K for game area clustering analysis.
Distance
To compare different outcomes based on their PoI distance, we establish a relative
geographic metric, which compares a PoI’s relative position to that of one in another
area. It is another spatial metric, but focuses on the pairwise distance comparison of
locations within distinct game areas. Exemplary game areas, visualizing the difference
between both metrics, are shown in Figure 6. We assume a set of pairwise locations,
2 according to the central limit theorem
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Figure 6: Three PoI selection examples combining distribution and distance metrics for two
game areas with pn = 3. PoIs with equal numbers are utilized in pairs for the
distance calculation. Good distribution & bad distance (left), bad distribution &
good distance (center), good distribution & good distance (right).

Distance
metric

where each location belongs to a different game area. Depending on the individual
game concept, it can be important in an LBG to have players require about the same
time to travel from one PoI to the next one. For each pair, a location mean can be
calculated, where areas are similar, when each PoI is as close as possible to their pair’s
location mean. A pair’s distance is calculated using each PoI’s relative position within
a game area and calculating the distance between those relative coordinates. Different
distance metrics can be used depending on the application scenario, e. g., Euclidian distance, Manhattan distance, or the individual street network distance using individual
accessibility information. The latter is further investigated in Section 3.4.2.
A pair’s or set’s distance value is calculated with its PoI centroid Cp (Equation 2),
which is relative to the respective game area g’s center.
Cp =

1
·
|pois|

X
Pg ∈pois

2
fmaxDist (g)

· Pg

(2)

To allow for different-sized game areas, each value is normalized with the term
2
fmaxDist (g) , where fmaxDist (g) returns the maximum possible distance between two
PoIs for game area g. In a quadratic game area, this would be its diagonal length. Because distances are calculated relative to the area’s center, the normalization quotient
multiplies by two. Thereby, Cp is the location centroid of pois normalized by each
game area’s size.

Dist(areas, pois) =

1
·
|pois|

X
Pg ∈pois

−−−→
2
· kPg Cp k
fmaxDist (areasg )

(3)
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After calculating the normalized centroid Cp , each PoI’s (Pg ) average distance to the
centroid is calculated and again normalized according to the game area’s size. An
example is shown in Figure 40 using the Euclidian distance.
Relevance
To point out the cultural relevance of a PoI, we use the geodata filter values introduced
in Section 3.1.2. An intuitive approach is to sum up each selected PoI’s priority value
and divide it by the maximum possible priority value. That way, game areas with many
selected historic places and places of worship have a high relevance metric. Selecting
a PoI representing a culturally important monument over a park bench results in a
higher relevance value. The monument is potentially more relevant and prominent
for the game area.
However, the metric can be specified in more detail, depending on the application
scenario. In addition to the different priorization of utilized geodata filters, the aspect
of content diversity may be integrated, where the number of different PoI categories
is integrated into the metric. Additionally, focusing solely on individual categories
of, e. g., shop locations would be possible for advertisement or customer acquisition,
similar to approaches in Ingress [15] and Pokémon GO [64]. This focus is freely adjustable
where aspects of tourism, health promotion, or education could be prioritized.

Relevance
metric

Similarity
The cultural similarity can be used to compare different game areas regarding their
PoI composition. It can be used to compare the similarity or difference between two
game areas regarding their data availability and between selected PoI pairs. Like the
distance metric, we assume a set of pair-wise locations, where one location belongs to
one game area, and the other location belongs to another game area. It is calculated as
the ratio between the number pairs with equivalent priority values and all pairs. Thus,
a high similarity refers to pairs having a similar PoI category, thereby representing
a similar object in the real world. This is important as soon as cultural goals are
integrated into the game concept, e. g., where a player is tasked to visit a certain
number of monuments. In that scenario, game areas with a low similarity would
pose widely different challenges for the players due to the different PoI selection. We
define the similarity as the proportion of PoI tuples with identical relevance. Similar
to the relevance metric, this value comparison can be adjusted to incorporate groups
of categories or focus on individual aspects like tourism.
3.2.1 Area Generation
To distinguish a generation outcome’s quality, an objective function fscore is required,
which assigns a numerical value to it, e. g., for a set of selected PoIs. We construct the
function as a weighted sum of the proposed metrics, with adaptable weights depending on the application scenario. This corresponds to one consolidated metric. Each
function relates to its respective metric: Dist(A, P) to the distance metric, NNI(A, P)

Similarity
metric
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to the distribution metric utilizing the NNI, Sim(P) to the similarity metric, and Rel(P)
to the relevance metric:
fscore (A, P) = ωDist · Dist(A, P) + ωNNI · NNI(A, P) + ωSim · Sim(P) + ωRel · Rel(P) (4)

Objective
function

Utilizing
evolutionary
algorithms

with ωDist + ωNNI + ωSim + ωRel = 1.
Each function calculates the arithmetic mean for its values and normalizes it to [0, 1].
For the NNI this corresponds to the mapping of values in [0.33, 1.67] to [0, 1], as we
limit the metric to its empirical probable values. In our studies, values below 0.33 and
above 1.67 were never encountered, but in case of such a scenario, we set the metric to
0 or 1, respectively. The distance metric value space is inverted, as we want to assign
high values to small relative distances and vice versa.
The inputs utilized in Equation 4 are a set of game areas A and the selected PoIs P,
which are a set of tuple-wise PoIs if multiple game areas are to be optimized.
Obtaining a set of selected PoIs is a typical optimization problem found similarly
in PCG systems. Hereby, different solution approaches, according to Section 2.3.1, are
feasible. In this case, an optimal solution often cannot be obtained due to the problem
size. Thus, we do not use exact solution approaches, but rely on heuristics.
Both simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithms are metaheuristics used for
neighborhood-based global optimization and have shown to be well-performing, particularly for large problem sizes [119, 243]. Due to their adaptability, they can be tailored
towards a given problem by freely adjusting optimization parameters, neighborhood
functions, and the objective function. Alternatives like tabu search are reported to scale
poorly and are more likely to be stuck in local optima, requiring new approaches to
compensate. A variable neighborhood search then again allows for multiple different
neighborhood types, which may provide feasible generation candidates, when properly configured. We expect such a configuration to be harder to find and more inflexible
regarding application scenario changes than simulated annealing or evolutionary algorithms. Additionally, both approaches can utilize the same objective function and
the same neighborhood type, making them interchangeable. In the following, we describe the approach utilizing an evolutionary algorithm, while a simulated annealing
approach would be similarly applicable.
Area Separation

Problem size

We can express the number of possible selection outcomes, with the binomial coefficient. In an exemplary scenario of 1,000 candidate locations in an area, we want
to select
= 32 best PoIs according to our objective function, resulting in
 the pn 60
1000
≈
2.30
·
10
unique options. By subdividing the areas as mentioned in Sec32
tion 3.1, e. g., into four equal areas and only optimizing within the subarea, the problem size can be reduced. Assuming a uniform distribution of candidate locations, this
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≈ 3.38 · 1014 unique options for each subarea. The general formula for
results in 250
8
the total number of possible combinations would be
 p g   p g 
 p g 
 p g s
s
pn
s

| {z }

·

s
pn
s

| {z }

combinations combinations
in subarea 1 in subarea 2

·...·

s
pn
s

| {z }

=

s
pn
s

combinations
in subarea s

with p being the number of candidate PoIs, s being the number of subareas, g being the
number of game areas (for the case of multiplayer areas), and pn being the selection
goal. While the total number of combinations only decreases slightly, the approach
has one significant side effect: the initial distribution of PoIs is improved, as an equal
number of candidate locations is selected for each equal-sized subarea.
Utilizing an area separation presents an interesting trade-off. By separating a game
area into more subareas the optimization in each subarea becomes increasingly more
manageable. Only a small number of PoIs are selected, strongly reducing the number
of unique options. However, this leads to a more locally optimized result. On the other
hand, utilizing less area separation retains the chances to achieve results at or close to
the global optimum at the cost of a larger number of unique options to consider.

Area
separation
trade-off

Evolutionary Approach
Generating the initial population is the first step in an evolutionary algorithm. In
a recursive approach, we use the hierarchical structure of game areas to subdivide
the area into four equal parts, similar to a quadtree. When the number of possible
combinations within a subarea is smaller than a chosen threshold of maximum combinations, it is not split any further. Thereby, subareas with less available data are not
split anymore, and dense subareas are divided further. Alternatively, a criterion based
solely on the number of remaining candidate PoIs could be used to omit the binomial
calculation. When the area is divided, a random initial population is chosen for each
subarea.
Algorithm 1 shows a code fragment for an evolutionary algorithm with the input of a
set of given game areas and their divisions. Rows 2 to 9 show the previously described
generation of an individual population. For the initial randomized selection, we use
a stochastic acceptance approach. The goal is to integrate metrics based solely on the
PoI’s individual properties into the process, like the relevance metric. By weighting
the selection process, we can address two potential problems. First, we developed
multiple geodata filters that aim to increase data coverage in rural areas to both
increase availability and diversity. However, objects like trees or park benches are
far more common than highly suitable locations like monuments. Thereby, a random
selection on the available data would category-wise be strongly biased towards more
ordinary objects. Second, with a weighted approach, higher relevance categories can
be further emphasized, addressing the relevance metric goals.
A weighted random selection can be made by a “fitness proportionate selection”
(also known as roulette-wheel selection) or stochastic acceptance [162], with either
usually used in the recombination step of an evolutionary algorithm. The latter ap-

Initial
population

Evolution
algorithm for
area
generation

Selection
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Algorithm 1 : Evolution
Input : • A = {area1 , . . . , arean }
• Asplit = {({area1,1 , . . . , arean,1 }, pn,1 ), . . . , ({area1,h , . . . , arean,h }, pn,h )}
A is a set of n different game areas. Asplit is the subdivision of areas into a set
of pairs. Each pair (Az , pn,z ) ∈ Asplit represents a subarea of the original area
in A. pn,z is the number of PoIs that are to be selected.
Output : A set of PoIs {(POI1,1 , . . . , POIn,1 ), (POI1,2 , . . . , POIn,2 ), . . .}.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

I←∅
while |I| < pind do
inew ← ∅
forall (Az , pn,z ) ∈ Asplit do
Mz ← ∅
while |Mz | < pn,z do
Mz ← Mz ∪ {StochasticAcceptance(Az , Mz )}
inew ← inew ∪ {(Az , pn,z , Mz )}
I ← I ∪ {inew }
forall j ∈ {1, . . . , pgen } do
Inew ← Reproduction(I) ∪ I
forall i ∈ Inew do
Inew ← (Inew \ {i}) ∪ {Mutation(A, i)}
I←∅
while |I| < pind do
MbestUnsel ← ∅
ibestUnsel ← ∅
forall i ∈ Inew do
M ← ∪(Az ,pn,z ,Mz )∈i Mz
if MbestUnsel = ∅ or fscore (A, MbestUnsel ) < fscore (A, M) then
MbestUnsel ← M
ibestUnsel ← i
Inew ← Inew \ {ibestUnsel }
I ← I ∪ {ibestUnsel }
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Mbest ← ∅
forall i ∈ I do
M ← ∪(Az ,pn,z ,Mz )∈i Mz
if Mbest = ∅ or fscore (A, Mbest ) < fscore (A, M) then
Mbest ← M

30

return Mbest

25
26
27
28
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proach chooses a random individual and accepts its choice based on the individual’s
fitness value compared to the highest available fitness value, repeating the choice
process when rejecting the previous choice.
The reproduction step in row 11 uses the current individuals and creates a number
of prep new individuals. For each subarea, the individuals are evaluated based on
the objective function fscore . The best prep sets for the current subarea are then
reproduced and input randomly into one of the new individuals. After all subareas
have been processed, the new individuals contain a combination of the best scoring
subarea selections.
The mutation step, also frequently called neighborhood generation, in row 12 to 13
modifies the current individuals to include PoIs, aiming to increase the overall score.
Each subarea in this step compares its result to the local subarea score and the score
of the whole game area. In an iterative process, we perform a replace operation on the
current selection, and evaluate it afterward, until no new global best score could be
reached for a number of iterations pmaxIt . To allow for temporal fscore deteriorations
within the mutation process, mutated selections only worse by a margin of pmaxDec
are kept and further mutated, to possibly escape small local optima.
The replace operation, as our sole neighborhood operation, is the core modification
in a mutation process. Metaheuristic optimization approaches like evolutionary algorithms use these neighborhood operations to generate a new solution candidate, from
a previous one. By replacing one PoI in the current individual, we can reach all valid
solution candidates over a sequence of replace operations. Because the individual impact on the total fscore cannot be directly extracted, we choose to replace a random
PoI instead of using a weighted selection. The newly inserted PoI, however, is again
selected based on stochastic acceptance.
Repetition is the last essential part, included in row 10. The whole evolutionary
approach repeats multiple (pgen ) times, independently. Finally, the best generation
outcome is retrieved (row 25 to 29) and returned as result.
The resulting best individual now contains a selection of pn PoIs with an optimized
fscore value.
3.3
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game area coupling

Multiplayer options in current location-based games have shown to be either superficial or force players to play together only locally. One reason for this is the expected
challenge when comparing each player’s surroundings. Two players in distinct areas
will find a different PoI representation, as well as different paths to reach them via road
networks. Competitive multiplayer approaches would have problems establishing a
fair and level playing field. Cooperative approaches could become biased towards singular players having far better circumstances for a given task and would be expected
to fulfill most of the group’s work.
Our concept of generated game areas allows us to compare them to each other
directly. When integrated into the selection process, PoIs in one game area can be
selected according to criteria or circumstances present in another one. We introduce

Multiplayer
balancing
challenge
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{PPOI1,1 , . . . , PPOI1,8 }

{PPOI2,1 , . . . , PPOI2,9 }
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. . . {PPOI , . . . , PPOI }
n,1
n,7
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{(POI1,1 , POI2,1 , . . . , POIn,1 ), . . . , (POI1,5 , POI2,5 , . . . , POIn,5 )}
Figure 7: The individual step for the creation of coupled game areas using the example of
three (but potentially n) players. Here, five PoIs are matched with each other,
according to their relative position within each game area. Taken from [241]
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Game
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Coupling goal

the aspect of coupling multiple game areas together. If two or more game areas are
coupled, each selected PoI of one area is mapped to one PoI of every other game
area. Coupled PoIs can be directly compared to each other according to all presented
metrics in Section 3.2. We illustrate the approach in Figure 7, solely based on each PoI’s
relative position within its game area and the resulting selection process. Therefore,
we assume n > 2 players, each in a distinct game area. We aim to find a match (fmatch )
of their potential PoIs onto those of the other game areas resulting in coupled game
areas with similar PoI characteristics, according to fscore . fmatch is thereby the call
of our evolution algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1, with the input of multiple game
areas and a similar subarea partitioning.
From a game perspective, this approach can be applied in various situations. In a
competitive environment, game areas of players in different locations can be coupled
automatically to provide a balanced, time-limited challenge. Otherwise, in a cooperative environment, players might need to overcome challenges against non-player
characters, with each player contributing to the team’s progress. This enables the
integration of true simultaneous multiplayer concepts for LBGs.
The main objective of this coupling approach is to provide each player with a
game area similar to other players’ game areas, to maintain equal opportunities in a
respective game. In contrast to games with static content, our approach is integrated
into the content selection process, likely resulting in different selected PoIs for one
game area when coupled with different other game areas. The implications are varied.
When generating content for a single game area, the results can be stored and
reused when other players enter the game area, as long as no player-specific parameters are integrated into the generation process. When areas are coupled with each
other, they become interdependent, resulting in an at least quadratic growth of possi-

3.3 game area coupling

ble generation requests. The more areas are allowed to be coupled, the more possible
game area permutations exist. Singular non-coupled game areas, however, can still be
pre-computed. Because the generation outcomes have the absolute metrics (distribution and relevance) in common, these results, if available, can be used for the initial
population setup in the coupling evolution process.
Content variety can positively influence user motivation [206], which is one central reason PCG approaches are used in current AAA games3 . By accepting slight
reductions in content quality, compared to game content designed by professionals, a
PCG approach provides diverse and unpredictable content, like levels or virtual items,
within the game’s rules. In an LBG, players quickly try to find optimal locations or
routes [132] that allow them to play the game as effectively as possible, even though
the optimal gameplay might require highly repetitive actions. We will go into detail
regarding this aspect in Section 3.4.
When coupling game areas, we achieve this variety due to the number of possible
coupling permutations. In the case of fixed social groups or individual coupling that
have already been computed before, the generation result can be reused or recalculated
based on the application scenario. That depends on whether great variety or generation
consistency is deemed to be more important. For our previous singleplayer generation,
variety is only introduced by the algorithm’s variance or when intentionally accepting
slightly unoptimized results.
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3.3.1 Game Area Modification and Adaptation
Especially in rural areas, geodata availability and spatial distribution can become a
challenge [150]. Due to fewer potential PoIs, the number of possible selection outcomes
drastically shrinks, up to a point where no good result can be obtained. In our coupling
process, the only geospatial metric explicitly integrating a PoI’s position is the distance
metric, which, however, uses the relative position. Thereby, we can use area rotations
or area reflections to increase the available possible outcomes. In an example of two
coupled areas, a rotation of one game area might, e. g., overlap residential areas,
where cultural aspects are similar or provide fitting distance-based locations, where
previously none was available.
We illustrate the process of a possible coupling outcome in Figure 8, with numbers
indicating coupled pairings, in their original orientation. Exploring the example from
the origin of area1 , it is coupled with area2 with the latter being rotated 90◦ counterclockwise. Furthermore, area3 ’s coupling is the result of mirroring along its horizontal
axis. Because all game areas are interconnected, the coupling between area2 and
area3 is reflected by both the rotation and the mirroring. As elaborated in Section 2.2,
individual cells in a discrete global grid can already have different orientations due
to the cells’ projection on the Earth’s surface. Because of the usage of quadrangular
game areas instead of circular ones, valid rotations are limited to the four 90◦ steps.
The mirroring is only done on either the horizontal or the vertical axis, as a mirroring
along both axes is similar to a rotation by 180◦ .
3 entertainment video games produced by the current major game developers and publishers

Area rotation
and mirroring

Modification
example
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Figure 8: Illustration how rotation and mirroring of a game area area1 allows for new
possible solutions for game area coupling with another area. Black circles represent
coupled PoIs with equal numbers belonging to the same match. area2 contains 90◦
counter-clockwise rotated matches and area3 was mirrored along the horizontal
axis for the coupling process. Adapted from [203]
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Previously, we assumed a constant game area size. For adaptation purposes, it is
useful to modify the size while retaining all previous characteristics as an opportunity
to equalize the scenario for each player. First, similar to the previous aspect, each cell’s
projection in a discrete global grid may vary in size depending on the cell’s absolute
latitude. The closer it is towards the equator, the larger it becomes, depending on
the employed map projection. Second, a core challenge in the context of LBGs is
each player’s movement speed. Because movement in the real world is required and
is the primary player input, the estimated time needed to reach a location changes
depending on the player’s speed. This becomes evident when comparing one walking
player with another player riding a bike. Therefore, we choose to link the player’s
current type of movement to their game area’s size, as shown in Figure 9. Thus, we
accommodate the difference in expected travel time from one PoI to another, based on
the player’s current or chosen movement type.
Because game areas are created during a game’s or session’s start, a speed value
needs to be set, resulting in a scaling factor. For this, we use a default pedestrian
speed of 5km/h [181] and an estimated cycling speed of 20km/h. This is coherent
with our later evaluation data (Section 6.3) with an average of x̄ = 5.004km/h with
standard deviation s = 1.116km/h for walking, and cycling speeds of x̄ = 20.88km/h
and s = 4.248km/h.
In an application scenario, these values can be personalized and adjusted to the
individual player. Apart from that, a more complex mobility detection can be utilized
to accommodate for players in a car (when not actively driving), or players using
public transport. The latter group poses an additional challenge for content selection
because the players’ movement flexibility is limited to public transport stops and their
fixed routes.
3.4

route calculation

In an LBG, the location-based accumulation of provided content presents the continuing challenge for players expanding their collection. The optimization process to find

3.4 route calculation
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Figure 9: An example how two game areas of different sizes can be coupled, fokussing on the
geospatial parameters. The coupled PoIs have a similar distribution and relative
distance compared to their area size. Adapted from [241]

content clusters and effectively travel between them is an ongoing process in the player
community. As content locations are usually static, optimized routes, maximizing the
likelihood of sought-after content is in high demand. However, creating a personalized route is challenging due to the number of available locations, their intermediate
distance, the associated real-world travel time, and the limited time at the player’s
disposal. Thereby a player has to select which locations to visit, rather than to go
everywhere.
These calculated routes have multiple application scenarios. For newer or inexperienced players, they can teach basic game mechanics, where more experienced players
may use them to customize and improve their gameplay performance, maximizing
their progress. In a tourism environment, users in a foreign city may plan and perform
their trip according to personalized criteria.
The problem of route-finding in LBGs is a combination of typical player requirements and system restrictions. Player requirements are expectations players would
have towards a desirable route. Then again, system restrictions are imposed on a route
depending on the underlying game mechanics of content locations.
A player would want to start a route at a specific location and time, e. g., directly at
the current location, or pre-planned for a future trip. The time at the player’s disposal
is typically limited, requiring the route to finish before a given point in time at a target
location. This target location can either be equal to the start location, implying a round
walk, or an entirely different location. To optimize the game’s progress, a player aims
to maximize the visits of viable content locations. The viability or expected value of
a content location changes depending on the game. In Pokémon GO, for example, a
viable location is an active spawn point (a static location, where a Pokémon spawns
in recurring intervals) capable of spawning a sought-after Pokémon. Depending on
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requirements
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the player’s goals, this could be any Pokémon, especially rare ones, or the ones not yet
encountered.
One distinctive game aspect in LBGs is the system of interaction cooldowns or
time-based availability. A cooldown is applied to a PoI after interaction, requiring
the player to wait for a fixed time, until the PoI can be interacted with again. This
motivates constant movement around the area rather than repetitive interaction at a
single location. Time-based availability means that content can be accessed once every
given time frame, e. g., once for the first 30 minutes of each hour for a location with
a spawn time at minute 0, a spawn time window size of 30 minutes, and a period
length of 60 minutes. This periodicity forces players to go on a round walk to visit
PoIs during their active period. In the context of tourism, this aspect is represented by
a PoI’s opening hours.
Two significant aspects directly dependent on the player determine whether a route
is feasible in practice. First, the estimated retention time for each PoI is required. In
Pokémon GO, the expected time would be how long a player needs to catch a Pokémon
at a given location, which could be either a constant value or be determined based on
statistical player data, if available. Second, the player’s travel speed directly impacts
the estimated travel time between locations. Again, this can be set to a constant value
based on the desired movement type. A more sophisticated approach can incorporate
advanced route data and traffic conditions such as provided by navigation systems.
Using an infinite period length for a spawn point’s active period and no retention
time when arriving at a location, we generalize to the Orienteering Problem with Time
Windows. Any solution capable of solving our described problem would also be able
to solve any instance of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows [139], which
is an NP-hard problem [86]. Thus, similar to our game area generation process in
Section 3.2.1, a metaheuristic approach will be applied in large scenarios.
3.4.1 Route Candidate Pruning

Value-based
pruning

Before a route can be generated, we apply multiple pre-processing steps to our problem
instance. Frequently used values can be pre-calculated, and the number of considered
locations can be reduced to improve performance. Depending on the application
scenarios, the precise specification and the impact of this pre-processing may vary. In
the following, S represents the set of content locations, with S 0 being the pruned set.
The expected value of a content location depends on the player’s preferences, like
the chance of spawning a sought-after Pokémon. Filtering all content locations with an
expected value of zero leads to a reduction in problem size. Alternatively, particularly
low values that are not expected to be included in an optimized route can also be
filtered according to a given threshold th. If a threshold is used, it needs to be chosen
carefully depending on the value calculation, as a significant fraction of available
spawn locations might be filtered out when said threshold is too high. Dynamically
setting the threshold based on, e. g., the median value or another percentile is advised.
S 0 = {s ∈ S|v(s) > th}

(5)

3.4 route calculation

The value v(s) of a spawn point s includes two parameters: the location’s relevance
r and the probability p to encounter a desired content element at this location. The
relevance can be, e. g., the cultural relevance of a location in the context of tourism, or
the personalized relevance of the content element like a sought-after Pokémon. The
latter can be either manually specified by the player or automatically derived based on
the player’s collection. In LBGs, the forthcoming content cannot be anticipated due to
its randomness. However, the spawn point’s content behavior can be represented by
probabilities for each possible outcome. When exact probabilities are unknown, LBG
communities established systems to analyze spawn points [200], based on individual
sightings for each spawn period, to deduce spawn probabilities P.

v(s) =

P
X
(pi (s) · ri )
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calculation

(6)

i=1

Other LBGs may adjust the value calculation according to its unique properties.
Additionally, external factors could be taken into account, as well. Including location
properties such as noise level or air pollution could skew the route generation towards
more relaxing and healthy routes.
Based on the start location ss , the target location st , the targeted route duration
t, the retention time for each spawn location tr (s) and travel time function d(s1 , s2 )
between two locations (see Section 3.4.2), all the spawn points not reachable by any
viable route can be filtered out. This is done by calculating the path between ss , a
single chosen point, and st , including the retention time at the spawn point. Thereby
we model the accessibility of a location within the route, filtering out all locations that
cannot be part of any route due to the time constraint t.
S 0 = {s ∈ S|d(ss , s) + tr (s) + d(s, st ) 6 t}

Distancebased
pruning

(7)

This filter can be further extended by, e. g., including time windows, or using additional heuristics to determine spawn locations that are unlikely to be on a good route
based on their distance to other spawn locations. However, the impact of these additions would need to be studied whether the route quality is not negatively affected,
and the reduced problem size justifies the additional pre-processing time. For our
scenario, we choose to use the distance filter shown in Equation 7, because users set
route parameters during run-time, leading to the distance pre-processing also being
done during run-time.
3.4.2

Alternative
value effects

Distance Calculation with possible Road Networks

To estimate travel times between locations, a distance metric is required allowing us to
estimate distances. Ideally, a route service would be used to obtain exact distances on
the road network. Depending on the number of locations and the respective distances
to obtain, this may be not feasible due to the high amount of different routes examined
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in a metaheuristic approach. When monitoring citywide traffic or mobile phone data
estimated travel times can be calculated based on the underlying road network [128,
253]. However, this information is not commonly available in LBG scenarios.
A first distance calculation method is to estimate the linear distance between two
spawn locations. For this method, the spherical distance (or great circle distance) needs
to be calculated. Alternatively, the geographical coordinates can be converted into metric coordinates first, and an approximate distance obtained using the linear distance.
For exact spherical distance calculation, the Haversine formula can be used. However,
for small city-wide distances, the difference between the great circle distance and the
linear distance is marginal, with a difference of 0.11% [176]. Even for distances above
2.000km, the linear distance is only off by 0.8%. Thereby we can use a linear distance
metric like the Euclidian distance to approximate distances with less computational
costs using the latitude lat and longitude lng of each coordinate.

d(s1 , s2 ) =

Grid
generation

Distance
matrix

Distance grid

q
(lng(s2 ) − lng(s1 ))2 + (lat(s2 ) − lat(s1 ))2

(8)

Our distance-based pruning filters out spawn points that are not reachable for any
route given the time constraint. Because our goal is to find a route that visits a high
number of valuable points, additional pruning would be required after each step. As
this would evoke additional distance calculations, we employ a grid-based approach
to approximate distances within our pruned set of spawn points. By separating the
remaining area into equal-sized cells according to a discrete global grid, we can assign
each spawn point to a cell. For each cell, its contained spawn locations are stored as
well as its center coordinate. The distances between those grid centers can now be
stored in a grid distance matrix, calculated once after distance-based pruning, and
utilized for a simple lookup to estimate the approximate distance between two points.
A concept that can be used to decrease route calculation times is to use a distance
matrix to lookup distances instead of calculating them. It can be fully calculated
during pre-processing, i. e., all distances of spawn points after pruning are calculated
and stored. Another option is to use it as a cache, where already calculated distances
during run-time are stored for faster retrieval when required again. This distance
matrix could be incorporated into the dataset instead of being calculated during runtime, which would allow for more refined distance metrics, possibly including routing
services. A different aspect is that a complete distance matrix has a quadratic growth
with the number of locations, even though a possible symmetry of distances can
be used for time-distance estimations based on pedestrians or cyclists. One possible
run-time improvement is the usage of efficient Many-to-Many [214] route calculation
approaches, to speed up the matrix creation.
Instead of storing distances for all spawn point pairs, we can use our grid distance
matrix to access approximate distances quickly. In a metaheuristic optimization approach, the neighborhood function generates solution candidates, which, in our case,
are candidates for routes, evaluated based on an objective function. This function,
which we define in Equation 9, can now use the approximate distances to filter far-
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distanced grid cells in each iteration. The calculated distances between spawn locations
are then used to determine the total travel time and the resulting objective value.
Whereas the use of a routing service for exact distance would be beneficial, in a
live environment, this is not feasible because the current distance matrix APIs are
commonly limited in terms of matrix size4 , in addition to limited free query rates5,6,7 ,
or a total free query quota8 . For a pre-defined dataset, this information can be acquired
over time, which is infeasible in a live environment. Because locations close to each
other most likely have limited required travel times but increase our matrix size
in a naive querying approach, exploiting this proximity can reduce query amounts.
However, the resulting approach is still required to calculate distance beforehand.
Another conceivable approach would be to calculate road network distances only
when presenting the final route. However, a route, calculated with a realistic travel
speed, would rarely fit in the scenario. Reducing
the travel speed by a constant factor
√
to accommodate for longer routes, e. g., by 2 · d(s1 , s2 ) for the Manhattan distance,
can compensate for this shortcoming. A scenario-specific solution would be able to
determine an average detour factor for a given road network, comparing road network
distances to linear distances. By applying this factor to the travel speed, delays caused
by road network-induced detours could be compensated, allowing the route generation to work on linear distances with reduced travel speeds, bypassing the query limit
problems of routing services.
The following approaches assume that each spawn location can be reached by
traversing the street network. LBGs, in general, employ a so-called interaction distance,
allowing players to interact with game objects in a given radius around them. This
both compensates for both location sensor inaccuracies, as well as content location
errors, i. e., content placed within buildings instead of in front, where it would be
accessible.
A first approach to reduce our location set size, as illustrated in Figure 10a, is to
map each spawn location to its nearest street crossing. When the content density is
high, multiple spawn locations are mapped onto one street crossing, reducing the
problem size. This assumes that street crossings are plentiful. The distance between
the spawn location and the street crossing location can be approximated, resulting in
road network distances being required on a crossing to crossing basis.
The nearest street crossing can be calculated by linear distance. Assuming a straight
road, we can determine the closest location on the street by a scalar projection of the
spawn location onto the street vector. That allows us to determine the distance from
the crossing using the Manhattan distance, representing a player traveling along the
street until being as close as possible to the spawn location.

4 https://developer.tomtom.com/routing-api/routing-api-documentation/matrix-routing Limit:
50x50
5 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/distance-matrix Limit: 25x75
6 https://docs.graphhopper.com/#tag/Matrix-API Limit: 50x50
7 https://developer.mapquest.com/documentation/directions-api/route-matrix/post Limit: 25x25
8 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/maps/distance-matrix Total Limit
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Figure 10: Three different distance heuristics mapping spawn locations to their closest
crossing, closest street segment, or clustering nearby spawn locations.
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Because only the distances towards the crossings are saved, these routes include
unnecessary detours. The player is expected to return to the crossing after visiting a
spawn location before advancing any further.
In a refined approach, we use the projected location of each spawn point as our
mapped location, as illustrated in Figure 10b. While still assuming a straight road, we
can determine the street segment of our location and store it as a fraction of total street
length. By accessing this parameter, the route distance calculation can determine a
user’s progress on the street and better calculate real distances. While each spawn
location retains a unique position, only real road network distances are required on a
crossing to crossing basis.
According to the crossing link displacement problem presented by Roth [214], in
this scenario, we need to retrieve the shortest route of four candidates. Since each
spawn point is connected to two crossings, there are four possible paths with different
distances when searching for the distance between two spawn points.
A third approach, illustrated in Figure 10c, is independent of the underlying street
network and utilizes the spatial proximity of spawn locations to group them up into
cluster locations. The cluster location is calculated using the coordinate centroid, a
fitting approximation to the geographic midpoint calculation [176]. The clustering
takes advantage of the interaction radius concept, where players can interact with
a location from several meters away. The more content clusters exist, the more this
reduces our problem size. We can combine the clustering with one of the previous
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two approaches to further decrease the problem size. This may be useful when a small
clustering radius is used, or streets contain many clusters, e. g., in rural areas with
long streets without intersections. Since the interaction radius is already common in
LBGs, we decide to utilize a clustering approach and evaluate the impact of the other
two heuristics in terms of distance accuracy and problem size reduction.
3.4.3 Route Generation
Based on our related work analysis, we consider exact solution algorithms to be
currently infeasible for large scenarios. The best-performing exact algorithms for the
Traveling Salesmen Problem, like the Concorde solver, have run-times of more than
three hours per problem instance for instances with 8,000 locations [19, 115]. Among
the high number of different approximation approaches presented in Section 2.3.1,
we decide to use the two metaheuristic optimization approaches simulated annealing
and evolutionary algorithms. They apply to our problem, similar in nature, which
allows us to compare their solution quality directly. Other popular approaches like
Ant Colony optimization [53] or machine learning approaches [52] require distinct
models optimized to the respective approach. The difference in solution quality could
not be directly attributed to the solution approach, but dependent on the employed
model.
Our selected metaheuristic optimization approaches can utilize the same route representation, objective function, and neighborhood function. This allows us to compare
the solution quality based on the selected approach.
Simulated annealing operates with a so-called cooling schedule T at time t, which
influences its convergence properties, with faster cooling leading to faster convergence.
C
Based on the related work, we choose Tt = log(t)
[97] with the value C set to the
maximum value v(si ) for all spawn locations. This approach directly influences the
behavior to not get stuck in a local optimum, as it resembles the maximum value a
route can change within one iteration step. Additional algorithm-specfic parameters
include the number of restarts, the number of temperatures per restart, and the number
of runs per temperature.
Similar to our evolutionary algorithm approach in Algorithm 1, we utilize a roulette
wheel selection for a weighted selection of individuals. Instead of having a constant
number of reproductions, only individuals that died are replaced by new ones. The
death rate again depends on a roulette wheel selection with higher death probabilities
for lower objective values, i. e., bad routes are more likely to get replaced in the next
iteration. Similarly, good routes are chosen with a higher probability of being parents
in the reproduction step.
Similar to the general Traveling Salesmen Problem and the Orienteering Problem,
we can fully represent a solution to our problem as a sequence of locations to visit.
Thereby, an optimized arrival time ti for each location li can be determined as follows:
The expected arrival time tiexp = ti−1 + tr (li−1 ) + d(li−1 , li ) is the optimized arrival
time if it is within an active time window, and li has not been visited yet within
that window. Otherwise, ti is equal to the next spawn event, i. e., the earliest time
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a time window becomes active again after the expected arrival time tiexp . In our
scenario, the latter represents a player waiting for a given time for a spawn point to
become active again, before moving further along the route. The advantage of this
representation is that every represented route is automatically viable regarding time
window constraints. Our neighborhood function can use simple operations such as
swapping or location removal within the sequence without checking for the adherence
of time window constraints.
To calculate route arrival and departure times, we need to go through all locations
in order of the route sequence. For each location, we calculate the earliest time it can
be accessed by a player depending on the travel time from the previous location, the
location’s active time window, and whether the player already accessed the location
within the currently active time window. The player-chosen start and end location are
arbitrary and can thereby not be mapped to a spawn location. To respect this within
our model, start and target location are integrated into the route sequence at the start
and the end, respectively, without an associated retention time. As a result, the last
location’s expected arrival time represents the route’s total travel time.
To determine the quality of a generation, an objective function froute is required,
which assigns a numerical value to the generated route. For this function, we want to
achieve the following properties:
• We want to maximize the total expected route value vroute , which is the combined sum of its expected location values v(s) (Equation 6).
• To enforce a maximum total travel time, the objective value needs to decrease
significantly, the more the maximum travel time is exceeded.
• To minimize total travel time for routes below the maximum total travel time, a
higher total travel time should lead to a slightly lower objective value for equal
expected route values vroute .
• If the maximum travel time is not exceeded, a higher objective value should be
prioritized over lower total travel time.

Travel time
constraint

The maximum total travel time constraint could be enforced by setting the objective value to zero when breaking the constraint. However, a slight modification of a
route by the neighborhood function, e. g., removing a single location, can result in
substantial travel time changes. Additionally, we expect an optimized route to have
a total travel time close to the maximum travel time to reach as many spawn locations as possible when each spawn point has a similar expected value. Thereby, the
neighborhood function is likely to produce candidates close to the constraint value.
By setting the objective value to zero for any candidate route exceeding the constraint,
we would remove the option to find an optimal route by removing a location in the
sequence or swapping locations, limiting how an optimized route can be achieved in
the metaheuristic process. Instead, we decide to penalize routes that exceed the total
travel time.
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Figure 11: Route objective function value compared to total route value for routes with
varying total travel time. The maximum total travel time trmax has been set to two
hours. Taken from [240]

We model our objective function as follows:
√

froute =
1+

vroute

min{troute ,trmax }+c·max{0,troute −trmax }2
trmax

(9)

The objective value scales proportionally with the expected route value vroute in
the nominator. The divisor is at least one and increases with increasing travel time,
resulting in a lower objective value. Any travel time exceeding the maximum total travel
time is squared (max{0, troute − trmax }2 ), which heavily reduces objective values for
routes exceeding the time constraint. Any time spentpbefore the desired maximum
travel time is only taken into account as a square root ( min{troute , trmax }) to adhere
to our third desired objective function property. Both properties in the denominator
are normalized by the maximum total travel time trmax . Figure 11 exemplarily shows
the behavior of this function for a desired maximum travel time trmax of 120 minutes.
This assumes that the value of vroute increases proportionally to its travel time troute ,
caused by visited spawn locations on the respective route.
The remaining travel time could alternatively be integrated into the nominator
min{troute ,trmax }
from the expected route value, with
by instead subtracting vmin ·
trmax
vmin being the smallest available spawn location value. In contrast to Equation 9,
this function would guarantee an increased objective value, when adding additional
locations even for small location values. While this property may be promising, we
decide against it in our scenario. As stated during the modeling of our value calculation,
exact spawn probabilities are typically unknown. Therefore, the individual sighting
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reports may contain erroneous data leading to marginal probability for distinct spawn
events. In this alternative objective function, these locations would be included at any
travel time costs, if available. In practice, this route is unlikely to perform better, be it
because of truly erroneous data or our algorithm being more likely to invest iterations
on routes that only add marginal value at best.
To adjust the severity of penalization for exceeding the maximum total travel time,
we add a factor c to the penalty term. When utilizing c-value close to zero, exceeding
the maximum travel time is punished far less, resulting in more of a rough guideline.
Metaheuristic optimization approaches use neighborhood functions to generate
new solution candidates, i. e., new routes. Since all considered solutions are created as
neighbors of previous solution candidates, an optimized solution must be reachable
from the initial solution candidate over neighborhood relations. Like an objective
function, the choice of a neighborhood function can have a substantial effect on the
optimization performance. Problem-specific neighborhood functions have been shown
to accelerate the optimization process or even significantly increase the solution quality
when limiting numbers of iterations [180].
To achieve a complete function space, we design four operations for our neighborhood function:
• Add: A random spawn location s ∈ S is added to the route at a random position.
• Remove: A random spawn location l ∈ L is removed from the route.
• Swap: Two consecutive spawn locations l1 , l2 ∈ L from the route are selected,
and their position on the route is swapped.
• Replace: A random spawn location l ∈ L from the route is replaced by a random
spawn location s ∈ S from all spawn locations.

Neighborhood
operations

The replace and swap operations are not necessary for our neighborhood function to
reach all viable solution candidates, as they are similar to a series of add and remove
operations. Nevertheless, including them allows for a change in solution candidates
in fewer iterations. We expect these operations to be valuable in the context of local
optima. If a solution candidate represents a route close to the maximum travel time,
an add operation would violate the constraint, while a remove operation would lower
the route value. A swap or a replace operation can address this problem by potentially
allowing routes that are better within one iteration step, e. g., by replacing a low-value
spawn location with a high-value spawn location without a significant increase in
travel time. Limiting our swap operation to consecutive spawn locations has shown
no significant differences in initial tests compared to swapping two arbitrary route
locations. Additionally, adding the replace operation showed no significant gain in solution quality. We assume that the reason for this is the behavior of our metaheuristics
that are already getting out of local optima by occasionally accepting locally worse
neighboring solutions.
A first simple approach would be to choose one neighborhood operation at random
in an iteration step to generate a respective route candidate. However, by weighting
the operations, we can prioritize operations that are more likely to increase the route’s
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overall quality. Our intention behind this weighting process is to prioritize adding
locations to the route, whist the maximum route time has not been exceeded yet, to
increase the route’s value. When the time constraint is violated, the operation becomes
unavailable. We assign initial weights of ωAdd = 74 , ωSwap = 27 , and ωRemove = 17 to
represent our design of a higher likelihood of certain operations. The swap operation
is unavailable for routes of one element.
As described for our distance grid, instead of a full random selection of an added
spawn location, we utilize our grid to filter out spawn locations that would exceed
the time threshold. Because the grid distances are approximations based on the grid
cells’ center, the values can be directly accessed. However, on rare occasions, this
may lead to valid routes becoming unavailable through neighborhood operations.
We consider this acceptable for two reasons. First, filtered out locations are part of a
different cell, where it is unlikely that adding a detour into that cell for a single spawn
location is part of an optimal solution. Second, when most cells are filtered out by this
approach, the current route candidate is close to the maximum travel time. Thereby
local optimization with same-cell distances is still available for use to include minor
modifications.
When calculating route times, information about previously visited spawn locations
is determined to check whether an active spawn window has already been visited. This
information can be used in multiple scenarios. For particularly long routes, the route
calculation process could be split into subroutes and optimized individually. This
would require us to determine good intermediate locations that are likely to be on an
optimal route at determinable times. While certainly interesting, in practice, it is not
likely to be required to plan a multi-hour-long route with an accuracy of seconds.
A much more likely application scenario is the requirement for route recalculation
during run-time. Delays or quicker advancements, while routing are likely to happen,
due to traffic, road network structure, diverging movement behavior, or different
retention times. In a live environment, the information of previously visited locations
can be used to generate a follow-up route, based on the current time and location.
A system that detects deviations from the initially calculated route above a certain
threshold can trigger a recalculation and provide the user with a new valid route.
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R U N -T I M E M O B I L I T Y D E T E C T I O N

ith mobility being the central aspect in Location-based Games (LBGs), different
mobility types need to be distinguished. A player’s current mobility type is
relevant for multiple aspects like the accessibility of content, the permitted game
interaction, and game area creation. As discussed in Chapter 2, especially motorized
vehicles and public transport lines are challenging to distinguish. Thus, we propose a
machine learning-based approach to distinguish different mobility types, focusing on
motorized vehicles and different public transport types, utilizing common smartphone
sensors. By combining acceleration, location, and public map data, we aim to build
a robust model for general mobility detection. In Table 3, we present an overview of
all classified mobility types. Since sufficient labeled data is required for a machine
learning approach, some mobility types could not be included1 . One requirement to
enable a mobility-based adaptation for mobile game systems is that the classification
results need to be obtainable during run-time.
In the following, we assess suitable data sources in Section 4.1. Following, we develop our classification model, focusing on different mobility type characteristics in
Section 4.2. Based on each identified data source and our extensive related work review,
we compose a collection of features for our classification problem.

W

Table 3: Overview of the classified mobility types.
label

description

stand

standstill and halts at traffic lights or station stops in a vehicle
different walking speeds including running
biking on a conventional bike or an e-bike
driving in a car during common traffic situations (e. g., urban areas, highway, in
traffic jams), including taxis and e-cars
buses in the public transport excluding coaches
tram
suburban railway, regional trains, and long-distance trains

walk
bike
car
bus
tram
train

4.1

data source selection

For the purpose of run-time mobility detection, it is necessary to analyze the sensors
provided by a smartphone and select those that draw conclusions about the mode
of transportation. We do not consider those cases where two modes of transportation
1 Not enough data could be collected for e-scooters and subways, as they were not available for evaluation
participants in their area at the time of data recording.
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overlap, such as walking in a moving tram for our model. Additionally, we refrain from
considering data favoring personalization, e. g., weekday, time of day, or the used start
or destination stop, because this would hurt our approach’s generalized applicability.
Furthermore, this could establish strong privacy concerns.
As noted in Section 2.4.1, the inclusion of external georeferenced information has
been reported to increase the detection accuracy for the motorized transport modes
car, bus and train. By adding tram information we intend to extend the classification to
further fixed-route transportation modes.
Both audio recording and Bluetooth nearby device data were considered as possible
data sources but turned out to be unsuitable. Audio recordings are too dependent on a
concrete application or public transport operator, e. g., announcements in public transport or car radio. Supplementary noise by music or radio announcements is unrelated
to the chosen vehicle and further complicates the distinction. Additionally, distinctive
noises of each mode of transport are hard to generalize [155], and high accuracy audio
analysis might not be processable during run-time on a smartphone [251].
Bluetooth has already been used in previous works [47, 183] to detect changes in the
mode of transport. The detection is based on a change of nearby devices, e. g., smartphones, fitness trackers, or wireless headphones, which assumes that the devices are
visible or detectable over a longer period of time. The visibility of a Bluetooth device,
usually induced by the pairing mode’s activiation, needs to be manually activated by
the user for most devices, making it unsuitable for our scenario.
The accelerometer for conventional mobile devices distinguishes between hardware
and software sensors. Since the gravitational direction does not influence the mode
of transportation, we include software sensor acceleration data, which is corrected by
gravitational influence. Furthermore, to provide orientation independence, we utilize
the acceleration vector magnitude |a| of all three axes as the acceleration direction
depends on the device orientation, shown in Equation 10.
q
|a| = a2x + a2y + a2z

Locationbased sensor
data

Locationbased external
data

(10)

For location-based sensor data, the position itself cannot be directly used for nonpersonalized models. The W3C Geolocation Application Programming Interface (API)
standard [201], however, contains additional parameters we include: accuracy, speed,
and heading. We deemed altitude data to not be applicable due to their area dependent data. While map data in general provides valuable information, altitude data is
available over individual APIs2 , which poses additional challenges regarding query
limits or data accuracy.
In terms of additional location-based data, OpenStreetMap (OSM) provides information about the following public transport-related locations: i) the location of bus
and tram stops and train stations including train platforms, ii) the routes of buses,
trams, and trains, and iii) the position of traffic lights.
Information about railway crossings is also available but is similarly tagged like tram
crossings, which does not allow further distinctions. Under the assumption that public
2 https://open-elevation.com (last accessed: September 22, 2020)
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transport vehicles adhere to these routes and do not take detours due to, e. g., traffic
or diversions, this can be used to improve the differentiation process. Cars driving
along those public transport routes provide an additional challenge, as they might be
mistaken for public transport vehicles given their location trace.
Similar to the extraction of geodata for Points of Interest (PoIs) in Section 3.1.1, we
extract all public transport-related data in a grid-based approach. The assignment of
objects or path segments to a public transport line are stored in OSM relations, which
we can obtain: route=train, route=bus, route=subway, route=tram. This relation-based
method also includes traffic signals affecting the ride.
4.2
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To determine the type of transport, we use a model trained by supervised machine
learning since our problem is a classification problem. To train and test the model,
we need labeled data, i. e., data consisting of sensor values with the corresponding
transport mode. Since training a model, including data pre-processing and data persistence, is expensive in computation time and storage capacity, we decide to train a
generalized model on a server. The final model, however, needs to be feasible on a
mobile device for run-time classification.
For time series classification, frames are usually used, each representing a specific
time series interval. Each frame thereby represents an instance, labeled with a class for
classifier training. These instances are generated during pre-processing and contain
features, which we will discuss in Section 4.3.
Our main idea here is to create synthetic instances for training that are later described
as frame instances. An instance is a data segment with a fixed length on which we want
to classify the mobility type. No temporal coherence is modeled in these instances other
than the ordering of data entries for, e. g., determination of movement direction. Thus,
the features are computed on the whole instance, without distinguishing individual
time segments. Therefore, we treat our problem as a classification problem.
We expect that different features may be relevant, and different frame lengths may
be advantageous for different activities depending on the frame length. Related work
has shown that standing and walking can already be recognized with high accuracy [28,
32, 96, 126, 229, 250], where in contrast, other types of transport are more difficult to
detect. Especially for the differentiation of motorized vehicles among themselves, we
expect that longer observed time intervals improve the detection. We assume that short
intervals are advantageous for the differentiation between standing and walking since
these can react quickly to short-term changes. On the other hand, motorized vehicle
usage is unlikely to change on a short-term basis, which is why longer intervals should
be advantageous to detect motorized movement in, e. g., a car, bus, tram, or train.
During run-time on a smartphone, we choose to perform a classification in short
time intervals to ensure a timely system response for activity changes. A classification
every TC = 5s is a suitable interval, providing the user or the mobile system with an
updated mobility type prediction. However, the parameter choice entirely depends on
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Figure 12: Overview over the applied mobility model building steps.

the application scenario. A classification every second or every minute is also feasible,
introducing a trade-off between strain on the system and responsiveness.
An overview of the entire process developed in the following is shown in Figure 12.
4.2.1 Frame Classifier

Combination
of frame
classifiers

Short-term
standing

Temporary
standing label

Possible
reduction of
short classifier

To detect short-term changes in the movement type and at the same time still be able
to distinguish motorized transport modes, we base our concept on intervals of three
different sizes: short (with the interval length TS ), medium (TM ) and long (TL ). For each
interval size, we train a classifier, which we call frame classifier. To obtain an overall
prediction result based on these three frame classifiers, we employ a meta-classifier
that combines the three classifiers’ outputs into an overall prediction.
We assign different goals to each frame classifier. The short classifier should be
particularly good at distinguishing between standing, walking, and the remaining mobility types, so that it can react to short-term changes in movement. The other two
frame classifiers, on the other hand, should be able to distinguish primarily between
motorized modes of transport. To achieve our goal of recognizing short-term standing
and differentiate between extended intentional standing, both short and medium classifiers should recognize standing. For the example of a pedestrian or vehicle waiting at
a traffic light, or a bus stopping at a bus stop, the long classifier should continue to
predict the overall, longer-lasting movement type.
This goal requires two labels during the data acquisition process: The main movement type label recorded during data acquisition and, if necessary, in some places, a
secondary, more precise standing label. The latter is only used for special cases such
as stopping at a traffic light or bus stop and is manually assigned to the training data,
based on the route speed and acceleration data, described in detail in Section 4.2.4. It
is important to note that each instance only contains one class label, with the exception
of temporary standing. Thus, the frame length must not be exceedingly long, as this
would introduce possible misclassifications when switching mobility types. Because
the switchover usually requires intermediate standing or walking, those frame instances
will most likely not contain two distinct vehicular mobility types.
If the short classifier cannot reliably differentiate between movement types, based
on their short frame length, it would be possible to reduce its classification spaces to
the three labels of standing, walking, and other means of transportation. However, in the
course of this thesis, it has been valuable to integrate all available classes for short.
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4.2.2 Classification Approach
Among the classical classification algorithms, especially random forests, have led to
the best results in related work [96, 168, 220, 229, 275]. For our described multi-class
problem, we focus our work on decision tree learners, e. g., Random Tree, Reduced
Error Pruning Tree, or J48, as well as ensemble approaches, e. g., Adaptive Boosting,
or Random Forest.
Under- and overfitting is a severe problem in machine learning. To counteract underfitting, we will identify as many fitting features as possible, for which we suspect
them being relevant for the current transport mode, or features reported in related
work. Thereby, we accept that individual features may overlap or correlate with each
other. Subsequently, to counteract overfitting, we perform a feature selection, reducing
the features that are ultimately used to those with the greatest relevance. We utilize a
stratified 10-fold cross-validation for the final evaluation, which reduces the variance
between distinct folds as each fold aims to have a similar class distribution. It is important to note that the raw data itself contains inaccuracies and noise. Additionally, due
to the manual labeling process, inaccuracies in the transition between standing and a
specific transport type cannot be ruled out, especially if certain sensor values such as
speed are missing in the recording.

Employed
machine
learning
approaches

Approach to
under- and
overfitting

4.2.3 Data Cleansing
To collect the required raw data, an application is required that records the acceleration
sensor and location data of a smartphone and labels this data with the corresponding
label, based on user input. We will present this application in Section 5.2.
In our scenario, an activity represents a continuous course of movement of a smartphone for a certain type of transport. During data acquisition, the labeled sensor data
is recorded in a continuous data stream. With data coming from different users and
thereby different smartphones, the data stream is separated according to the user device ID and split into activities. We separate activities, whenever the transport mode
changes according to its label, or two data points are separated by more than a certain
amount of time maxGap, indicating an interruption of data recording.
The manual assignment of the additional standing label is shown in Figure 13. Due
to latency between the acceleration and velocity data, a precise assignment was not
always possible in all datasets. Whenever velocity data was inaccurate, the manual
labels were applied according to acceleration data. If manual labeling was not possible
due to ambiguous or missing data, we excluded the activity from the training set.
The ambiguity or low quality of location data may also be an indicator for, e. g.,
routes through tunnels. Thus, the respective data is not discarded. For scenarios where
location data is unavailable or the retrieval is not authorized, features based on acceleration data can still be used for classification.
According to the Geolocation API, no speed is returned unless it can be determined [201]. Missing data, however, is reported as having a velocity of 0m/s, being
indistinguishable from a true standstill. Thus, we decide to fill in missing speed values

Data
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Activity
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Manual
re-labeling

Ambiguous
location data

Speed data
cleansing
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Figure 13: Setting the additional standing label in the marked areas using the velocity data
(top) and the acceleration data (bottom) in an exemplary car dataset entry.

Acceleration
data
compensation

Delay and bad
accuracy for
location data

for singular cases based on linear interpolation when both previous and next speed
values are available. This is not applied for the special cases of, e. g., tunnels or when
the location sensor has not yet initialized, as we only want to fill up single missing
values and not replace the whole time series.
To compensate for missing speed data, it would also be possible to calculate the
current speed from the accelerometer values using a Kalman Filter [129]. For a Kalman
Filter to work reliably, additional parameters like the initial speed would be required,
which is not obtainable from previous speed data when facing the scenario of location
sensor initialization. As a result, we decide against using additional approaches to
compensate for missing speed data.
It is common knowledge that GPS-based location data is prone to errors [27, 126,
177, 229, 233, 275]. In addition to that, there is a latency between the velocity and
acceleration data, which is induced by technical conditions: The acceleration data are
determined directly by a smartphone’s sensor, whereas a sufficiently good GPS signal
from several satellites is necessary for the exact position determination. Furthermore,
inaccuracies of the GPS signal can be observed frequently in the following situations:
i) signal isolation in a building or tunnel, ii) signal distortion by the environment, e. g.,
close to tall buildings, reflecting signals [48], and iii) attenuation of signals through
metal coatings [34, 143] of multi-pane insulating glass inside buildings or trains. The
metal coating attenuates radio waves (including GPS signals) by up to 33 dB, which
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Figure 14: Windowing to generate frames for short, medium and long for an example without
overlap. For short and medium those frames are removed that are overlapped by a
secondary label (highlighted). In addition, at the end of an activity, the last frame
is removed if it does not reach the specified frame length. Adapted from [116]

corresponds to an almost complete shielding. Such insulating glass is increasingly
used in glass facades, trains, and cars.
During data analysis, we observed these effects, especially during train rides and in
dense urban areas, where location data was less accurate than in open air. In situations
with metal-coated windows in trains, such inaccuracies occur systematically. Instead
of removing these scenarios as reported for other works [183], we retain this data and
expect the location sensor accuracy to be an important feature in these scenarios.
We refrain from threshold-based filtering of acceleration and speed data for multiple
reasons, which is regularly reported in related work, e. g., speeds > 125 km/h [153],
or speeds > 150 km/h [177]. Most of the data has been collected in Germany, which
has no generally valid speed limit, and high-speed trains can also easily exceed the
reported thresholds. In general, we could observe from our data that outliers are
rare. In this scenario an outlier would be a strong deviation from the expected speed
or acceleration values for a given mobility type, e. g., 70 km/h for bikes induced by
incorrect location data. For this reason, we decide to focus on attributes that are more
robust against outliers, e. g., different quantiles, instead of removing them.

No
speed-related
data removal

4.2.4 Pre-processing & Training
Since instances are needed to train the frame classifiers, we generate frames of the
duration TS , TM , and TL from the time series of the respective activity during preprocessing, independent from each other. Thereby, a sliding window iterates over the
time series with a certain shift of shifti . Instead of utilizing an overlap solely based

Frame
instance
creation
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on the percentage length of a frame, we include an absolute value of shiftmax into the
calculation, which provides higher overlap for longer frames. To achieve an overlap of
at least 50% for shorter frames, we use the following shift for frames with length Ti :

shifti = min(0.5 · Ti , shiftmax )
Since we want to correctly classify short-term standing, we remove all

(11)
short

and

medium frames that overlap with such an additional label. Those frames are then utilized

Frame
windowing

Pseudo
activities for
temporary
standing

to train standing classification. For long, we only remove frames that overlap more than
70% with a secondary label, which is rare, as it requires either very long stops or
training data where users forgot to stop the recording. Following, we remove intervals
that are shorter than 95% of the specified frame length, which only happens for very
short activities or the last instance of an activity, as shown in Figure 14.
To train our model for frames containing a temporary standing label, we extract the
intervals to pseudo activities with a standing label. Thus, we can frame them with
the same procedure and use them for classifier training, ensuring that our classifiers
are trained to detect temporary standing. The long classifier should be able to identify
the means of transport independent of temporary stops, which is why those frames
containing a temporary stop (if not > 70%) are not removed.
Pre-processing & Training for Frame Classifiers

Accelerometer
data
resampling

Accelerometer
data distance
analysis

After separating the data stream into individual frame instances, the previously described speed data cleansing is performed, i. e., single missing velocity values are
interpolated. However, we sample acceleration data during data collection at the device’s maximum possible sampling rate. Thereby, the achieved sampling rate depends
on the particular smartphone and its current workload. Thus, the raw data sampling
rates range from 6.5 Hz in rare cases to 62.5 Hz in normal cases. Therefore, our model
needs to be able to handle diverging sampling rates. For some of the features developed in Section 4.3, e. g., statistical or frequency spectrum features, it is required
that the data within a frame is equispaced. This can be achieved by evenly sampling
the respective signal in the time domain. For this purpose, a suitable sampling frequency f = 1/T must be determined for each frame. To determine a suitable sampling
frequency, we analyzed our recorded data in terms of time difference between data
measurements using the minimum, average, median, and first quartile.
We could deduce right off that utilizing the minimum time difference, i. e., the
maximum sampling frequency, would not be representative of the data, as it ranged
between 1ms and 7ms. It would have an impact on pre- and live processing performance, due to a significant increase in data, without providing much added value in
terms of accuracy as most data would be interpolated. The mean value is also unsuitable, with values between 17ms and 29ms, as it is influenced by outliers. This could
be avoided by using the median, which, however, also has a high range between 17ms
and 27ms. The first quartile had by far the lowest variance in time difference between
14ms and 18ms for our data. Thereby we choose to utilize the first quartile of the time
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difference between data points as our sampling frequency for the respective frame.
During resampling in equidistance intervals, we utilize the closest sensor value of the
original sample for each new sampling time value.
Due to the nature of the data collection process being split up to multiple users
recording their movement activities of varying durations, the data records are unbalanced. This holds true for the number of intervals for each frame classifier. Training
a classifier on an unbalanced set may lead to a biased classifier. Two data sampling
options to avoid biasing a classifier during training are reweighting and resampling.
Reweighting of instances, assigns a weight to each training instance, to compensate for varying class amounts. However, not all algorithms for classifier training and
hardly any algorithms for feature selection can handle weighted instances. Resampling, in contrast, achieves an even class distribution by adding or removing instances.
We choose to use oversampling for each individual frame classifier by multiplying
instances for a balanced dataset. Applying the oversampling process only to the raw
data stream or one selected frame classifier would still lead to unbalanced datasets for
the other frame classifiers because of the individual frame windowing approach, as
shown in Table 4. Undersampling, i. e., leaving out instances to achieve a balanced class
distribution, would impact our approach, as our dataset would be reduced according
to the least represented mobility type.
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Table 4: Distribution of instances for each class for the utilized training data for TS = 5s,
TM = 15s, and TL = 90s. The meta-classifier utilizes stepSize = 5s. The exact
number of instances depends on the respective frame length, and the window shift.
frame classifier

stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

short

6,207

10,618

5,185

14,829

5,115

1,793

3,936

medium

2,266

5,082

2,514

7,070

2,199

739

1,826

long

1,135

3,884

2,255

6,704

2,457

1,042

1,578

meta

3,708

5,395

2,650

7,578

2,736

974

2,029

The resampling process is an integral part of machine learning, especially when
there are many initial features. For performance reasons, we have chosen a filtering
approach, and because the alternative wrapper approaches can be prone to overfitting.
In Section 4.2.2, we stated that we accept features correlating with each other. In feature
selection, we use correlation-based feature selection [98] that preferably selects features
that correlate strongly with the class and as little as possible with other features.
This reduces redundancies between features. There are several approaches to finding
feature subsets, for which we identified four applicable search methods:
• Exhaustive Search [127] checks all possible feature subsets. This leads to a computationally intensive and impractical selection process, which is why we decided
against this approach.
• Best First search [197] selects features based on their performance and selected
the fewest features in our initial tests.

Feature
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• Evolutionary Search [148], in contrast, selected the most features, and is based
on an evolutionary algorithm employing a heuristic selection.
• Genetic Search [85] uses a random selection algorithm allowing the search in
large search spaces.
Because each of our frame classifiers can contain different features, or at least has a
different task, the employed feature selection search can be different for each classifier.
Meta-pre-processing & Training for the Meta-Classifier

Meta instance
creation

Transition
duration

Metaclassification
for temporary
standing

Meta-instance
feature
selection

Our meta-classifier is designed to combine the predictions of the three frame classifiers,
which is called stacking. For this reason, we perform a meta pre-processing simulating
the activities that determine the frame classifiers’ predictions at the respective points
in time and provide them with the actual label. Thereby, we generate meta instances
with which we train the meta-classifier.
In the meta pre-processing, we iterate over the activities in a certain step size
stepSize, determining the respective three frame classifiers for each step. When choosing the step size, we can relate to the TC parameter, i. e., the time interval, after which a
classification update should be shown to the user. In systems with infrequent updates,
the step size should not be an order of magnitude larger than the length of the short
frame TS , as valuable training opportunities might then be wasted. Similar to the general pre-processing, frames that have not yet reached at least 90% of their intended
frame length are not used because some features depend on its frame length. Thus,
at the beginning of an activity or recording, there is a phase, where first only short
frames are used, being later supplemented by medium and long frames. This results in
an initialization duration of 0.90 · TL until all frames are used. This also means that the
first classification can be done only after the first short frame, i. e., after TS .
In the case of transitions between different movement types, we introduce the
transitionDuration, which represents a certain amount of time that may pass until
enough data is available to recognize the new movement type. We thereby aim for
a transition duration that is less than a short frame length TS to allow for a responsive classification result. In our meta-classification, for the time of the transition, the
previous label will be treated as the expected classification result. Thus, each frame is
labeled with the movement type that was active during t 0 = t − transitionDuration.
Those transitions also happen in situations where the temporary standing label was
set, like halting at a traffic signal. We choose to design our meta-classifier to detect
these temporary stops. Thereby, each meta-instance is assigned with this temporary
label as the expected prediction class, otherwise the primary label is expected.
Just like the instances for the frame classifiers, the meta instances are unbalanced,
as shown in Table 4. Accordingly, we resample the meta instances before training the
meta-classifier.
The prediction of our meta-classifier solely depends on the output of the three frame
classifiers. This results in a limited amount of features. For feature selection, this allows
for more exhaustive approaches, which we will need to evaluate.
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Table 5: Overview over the employed feature categories for mobility detection. A detailed
insight over all features is provided in Tables 22-26.
feature type

description of utilized sensors or sources

Statistical features

statistical features for acceleration, location sensor speed,
and location accuracy

Measures of dispersion

measures of dispersion for acceleration, location sensor
speed, and location accuracy

Time-domain features

gravity-adjusted acceleration in time-domain

Frequency-domain features

Fourier-transformed gravity-adjusted acceleration

Location sensor information

covered distance, heading, and speed features

External map data features

OSM map data for public transport stations

Meta-features

classification results for each frame classifier

4.3

feature engineering

Feature engineering is the process of developing the most relevant features for the
problem based on the given data [271]. We define features for the three frame lengths
with the intention to map relevant data features to singular values that are usable in
a classification process.
We intend to add features that have either shown a promising impact in related work
or have been used without feature selection, meaning that their individual impact is
unknown to us. In individual cases, we have modified, expanded, or added features,
which we state accordingly. The features have been constructed based on the data
sources selected in Section 4.1: acceleration data, location sensor data, and external
location information.
To allow for a better intuitive representation of each feature, we try to only introduce
abbreviations when necessary or when related work commonly uses the given abbreviation, e. g., FFT for fast Fourier transform. We choose feature names to allow for a
sensor-based grouping after alphabetic sorting. Two consistently used abbreviations
from here are accu for the location sensor accuracy, and acce for the accelerometer acceleration vector magnitude (Equation 10). All employed features are shown in detail
in Section A.5.2 with a category overview provided in Table 5.
We start by including basic statistical features commonly used in the related work for
the three data sources of acceleration, geolocation speed, and its accuracy. As noted
before, we accept features correlating with each other at this stage. We present the
developed features in detail in Table 22, which include common individual statistical
values, e. g., mean or commonly used quantiles, and measures of dispersion, e. g.,
variance, and interquartile range. In the recorded sensor data outliers are found with
particularly high values. For that reason, we include the 95% quantile and also utilize
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an alternative range measurement between the minimum value and the 95% quantile
(RangeTo95).
4.3.1 Acceleration Data Features

Acceleration
data
separation

Apart from basic statistical features, acceleration data is rich in information, which
is why many authors solely rely on acceleration data [24, 191, 249]. We divide the
identified features into two groups: features in the time-domain, and features in the
frequency-domain, e. g., following a Fourier transformation. Acceleration data has the
advantage to be readily available in smartphones, as no external signal is required,
and accelerometers are part of the built-in inertial measurement unit. The detailed
resulting features are shown in Table 23.
Acceleration data features in the time-domain

Root mean
square

The root mean square (RMS), also known as the quadratic mean, is a simple feature
based on the mean values, with the goal of emphasizing higher values.
v
u
n
u1 X
acceRMS = t ·
ai 2
(12)
n
i=1

Inspired by the normalized spectral energy, which we will develop later in the frequency domain in Equation 17, we propose the normalized acceleration energy, which
in this case is the is the square of the root mean square, and is thereby directly correlated.
acceNormEnergy =

n
1 X 2
·
ai = acceRMS2
n

(13)

i=1

Zero-crossing
rate

Meancrossing
rate

Skewness

The zero-crossing rate (ZCR) is the rate at which a signal changes its sign. Since we
use the acceleration vector’s magnitude, its value is never negative. For this reason,
we count how often the signal touches the value 0, normalizing it with the number of
signal data points for the given frame. This does not correspond to a true zero-crossing
rate for each individual axis, as all axes need to be zero to result in a magnitude of
zero.
The mean-crossing rate (MCR) works similarly to the zero-crossing rate, except that
it counts the crossings through the mean, again normalizing it by the number of signal
data points.
The skewness describes the asymmetry of a frequency distribution and is commonly used for probability distributions. It is the third central moment in a frequency
distribution, where the variance is the second central moment. It characterizes the
asymmetry of the tapering sides of the distribution, with negative values representing
a left-sided skew and positive values a right-sided skew. We calculate the skewness [4,
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92] based on the standard deviation SD and the mean value a of data series a with
length n.
acceSkewness =

n
X
1
·
(ai − a)3
n · SD3

(14)

i=1

The kurtosis is a measure of the steepness of a frequency distribution and is the
fourth central moment. The higher the value of the kurtosis, the steeper the distribution.
The lower the value, the more convex the distribution. We, similarly to the skewness,
calculate the kurtosis [4, 92] based on the standard deviation SD and the mean value
a of a data series a with length n.
n
X
1
acceKurtosis =
·
(ai − a)4
n · SD4

Kurtosis

(15)

i=1

The slope sign change rate was used by Aşçı and Güvensan [13] without specifying
a formula. We comprehend the feature as the zero-crossing rate of the derivation of
a time series. For this reason, we calculate it based on the difference between every
consecutive acceleration value.
Other features we have considered in the time-domain include a peak detection,
which showed no added value over the features used in the evaluation process.

Slope sign
change rate
No peak
detection

Acceleration data features in the frequency-domain
A representation in the frequency-domain is a common way to describe a signal or the
course of sensor values. For our discrete data, we use the discrete Fourier transform to
calculate the frequency spectrum [225]. A commonly used algorithm for fast discrete
Fourier transform calculation is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which is applicable
since we earlier resampled the sensor values into equispaced segments.
An alternative to resampling the data into equispaced segments would be to use the
FFT for non-equispaced data. The non-equispaced FFT [55, 56] is a generalization of
the FFT with existing reference implementations by Keiner et al. [142]. This approach
best works for periodic signals, which does not necessarily apply for our data, which
is why we decided to resample our data.
The common FFT implementation expects the number of data points corresponding
to 2n , which does not hold true for our data, which is why the FFT algorithm of
Bluestein [25, 105] is used. According to the Nyquist theorem, the sampling rate
must be at least twice the maximum frequency to be detected [3]. During initial
data collection, reported in Section 4.2.4 identified an average first quartile signal
time difference of 16ms. This corresponds to a sampling rate of 62.5 Hz, leading to
frequencies up to 31.25 Hz being measurable.
To receive the amplitude for a given frequency, we determine the magnitude of each
Fourier coefficient, combining its real-valued component Re(X(fi )) with its imaginary
component Im(X(fi )).
q
|X(fi )| = Re(X(fi ))2 + Im(X(fi ))2
(16)
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The DC term in Fourier transformation is the 0 Hz term, i. e., a constant amplitude
wave with zero frequency, with low-frequency noise being close-by. After an initial
analysis, we chose a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.03 Hz to eliminate
these frequency components. For a signal without any noise, a cutoff frequency of
0 Hz would be sufficient to remove the term.
Since the discrete Fourier transform is calculated in-place, more data points are
obtained for the frequency spectrum, the longer the time series is. Grouping them up
into frequency bins is a common method to retain performance. For each frequency bin,
the maximum frequency component |X(fi )| from the frequency band is selected. We
choose a width of 0.2 Hz for the frequency bins, significantly increasing performance
while retaining as much information as possible.
To calculate meaningful features, the frequency bins are too small. Therefore, we
use frequency bands, which are intervals of the frequency spectrum, each limited by
a lower frequency of fl and an upper frequency of fu . The frequency band is then
defined as the sum of the Fourier coefficients of the frequency bins between fl and
fu . While arbitrary numbers and band lengths would be possible to use as features,
we determined our resulting frequency band features by inspecting our recorded data
and identifying promising bands. Our list is by no means exhaustive but covers all
frequency bins between 1 Hz and 30 Hz.
In addition to frequency bands, features based on a frequency component’s amplitude |X(fi )| are commonly used. We will use the prefix spectral for these features.
The energy of a coefficient can be calculated by squaring its amplitude. Thereby, we
define the normalized spectral energy as the normalized sum of energy coefficients
with N frequency bins. The normalization is required because signals contain different
amounts of frequency bins due to their sample rate.
spectralNormEnergy =

1 X
·
|X(fi )|2
N

(17)

i

Spectral
centroid

Spectral
flatness

Spectral crest

The spectral centroid was originally introduced as a feature for speech recognition [195], where each frequency bin is weighted by its amplitude. It is therefore
defined as the frequencies’ weighted average.
P
i |X(fi )| · fi
spectralCentroid = fSC = P
(18)
i |X(fi )|
The spectral flatness is a measure of a spectrum’s noisiness [62]. It is calculated by
normalizing the geometric mean of the FFT coefficients by its arithmetic mean [170]
for N frequency bins.
p
Q
N
|X(fi )|
(19)
spectralFlatness = 1 P i
i |X(fi )|
N
The spectral crest factor is strongly related to the spectral flatness [62]. It is the
ratio of the maximum amplitude coefficient to the root mean square of the amplitude
coefficients [29].
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max(|X(fi )|)
spectralCrest = q
2
1 P
i |X(fi )|
N ·
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(20)

The spectral roll-off has a cut-off frequency that divides the total spectral energy
into a high- and low-frequency band. We choose a ratio of 0.85 between the energy of
the low-frequency band and the total spectral energy [62]. This feature can sometimes
correlate with the spectral centroid.
The spectral spread indicates the current effective bandwidth and assesses the
shape’s spectrum in terms of the width distribution around the spectral centroid
fSC [62].
sP
2
2
i (fi − fSC ) · |X(fi )|
spectralSpread =
(21)
P
2
|X(f
)|
i
i
Similar to the features in the time-domain, we include the skewness and kurtosis in
the frequency-domain.
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4.3.2 Location Sensor Data Features
Features based on the distance traveled were often utilized in related work when
complete trips based on location data were classified [88, 275]. In contrast to the
authors, we apply distance measurements on a frame-basis. In doing so, we normalize
the distance in terms of time. For distance measurement, we use Vincenty’s inverse
problem formula [138], which models the Earth as an oblate spheroid, presenting a
higher accuracy than models calculating the great circle distance.
Feature-wise we decide to use the traveled distance within the frame, i. e., the
distance between the first and the last location, to utilize the covered distance. For a
more comprehensive distance estimation, we use the accumulated distance, which is
the sum of distances between consecutive locations. Unlike Zhou et al. [275], we do not
use the maximum distance of the most distant positions for the maximum distance,
but the maximum distance of two consecutive positions. The latter feature is expected
to correlate with the maximum speed feature presented before.
In their work, they also introduce features based on the location sensor’s speed
parameter [275]. They model the ratio of speed measurements that are below a given
threshold. We adopt their features and supplement additional thresholds for higher
speeds, but again apply them to our frames instead of the whole route.
The heading variation is a measure of the frequency of directional changes. Similar
features have already been used in [229, 272, 275]. Using the absolute difference in
heading between consecutive heading data entries, with each entry in [0◦ , 180◦ ], we
can calculate the accumulated change in heading.
Previous publications have shown that enriching vehicle discrimination with features for vehicle-specific stopping behavior can be promising [183, 229, 233]. Looking
at the reported stopping behavior differences in related work [233] and when analyzing
our recorded data, we identify multiple key aspects.
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• Cars stop mainly at traffic lights or level crossings. The stops at traffic lights are
relatively short.
• Trams stop regularly, but primarily at tram stops. Between two tram stops, in
most cases, we observed a maximum of 90s, with durations between 5s and
30s. This is comparatively short because tram drivers usually do not sell tickets
themselves. In some cities, public transport is given priority at traffic lights. For
this reason, trams in these cities stop at traffic lights less frequently or for shorter
periods than cars.
• Buses can be either city buses or intercity (regional) buses. City buses, like
trams in the corresponding cities, also benefit from public transport priority. In
contrast to trams, a stop can last much longer if the driver sells tickets on the
bus. Differences between city and intercity buses exist in terms of shorter, more
equidistant stop intervals in a city, and higher maximum speeds for intercity
buses due to regional transfer.
• Trains stop less often than trams or city buses, with stops usually taking much
longer than 60s.

Stop amount
and frequency
features

Based on this information, we create features based on the number and duration of
recognized stops. Recognizing these stops is independent of the standing classification,
meaning that segments identified as stops are not automatically classified as standing.
We define a stop as a sequence of speed data that does not exceed a threshold of
maxStopSpeed for more than 2s. A threshold-based approach is chosen, to offset for
a potential location sensor drift during a real stop. The duration was chosen, as we
want to avoid treating slow-moving traffic as a sequence of stops. In terms of stop
duration, we choose to group up durations into differently sized bins, with one openended bin containing stops above a duration of minDurationLongStop, representing the
presumable train stops. Because the stop durations are rather long and frames with
a temporary standing label are not used in short and medium training, we apply these
stop features only in the long frame classifier.
4.3.3 External Data Features

Public
transport spot
detection

Not only the frequency and length of stops may allow conclusions about current
mobility type, but also the positions of these stops. While classifiers without any
station information may result in false car classifications, the vicinity towards a nearby
public transport line or a station may increase public transport detection confidence.
For this purpose, we extracted OSM relations for public transport lines, which include
the individual stations. We define a radius stopRadius, specifying the radius around
an OSM node, in whose radius we assign the stop to the public transport stop or
the traffic signal. The definition of a radius is necessary because of location sensor
inaccuracies. Additionally, the locations are represented as single coordinate, whereas
a stop in a public transport vehicle or in a line in front of a traffic light, might deviate
in its distance due to the length of the vehicle or the waiting line. It must be noted
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that an OSM node can have several tags, e. g., a location can represent both a bus and
a tram stop at the same time. The information about the exclusiveness of a stop, i. e.,
it only being served by this one means of transport, can be helpful if encoded into a
feature.
For all public transport features included, we make an assumption on the operating
principles in the respective area. We assume that public transport vehicles stop at
pre-defined stations to load or unload passengers, whereby individual stops can be
skipped. During each trip, they follow a fixed route.
In addition to station data, OSM provides detailed route data, which we can use
to compare a user’s movement trajectory to a particular public transport line. Public
transport routes are represented by an ordered list of positions, annotated with the
public transport type and in many cases the specific line identifier, e. g., the bus or
train number.
Our goal is to compare the smartphone’s position data with the various routes of
the public transport network. Both routes are continuous in space and time and can
be represented as a trajectory, generally described as a time-sampled and ordered
sequence of data points [87, 118, 230, 231].
To the best of our knowledge, neither live public transport data nor country-wide
public transport timetables are openly available at the time of writing. For individual transport organizations in Germany, timetable APIs are available3,4,5 . They are,
however, presented in different formats and only cover the country to some degree.
Thereby, we can only compare our route trajectories in the spatial dimension.
Shao et al. [222] describe a trajectory as a discrete image of a continuous polygon
course, which can be generalized to the comparison of two geographic trajectories.
An often used similarity measure of two trajectories in geographical scenarios is the
Hausdorff distance [21, 102, 152, 222], which is a metric for the distance HA↔B of
two non-empty point sets A and B on a plain. It is based on the one-sided Hausdorff
distance hA→B , which describes the maximum deviation of a point set A from a second
point set B:

hA→B = max(d(a, B))

(22)

d(a, B) = min |a − b|

(23)

a∈A

b∈B

d(a, B) describes the minimum distance between a single point a and a point set B,
according to a given distance metric. Thus, each a ∈ A is at most hA→B away from B.
Because the Hausdorff distance is not symmetric [21], the distance of hB→A (defined
equivalently) is required, to define HA↔B . The two-sided Hausdorff distance HA↔B
is then defined as the maximum of both one-sided distance measurements.
3 https://www.delfi.de/de/strategie-technik/mitglieder/
4 https://www.opendata-oepnv.de
5 https://opendata.rmv.de/site/start.html
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In our scenario, we want to compare a frame of a whole movement trajectory to a
full public transport route. As a result, only the one-sided Hausdorff distance hA→B
contains the relevant information, as we want to know how much our position data
A diverges from a public transport route B. The inverse case of hB→A is usually not
relevant, because the route is unlikely to be traversed in the given time frame, and it
would expect the user to use the vehicle from the departure stop until the terminal
station. Because hB→A is most likely greater than hA→B , the two-sided Hausdorff
distance HA↔B has a worse distance estimation than hA→B .
The Hausdorff distance only calculates the maximum distance between two routes
independent of their direction. For this reason, before applying it, we have to check
whether both trajectories have a similar direction. Two congruent trajectories with
opposite directions would have a very small Hausdorff distance, but would not correspond to the public transport route it is compared to.
To derive concrete features from the information described above, we calculate the
smallest trajectory distance per transport type. We consider only routes not excluded by
travel direction filtering and with a Hausdorff distance below a given cutoffDistance.
If the cutoffDistance is exceeded, the distance calculation is terminated early, and the
public transport route is discarded.
Consequently, we employ a feature for each type of public transport station related
to the smallest Hausdorff distance.
4.3.4 Delta Features
In order to model the temporal course of activities in features, we introduce delta
features for each previously described feature. A delta feature sets a feature value of
the current frame in relation to the feature’s value of the previous frame. If no previous
value exists, the delta feature remains empty. Thereby, we double the number of
available features, where the previous value does not need to be recalculated as their
value has already been determined for the previous frame due to the calculation
happening in sequence.
Since we want to use the short frames to be able to react to short-term activity
changes, and the idea of time dependency opposes this, we do not use delta features
for the short frame classifier.
4.3.5 Meta-Classifier Features
As stated before, we use the results of the three frame classifiers short, medium, and
long to determine the overall prediction results in the form of the meta-classifier result.
Feature-wise we include the individual predictions and each classifier’s prediction
for the previous frame. In ensemble approaches like the Random Forest, the frame
classifiers prediction is determined by a majority voting approach over the individual
Random Tree predictions.
Furthermore, we want to include the outcome of this voting process into our prediction because the uniformity or diversity of the trees’ predictions can be promising.

4.3 feature engineering

To provide a measure of prediction reliability, we utilize the proportion between
weights of the trees’ prediction, the overall prediction, and all tree weights. In a nonweighted Random Forest approach, this corresponds to the ratio of individual trees
predicting the given class. In an Adaptive Boosting approach, individual trees can be
weighted, requiring the weights to be included in the calculation. We name the resulting measure of reliability score, which must not be mistaken for a measurement of
confidence [269]. The higher this score, the more reliable the respective frame classifier
is with its prediction resulting in the features. Additionally, we use the scores of the
previous classification per frame classifier.
This results in twelve features per Meta-instance, which are shown in detail in
Table 26.
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o assess the performance of our content generation approach and its adaptation
components, we need to implement the respective components for the utilization
with mobile devices. For this purpose, we introduce the GeoVis platform. It combines
a mobile app component operating on each player’s smartphone device with a server
component responsible for game data provision and information processing. Further,
the mobile component incorporates a prototypical visualization to present the processed results as a foundation for a fully developed game presentation.
In the following section we provide an overview of the platform, before presenting
details about the mobile application components in Section 5.1.1, and the server components in Section 5.1.2. Finally, we discuss the development of a mobile application
utilized to collect mobility data for model building in Section 5.2. In these sections,
we focus on select implementory details for each component to provide additional
insights into the architecture and highlight its design choices.

T

5.1

overview of the geovis system

In Figure 15, we provide an overview on all system components.
The Android-based mobile application deployed on each player’s smartphone is
the core component of our system. It accumulates local sensor data and processes it
for i) game area creation base on the location sensor utilizing a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), ii) a repeating mobility detection, and iii) on-demand route
calculation within the game area. The processed data is then fed into the respective
game’s runtime and applied for visualization accordingly.
Our server instance is responsible for request processing, which mainly concerns the
content generation of game areas. To obtain the requested number of suitable Points
of Interest (PoIs) it manages its own OpenStreetMap (OSM) database. For mobility
detection, the applied model is created on the server utilizing mobility data recorded
in our user study described in Section 6.3. This incorporates a web application we
utilize for mobility data visualization, data cleansing steps, and model management.
Especially for personalization and run-time adaptation aspects, privacy is a highly
relevant concern. For that reason, we do not communicate personal data to our server.
The only data sent to the server are the game area generation requests. However, these
requests only contain the game area identifiers relating to the geographic area the
player is located in. Since these areas are sufficiently large1 , the player’s accurate position is not communicated. For the route personalization component, the optional PoIs
distances can be downloaded from the server, processing the route on the player’s mo1 The commonly used game area size correspond to the sizes utilized in our later evaluation scenario of at
least 0.32km2 .
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bile device. For the mobility detection component, the pre-built model is downloaded
from the server once and contains no player-specific data.
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Figure 15: Components in the GeoVis platform.

5.1.1 Mobile Application Components

S2 Library

For our rectangular discrete global grid implementation, we utilize the S2 Geometry
Library2 , as it offers the functionality of hierarchical cells with uniform tiling, neighbor
determination, and cell vertex information in an efficient manner. Furthermore, current
Location-based Games (LBGs) [104, 199] utilize this library for game area provision,
allowing us to compare respective game areas directly. Each cell has a numeric cell
level up to 31, where an increase in cell level by one corresponds to a division into a
cell’s four children. The largest cells with a level of zero cover the whole globe and
consist of six cells arranged as a cube. Within our evaluation scenario, we will be
exclusively using level 12, 13, and 14 cells, as they have appropriate sizes to cover
inhabited areas matching suitable game areas. Level 14 S2 cells have an average area
of 0.32km2 , which is approximately the size of a common park area in cities, and
therefore a suitable size for a LBG game area. Level 13 S2 cells combine their four level
14 children into an area fourfold the size. Then again, level 12 S2 cells combine their
four level 13 children in an area of 16 · 0.32km2 = 5.12km2 , which corresponds to the
approximate area of a suburban area. Although possible, utilizing smaller or larger
cell levels would limit our options to either apply the approach to villages when game
areas become too large or select meaningful PoIs when game areas become too small.
The latter example results in areas with hardly any locations to select from.
Due to the nature of geographic projections (see Section 2.2), a cell’s size slightly
varies for similar cell levels depending on its latitude. Cells might be rotated, as cell
2 http://s2geometry.io (last accessed October 10, 2020)
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(a) PoI view.
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(b) Route view.

Figure 16: PoI and public transport route visualization for the city center of Darmstadt. The
PoI view utilizes a pn value of 16. For the route view, all public transport lines
with their respective stations are shown.

identifiers are created based on a space-filling curve, in that case, a Hilbert Curve, and
projected onto the Earth’s surface similar to six faces of a dice. These identifiers allow
for an efficient examination and calculation of parent relations between two cells of
different S2 levels3 . We utilize this characteristic to split an area into its subcells of
similar sizes during the content generation process described in Section 3.2.1.
For data visualization, we developed a game-like component showing the selected
PoIs with their respective geofilter category on a geographic map. In Figure 16a, an
exemplary view of this component is visualized for the city center of Darmstadt. This
component builds the foundation for a fully developed game presentation and was
utilized in numerous game prototypes [26, 241], which are not within the scope of
this thesis. Since public transport data is separately retrieved for automatic mobility
detection, we show a corresponding data view for Darmstadt in Figure 16b, which has
been utilized for location-based mobility detection [146].

3 https://s2geometry.io/devguide/s2cell_hierarchy.html (last accessed October 10, 2020)
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5.1.2 Server Components
To reduce our reliance on the uptime and query limits of OSM Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)4 , as well as establish caching approaches, we create a data
provision service for all necessary OSM data on a self-hosted server.
Global OSM data is available as .osm.pbf files and updated daily5 . This data usually
covers the whole continent but is also individually available for countries. Since country borders are irrelevant for area separation, we split6 the data according to level 6 S2
cells. The chosen cell level shows good filtering times for the further processing steps.
Subsequently, we filter7 all restricted areas (see Section 3.1.2). The remaining data is
then filtered into two files, with one containing an area’s relevant PoIs covered by our
OSM geodata filters, and one containing all available public transport information
including stations and affected traffic signals. Finally, each resulting file is converted8
into an .o5m file designed for fast processing and data merging.
The resulting data is available with an API requiring the type of content (PoI or
route data), the area of interest specified by a list of S2 cell ids, and for a PoI request
a list of included geodata filter identifier, and the number of requested PoIs pn . Due
to this request’s customizability, allowing any desired combination of geodata filters,
the game areas are not pre-calculated. In a game scenario with static parameters,
i. e., designated geodata filters and PoI amounts, game areas can be calculated for
solo gameplay. Then again, for our coupling approach, areas need to be generated
dynamically due to the number of possible area combinations for coupling.
Furthermore, we establish an option to retrieve all OSM public transport data (see
Section 4.3.3) for a given S2 cell.
Both the game area generation (Section 3.2.1) and the game area coupling (Section 3.3) is written in javascript, allowing for deployment as a web service for serverbased calculation and local calculation on a mobile device.

Data
provision

Data API

Public
transport API
Data
processing

Game Area Distribution Determination
To determine the PoI distribution in a game area, we developed two possible metrics,
with one being the geographic area of each PoI’s Voronoi cell. We calculate an area’s
Voronoi diagram using the Delaunay triangulation due to their duality [75]. Voronoi
border cells are known to be open, having edges of infinite length, leading to incalculable geographic areas. We approach this challenge with two distinct approaches.
Integrating the game area’s geographic borders allows us to limit each Voronoi cell
to them. By examining intersection points between game area borders and Voronoi
cell edges, all open cells can be closed to match the respective borders. An example
for the resulting Voronoi cells adhering to the game areas’ outer borders is shown in
Figure 17.

Voronoi
duality and
open border
limit

Voronoi area
border
integration

4
5
6
7
8

https://overpass-api.de (last accessed October 10, 2020)
https://download.geofabrik.de/ (last accessed October 10, 2020)
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis (last accessed October 10, 2020)
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmfilter (last accessed October 10, 2020)
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmconvert (last accessed October 10, 2020)
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(a) Open Voronoi diagram.
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(b) Closed Voronoi diagram.

Figure 17: Open and closed Voronoi diagrams for four game areas in London with dots
representing the individual PoIs. The inner borders exceed each area’s individual
borders as neighboring areas exist.

While the former approach works reliably, the resulting Voronoi cell size for all
previously open cells is problematic. PoIs close to the border are restricted, resulting
in significantly smaller area size values. When integrated into an optimization process, those content candidates would be more likely to be neglected due to the false
causation between small Voronoi area to likely clustering. In our game area generation
process, the problem is divided into subcells, which allows us to integrate neighboring cells’ Voronoi calculations. For border subcells, the neighboring subcells outside
the original game area are also determined to close the Voronoi areas. PoIs close to
the game area border can now calculate their representative cell areas. This results in
the sum of all Voronoi cell areas most likely slightly differing from the game area’s
geographic area, which we deem to not be an issue.
If not otherwise stated, the latter method for Voronoi area calculation is used, if
neighboring data is available.
For the Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI) metric calculation for uniform distribution,
we require nearest neighbor information for all PoIs, which corresponds to a k-NearestNeighbor with k = 1. In three-dimensional space, usually, a k-d tree data structure is
used, which returns inaccurate results for geographic measurements. Thereby we use a
balltree [192], allowing for a spherical representation including the Haversine distance
for distance measurements.

Voronoi
neighbor
integration

Ball tree
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(a) Data collection view with
mobility type selection.

(b) Live classification view with
frame classifier results.

Figure 18: Mobile application for mobility data collection of accelerometer and location data.
Adapted from [116]

5.2

Mobility data
collection
Live detection

Data source
combination

Data analysis
and additional
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prototypical realization of mobile mobility detection

To record labeled data for mobility detection, we developed a mobile application
depicted in Figure 18a that continuously records the sensor data of the acceleration
and location sensors and stores them with a label chosen by the user. The data is
stored within a database, which is also responsible for the storing of pre-processing
runs, preliminary classification results, and all trained models.
The live mobility detection, utilizing the final trained model, is integrated into the
same application, shown in Figure 18b.
Apart from the recorded acceleration and location sensor data, the external geographic information is retrieved. For this purpose, we incorporate our OSM data
provision into our processing pipeline, and cache recently retrieved data to reduce the
number of queries. This is particularly useful, as much recorded data originate from
the same geographic region. Finally, we cleanse all data from unused information, like
unused OSM relation data or tags.
To analyze the recorded data we set up a Node.js-based platform, depicted in Figure 19. This allows us to visualize the data of, e. g., acceleration, speed, and route
position and compare individual aspects for each recording. Built-on this analysis, we
identify the temporary stops within each dataset and manually add the temporary
standing label, as shown for the highlighted area.

5.2 prototypical realization of mobile mobility detection
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Figure 19: Prototypical data analysis view, showing the location sensor’s speed, and the
accelerometer vector magnitude with the route on a map. It is utilized during
development to visualize each recorded dataset, allowing the identification of
special scenarios.

For resampling of instances, classifier training, and feature selection, we integrated
Weka9 in our workflow. It provides a multitude of machine learning and data mining
approaches. By using Weka’s command line interface, we automatize and schedule
the training process. This requires us to convert all data into .arff files, which can be
processed by Weka. The Weka training process is then multi-threaded, which allowed
us to test more processing-heavy approaches like adaptive boosting.

9 WEKA - The workbench for machine learning https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ (last accessed:
August 04, 2020)
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E VA L UAT I O N

ased on our GeoVis prototype, we conduct an extensive evaluation of game area
generation, personalization, and mobility detection approaches presented in this
thesis. In Section 6.1, we detail our evaluation methodology and how evaluation data
was gathered and selected. This includes the specification of evaluated locations and
the acquisition of Pokémon GO data for comparison.
Next, we address the availability and the corresponding online generation quality for
the specified locations in Section 6.2.1. This includes all GeoVis components designed
in Chapter 3 and concludes with our route-based personalization approach’s quality
assessment. Consequently, we evaluate the performance of our automatic mobility
detection approach described in Chapter 4.
This evaluation aims to show the applicability of online content generation for
Location-based Games (LBGs) across geographic regions. For quality measurement,
we apply geographic and cultural metrics, as proposed in Chapter 3. Given our research goal, we explore the boundaries of applicability induced by the fluctuating
OpenStreetMap (OSM) data quality and the game areas’ heterogeneity. Furthermore,
we assess the quality of route-based player mobility guidance in a metropolitan game
area to explore virtual reward optimization. Here, we explore the impact of different
distance heuristics and the quality of created routes regarding its expected virtual
reward. Since mobility in LBG game areas is pivotal and different mobility types are
common, we utilize recorded mobility data to evaluate our run-time mobility detection. Therein, we focus on evaluating detection accuracy and comparing the impact of
employed features and algorithms on our detection model.
Each evaluated component has scenario-specific characteristics and evaluation scenario parameters, which are described in the corresponding section.

B

6.1

game area evaluation setup and methodology

In this thesis, we utilized box plots, line plots and scatter plot grids to present our
evaluation results. Other kinds of data and result presentation are of tabellaric nature.
We utilize box plots as a method to visualize statistical data and its corresponding
distribution. Figure 20a demonstrated each individual part of a box plot. The box represents the range between upper (75%) and lower (25%) percentile with the median in
between. The two whiskers show the 1.5-times interquartile range (IQR) as a measurement of dispersion. There, the interquartile range is the range between the upper and
lower percentile. Values outside of this range are statistical outliers and presented as
pluses. When the statistical data consists of multiple subclasses with possible varying
distributions, we provide additional markers with error bars on the box’s right side.
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The line plot, shown in Figure 20b, aims to visualize the development for the variation of one parameter according to a given metric. We apply the parameter on the
x-axis and its respective metric on the y-axis. Different evaluation aspects are shown
in one line plot visualizing their development according to their mean value. For the
main evaluation aspect, the standard deviation is shown accordingly.
As shown in Figure 20c, a scatter plot grid shows scatter plots partitioned according
to one or two parameters on a nominal scale. Thus, each row or column is assigned
to one distinct parameter value. Each scatter plot then shows its respective data as a
collection of points, according to two chosen continuous metrics, aiming to investigate
their correlation. The grid aims to identify parameter-based dependencies in terms of
quantity or metric correlation.

(a) Box plot.

(b) Line plot.

(c) Scatter plot grid.

Figure 20: Example of utilized plots in this evaluation.

6.1.1 Location Identification

Populationbased land use
characterization

Our goal is to evaluate both the global applicability of our system as well as the
area dependent generation quality. Differentiating between land use characteristics is
important to obtain results about our generation quality for rural and urban areas.
However, an area’s urban category or its land use is not clearly defined.
The National Center for Health Statistics presents an area classification scheme to
differentiate between rural, suburban, and different sizes of metropolitan areas [120]
based on their population size. Comparable classifications can be found for European
countries as well [33, 80]. In OSM data, administrative boundaries1 distinguish be-

1 https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tag:boundary%3Dadministrative (last accessed: September
09, 2020)
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Table 6: Different categories of urban areas based on their population size according to
government classification [120].

Urban category

Population size

Medium & Large Metropolitan

> 250,000

Urban / Small Metropolitan

50,000 - 250,000

Suburban / Micropoliton

10,000 - 50,000

Rural

< 10,000

tween different urban areas, which, however, is inconsistent across and also within
countries.
Urban planners further describe the land use in terms of density, diversity, and
design [39], later followed by destination accessibility and distance to transit [66]. In
census data, population density is occasionally used to differentiate between urban and
rural areas [244], but the definition of metropolitan or urban areas is not consistent
across countries, which would lead to uneven comparisons when integrating the
reported density. Therefore we utilize a population-based approach to differentiate
between populated areas, as shown in Table 6.
We choose an evaluation approach, where we systematically select distinct areas
around the globe to evaluate. For each continent, excluding Antarctica due to its low
population size, we select five metropolises belonging to distinct countries or at least
to distinct regions to achieve a proficient coverage for the continent. For each of the
remaining three population categories and for each metropolis, we select one location
with the appropriate population size according to accumulated census data [30] in
the metropolis’s broad vicinity. Alternate data sources provided by the European
Commission’s Global Human Settlement Layer [65, 71] have a detailed focus on urban
areas, but lack information about rural areas. We manually select locations instead of
a truly random selection to reduce storage strain for our backend service (Section 5.1.2)
and because OSM data is reported to be more accurate around populated areas [31,
73]. A complete list of evaluated regions can be found in Table 20, with a description
of region-based parameters in Table 7.

Alternative
land use characterization

Systematic
location
selection

6.1.2 Pokémon GO Locations
Pokémon GO provides no open Application Programming Interface (API) for data
acquisition. Early on, libraries2,3 were created by the community. These allow for
multiple accounts to extract relevant game information about the position of Pokémon,
PokéStops, and Gyms from the communication between their smartphone application
and the game servers. Systematically walking around an area allows the programmatic
scanning of its content and learning about the different content locations. Due to the
2 https://github.com/tejado/pgoapi (last accessed: August 14, 2020)
3 https://rocketmap.readthedocs.io/en/develop (last accessed: August 14, 2020)
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Table 7: Different regional parameters employed to described the characteristics of a selected
location.
parameter name
continent
area
town
category
s2cells

Impact of
scanning on
the players

Possible
informative
value of
scanned areas

Two datasets
acquired of
Berlin and
Rhine-Main
area

parameter description
the name of the continent being one of the followng: Africa, Asia, Australia,
Europe, North America, South America
the metropolitan area’s name the respective selected location is based
on
the selected area’s name
the urban category being one of the following: Metropolitan, Urban, Suburban, Rural
a list of S2 cells representing the given town

temporary (typically 30 minutes) availability of spawn points each hour, this process
needs to be repeated continuously to extract the exact time a spawn point becomes
active.
Due to the developers’ large efforts to prevent the automatic scanning of areas, the
scan results, as well as community sites making them available, have not been perfectly
reliable. The scanned information provides an unfair advantage to players, knowing
the exact location of a sought-after Pokémon, which led to a playing style of rushing
to those locations by other means of transportation than walking, conflicting with the
idea of the game [114].
The data, however, is highly interesting to analyze, as it provides an opportunity to
discover the underlying game mechanics, optimize gameplay for different game areas,
and understand more about the regional content quality of the game. Other options we
will not cover are the impact of the day-night cycle, the game’s weather4 , or different
spawn behaviors, e. g., nearby water bodies or different geographic habitats [200].
For our analysis, we obtained two datasets. The first dataset obtained for Berlin5 contains data from 32,148 unique spawn points, which we employ for our route-finding
approach described in Section 3.4. The dataset contains no data about Gyms and
PokéStops and is limited to a metropolitan area, which both required us to obtain a
second dataset. Over the course of six months (July 18, 2017 to Jan 22, 2018), we collected all scanned data in the Rhine-Main area, utilizing a community site unavailable
afterward6 . During this time, the actively scanned areas changed regularly, allowing
us to accumulate a total of 12,913 Gym and PokéStop locations and 210,769 unique
spawn points. The scanned areas primarily consist of inhabited areas, while some
rural areas are still included, leaving many unscanned areas between cities or towns
without an organized player base.
Because the latter dataset contains only verified content locations and has no data
about scanned areas that contain no content, we cannot know whether an empty cell
4 The game’s weather directly depends on the real-world weather and gets updated at every full hour.
5 https://www.reddit.com/r/pokemongodev/comments/4vckgh/5_million_logged_spawns_over_
multiple_days_for/ (last accessed: August 14, 2020)
6 https://gomap.at (last accessed: March 22, 2018)

6.2 online generation quality

is empty because no content is available, or because it was not scanned. This becomes
an issue when processing the data to calculate Voronoi areas, as the full neighborhood
integration is required. Otherwise, the Voronoi area would be primarily dependent on
the cell size rather than its area of influence. Therefore, we filter the dataset, including
only areas with a full neighborhood, shown in Table 8. This consequently leads to an
overestimation on mean content locations per cell, as corner areas or scattered cells,
which characteristically have less content, are filtered out. The dataset’s area coverage
is shown in Figure 43.
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Table 8: Pokémon GO filtered dataset split by S2 level, including only cells with a fully
occupied neighborhood. Cell counts are reported based on three cell sizes (see
Section 5.1.1). Thereby, each decrease in level corresponds to a fourfold increase in
game area. Thus, the mean number of content locations within a cell increases
accordingly.
Gyms and PokéStops

Spawn points

S2 level
cell count

Mean

Std

cell count

Mean

Std

14 (small cells)

463

9.68

9.22

3366

44.80

28.34

13

411

17.64

21.63

1335

128.05

98.59

12 (large cells)

278

36.43

49.33

383

451.87

323.03

6.2

online generation quality

This section will investigate our online generation approaches’ quality and relate them
to the game data obtained for Pokémon GO. Since the obtained dataset is limited to particular game areas in Germany, a worldwide quality comparison is not feasible. Hence,
we create individual evaluation scenarios employing the given dataset for comparison.
Additionally, we evaluate generation quality and its parameters independent from the
dataset in detail.
6.2.1 Game Area Quality
To build a dataset for game area quality evaluation, we need to determine a game area
for each selected location. For each location, we select 16 game areas arranged in a
four times four grid, with an S2 level of 14 to cover a quadratic section. On average,
these cells have an area of 0.32km2 , depending on their latitude, with each decreasing
level increasing its size by a factor of four. This results in a total selected area of about
16 · 0.32km2 = 5.12km2 , which we deemed appropriate to still be able to cover rural
areas and small towns, without the majority of the area being purely environmental.
Since we also want to evaluate our approach for larger cell levels up to level 12, our
grid approach allows us to construct a level 12 game area out of the collective level 14
cells. Because we are not familiar with all selected locations, we select the game areas
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based on our perception while inspecting each area on OSM, especially looking for
prominent indicators like town halls or city centers.
After identifying the game areas, we generate our content for each game area, based
on the pair-wise variation of two game area parameters: the target amount of Points
of Interest (PoIs) pn , and a list of geodata filters. For pn , we vary between 4, 8, 16
and 32. For comparison, we include the result containing all available PoIs without
any optimization. For our 23 geodata filters (see Table 2), a large amount of filter
combinations is possible, which is why we construct three groups. The first group
includes all filters between 13 and 23, which mostly correspond to Niantic’s guidelines
for high-quality content in their games [189]. The second group additionally includes
the filters from 7 to 12, representing locations with shops, relevant societal buildings,
or leisure areas. The final, third group now also incorporates filters 2 to 6 intended for
better coverage in suburban and rural areas. We thereby ignore the street and footway
crossing filter as it turned out to provide too much data for practical use, with over
80% of total potential PoI being attributed to it. While it is always an option to include
this data, the results in terms of PoI distribution lose in explanatory power, since it is
usually possible to select an appropriate location for distribution optimization when
fully ignoring the priority metric.
As a measure of generation completeness, we introduce the metric of pc2t being
the ratio between the number of PoIs in a result and the total target amount pn .
However, this is not a direct measure of generation quality, as it is directly dependent
on underlying potential PoIs. Reasons for an unmet PoI amount goal in some subareas
are manifold, e. g., excluded company grounds, water bodies, outskirts, insufficiently
tagged OSM areas, or even just the absence of notable locations for the given selected
geodata filters. Henceforth, we utilize pc2t as a criterion for acceptable results, relating
to the number of required PoIs and, in return, the number that can be omitted in some
subareas.
Before analyzing the different aspects of generation quality itself, we evaluate the applicability of our approach to the different continents and urban categories. Figure 21
shows the number of areas that contain any data according to our filters, indicating an
increase in applicability from 60.42% to 70.52% by utilizing the third geofilter group.
Five full areas7 (all 16 cells) led to no PoI, indicating that no OSM data is available for
that region.
In Figures 44-46 we show the impact of problem parameter variation for the pn
values of 8, 16, and 32, with pc2t thresholds of 0.5 and 0.9, split by continent and
category. This is still no measure of generation quality, but about the applicability
to different regions. Intuitively, for the laxest criteria of pn = 8 and pc2t > 0.5, the
approach is applicable to most regions. By comparing different parameter sets we
identified pairs with an equal coverage, e. g., (pc2t > 0.5; pn = 32) and (pc2t > 0.9;
pn = 8). This implies that relaxing the pc2t criterion can allow for a strong increase
in target PoI amount pn when allowing for a more clustered result. This is a feasible

7 Simão Pereira (Rural, Rio de Janeiro), Damalliĳ (Rural, Kairo), Lemode (Rural, Lagos), Igbo Ora (Suburban,
Lagos), Zhangyan Zhen (Suburban, Shanghai)
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Figure 21: Data availability for all examined locations for geodata filter groups 1 and 3. For
each combination of continent and urban category, the number of game areas
containing data of a given filter group is shown with a maximum of 80 (16 · 5). The
1160
resulting availabilities are 1920
= 60.42% (group 1) and 1354
1920 = 70.52% (group 3).

option when a slight loss in expected content quality is accepted in favor of a much
higher generation availability.
In the following, we will investigate the value of our proposed distribution metrics.
Since the Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI) is on a continuous scale with an intermediate
value of 1, it is not transparent whether a value represents more of a uniform or
more of a random distribution. Thus, its explanatory power is not intuitively clear.
For that reason, a Z-test was proposed [43, 100, 157, 212] to compare the present
area distribution to a random one. The test relates the differences between the mean
nearest neighbor distances for both distributions (dobs − dexp ) to the standard error
of the mean random distance. It is defined as shown in Equation 24 [157, 158]. Here,
n corresponds to the number of PoIs and a to the game area’s surface area.
dobs − dexp
SEdexp
r
(4 − π) · a
0.26136
=
≈ q
2
4π · n
n2

Z-test for
uniform
distribution

Z=
SEdexp

(24)

a

With this Z-test we can quantify the confidence of a spatial distribution actually being uniformly distributed, rather than randomly. The resulting Z-value represents the
number of standard deviations differing from the mean according to the cumulative
distribution function. Thereby, values above a given threshold apply to the respective
confidence level. Because NNI values below 1, representing a clustered distribution,
are still possible, we employ a two-tailed test8 . Before applying the Z-test, we have to
check each set of nearest neighbor distances for normal distribution, which is usually
done using a Shapiro Wilk Test. When its p-value is > 0.05, the distances are normally
distributed.
8 The respective two-sided confidence level thresholds are defined as follows: |Z| > 1.645 : 90%, |Z| > 1.96 :
95%, |Z| > 2.576 : 99%, |Z| > 3.291 : 99.9%.
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Since a game area is constructed utilizing an area subdivision, the NNI can barely
be optimized for scenarios with many empty or partially filled subareas. Thus, we
evaluate the metric’s explanatory power under the assumption of a close to fully filled
area with pc2t > 0.9. As shown in Table 9, a high number of game areas that suffice the
pc2t requirement achieve NNI values with high confidence levels for not randomly
dispersed. Since all NNI values in this dataset are above one it shows their uniform
distribution. For the example of pn = 16, this shows that our approach can optimize
game areas for uniform PoI distributions, even though individual subareas could be
filtered out, or inversely contain clusters along streets or at public spaces. In this data,
the decreasing confidence ratios with an increasing pn stand out. We identify two
reasons for this behavior. First, selecting 64 PoIs in a game area of the given size
limits the selection options, since it is unlikely that an area contains many more PoI
candidates. Second, the clustering along streets or public spaces plays a role for large
PoI numbers, leading to small local clusters.

Table 9: NNI significance test against a random distribution for the distribution of game areas
with pc2t > 0.9. All game areas have been generated with equal metric weights
(ωNNI = 0.5, ωRel = 0.5) at S2 level 14. The confidence levels show the accumulated
ratio of areas with at least the respective confidence for a uniform distribution.
pn

pc2t > 0.9

not
normal
distributed

confidence level
99.9%

99%

95%

90%

Geodata filter group 3
16

31.83%

5.57%

44.08%

60.32%

72.39%

77.03%

32

25.92%

7.12%

27.35%

41.31%

53.56%

59.26%

64

18.46%

9.60%

21.60%

33.60%

44.80%

53.20%

16

10.17%

6.78%

32.20%

52.54%

63.56%

70.34%

32

4.48%

0.00%

19.23%

36.54%

46.16%

61.54%
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To check for a correlation between the Voronoi area and NNI, we calculate its
Spearman’s rank correlation. In correlation measures the resulting p-values lead to the
respective confidence levels, e. g., p < 0.05 : 95%. Because we want to find a correlation
between those parameters in general, a game area-specific correlation measure cannot
be used. For the Voronoi’s area measure, we choose its standard deviation, as we
expect the standard deviation to be small for uniformly distributed PoIs.
A Pearson correlation was not applicable for two reasons. First, we could only
confirm the NNI’s normal distribution visually, utilizing a Q-Q plot (quantile-quantile
plot), as the Shapiro Wilk Test is prone to individual outliers on large datasets [59,
204]. For the Voronoi areas this could not be confirmed. Second, the homoscedasticity
constraint is not satisfied, i. e., the variable’s variance is not homogeneous, which we
confirmed in a scatter plot.
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Grouping the game areas based on the parameters of category and continent each
exposed no further insights as the results were close to each other and similar in
nature. We obtained a Spearman’s rank correlation of −0.696 with p = 4 · 10−52 ,
which represents a monotonic decrease of Voronoi standard deviation with increasing
NNI. Thus, we can utilize the Voronoi standard deviation to compare game areas
where the NNI is not applicable due to the low amount of locations.
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Spearman’s
r=-0.696

Parameter Dependent Area Generation Quality
To assess the overall area generation quality, we investigate the game areas based on
their two utilized metrics, distribution and relevance. Therefore, we employ the NNI
and the mean priority value of the selected PoIs, with higher values indicating a better
generation result. As a measure of generation success, all results with pc2t < 0.5 are
filtered out, showing only game areas that provided an acceptable number of PoIs.
All game areas are generated with an equal weighting of distribution and relevance
metric (ωNNI = 0.5, ωRel = 0.5), examining the potential trade-off between both
metrics. Further analysis without filtering and for the strictest acceptance criterion
of pc2t > 0.9 can be found in Section A.2. We conclude that pc2t acceptance criteria
should be utilized to avoid low-quality game areas and the effect of a strict criterion.
To analyze differences between different geographical areas, we split up our data
based on continents and urban categories, as shown in Figure 22. Each individual
plot contains a scatterplot to visualize the relation between our two metrics and the
utilized geofilter group. For the presented scenario, we choose pn = 32 on the level
14 S2 cells, which is intended to be a challenging target for most game areas.
For geofilter group 1, containing highly relevant locations, we achieve a mean priority value of 19.5 for metropolitan areas, which is more than 50% higher than that of the
other groups. The difference between groups 2 and 3, however, is remarkably small,
with the difference in means being between 1.0 and 1.9. Additionally, the amount of
game areas meeting the constraint is only 4.6% higher for group 3 compared to group
2. Thereby, we deduce that the geofilters included in group 3 accomplish their goal
of providing backup data for sparse areas without having a noticeable negative impact on generation quality. For the NNI, only a marginal difference can be measured
between these groups. This also confirms that the resulting game areas are not filled
with less meaningful PoIs, but include as many meaningful locations as possible.
The characteristics for geofilter group 1 confirm our previous observations that
they are mostly applicable to metropolitan areas. It has to be noted that this does not
exclude meaningful locations, but that game areas exclusively containing these PoIs
are only feasible for metropolitan areas. For urban areas, the generation is successful
in 88% of cases in Europe, dropping to 46% in suburban areas, which is still high given
the requirement of having at least 16 PoIs in an area of about 0.32km2 .
As observed before, the generation quality of individual small (level 14) cells may
vary due to excluded areas or a general scarcity of PoIs. Utilizing larger game areas
can bypass these local problems, but may lead to a more clustered solution. Another
problem with a naive approach is the static position of larger cells, i. e., a level 12 cell
may not cover a small town, as their borders do not align with each other. Therefore,
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Figure 22: Game area generation quality, split by continent and urban category. Each plot
shows the results for all three geofilter groups, relating the mean priority value to
the Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI). Parameters: pn = 32, pc2t > 0.5.
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we evaluate our cell merging approach that merges the content of four quadratically
arranged level 14 cells into one custom level 13 cell and combining four of those custom
level 13 cells into one custom level 12. Thereby, borders can be better aligned with towns
or city center areas. In Figure 23, we show the Voronoi area standard deviation and
the NNI for all three game area sizes. By merging the areas, both metrics become more
stable, with a small decrease in NNI value at the top end, after each merge.

Figure 23: Comparison of different cell sizes for Voronoi area standard deviation and NNI.
The cells are merged for geofilter group 3, pn = 16, pc2t > 0.5.

With similar average mean Voronoi area sizes between 23, 600m2 and 25, 400m2 ,
the merging process has no major impact on this area metric and shows the effect of
integrating neighbor cells during the calculation. In the example of merging four level
14 cells into one level 13 cell for pn = 16, seven PoIs of each uniformly distributed child
cell are affected by the merging process, as they are located at a cell’s inner border. This
would lead to a significant change in NNI and Voronoi area variance when ignoring
neighboring cells during generation.
Regarding the quality of the merged cells, similar observations for merged level
13 cells can be made as before, shown in Figure 24. In this scenario we want to get
at least 32 PoIs, resulting in pn = 16 for pc2t > 0.5, since four cells are merged.
Geofilter groups 2 and 3 each have an average NNI of 1.16 with higher values for
metropolitan areas and mean priority values of 13.2 and 12.5, respectively, having
a smaller difference than the level 14 cells. Similar to before, only 4.8% more group
3 areas are generated than group 2 ones. The merging process can compensate for
lower-performing subareas up to the pn value, which we can see in a rate of 92.6% of
game areas with a merge, meeting the constraint of pc2t > 0.5 for equal parameters.
For the merged level 12 cells, all 16 level 14 cells are merged in one virtual cell. For a
similar goal of getting at least 32 PoIs, this results into pn = 4 for pc2t > 0.5, which are
laxer criteria for each individual level 14 cell. This results in a constantly high mean
NNI of at least 1.33 for all geofilter groups, with mean priority values of 15.8 and 15.3
for groups 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 25. For the merged areas, 82.6% of all game
areas meet the constraint of pc2t > 0.5 for equal parameters. Compared to the merged
level 13 cells, 53.5% more game areas are generated with at least 32 PoIs when utilizing
these four times larger cells while having a significant increase in generation quality.
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Figure 24: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 16 for 4 cells, pc2t > 0.5, level = 13.

Figure 25: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 4 for 16 cells, pc2t > 0.5, level = 12.

Exemplary
generation
result

We thereby highlight the importance of thoughtful parametrization for the given game
scenario since an increase in game area size drastically increases generation quality at
the cost of content density, which at the end is a design choice to be made for each
individual application scenario.
In Figure 26, we show an exemplary generation result for the metropolitan area of
London, compared with its nearby rural area of Towcester, to visualize the limitations
but also the contributions of our approach. While the London area has a uniform distribution of high-quality PoIs, due to its 26 times larger data availability, the Towcester
area still allows for a successful content generation in the inhabited area. Every game
area in London meets the generation requirement and selects well distributed PoIs of
high relevance. Towcester, on the other hand, cannot select sufficiently enough PoIs
in the outer regions, since these areas no longer belong to the town. However, for its
populated area good results are achieved, resulting into an average NNI of 1.18. We
observe similar patterns for less populated areas in other evaluated countries, where
outer regions cannot provide enough PoIs, but game areas around the cultivated area
provide good results. Thus, our approach only provides scattered PoIs in areas of varying quality for non-populated areas or countryside between towns. This is expected
since we did not create geodata filters focusing on, e. g., highways, fields, or forests.
Additional geodata filters could be designed covering such areas. However, locationbased gameplay in such areas needs to adhere to safety regulations and might not be
generally advisable.
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(a) Metropolitan game area London.
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(b) Rural game area Towcester.

Figure 26: Comparing the game areas of London and nearby rural Towcester. Selected PoIs
for pn = 16 are shown within each of their game areas. Each game area is colored
according to their pc2t values. Green areas indicate pc2t > 0.9, blue areas
pc2t > 0.5, and grey areas pc2t < 0.5.

State of the Art Area Quality
In the following, we want to compare our results to retrieved data from Pokémon GO
described in Section 6.1.2. Since we determined the direct relation between Voronoi
area and NNI, we will utilize the Voronoi areas here because many areas contain
only few content locations, in which case the NNI would not be meaningful. A clear
identification, to which urban category a game dataset cell belongs to, is hardly feasible.
For that reason, we compare against our generated dataset without rural areas, as those
were not included for the game dataset.
For the whole dataset, more than 16 times as many spawn points as Gyms and
PokéStops exist. Even for the densest Gym and PokéStop areas in the dataset, Darmstadt, Frankfurt, and Wiesbaden, there still exist at least three times as many spawn
points as Gyms and PokéStops. This is mostly because every Gym and PokéStop has
at least one, typically more, spawn points nearby, with additional spawn points seemingly randomly distributed on the road network.
Comparing the mean number of Gyms and PokéStops in the scanned dataset to our
approach, we achieve an increase from 9.6 to 14.0 for pn = 16, and to 28.0 for pn = 32
for geofilter group 3. The generated area data for geofilter group 1, on the continent
of Europe, and pn = 32 can be compared to the dataset due to the similar area and
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Figure 27: Related work comparison for the Voronoi area of each PoI between Pokémon GO
data and generation results for geofilter group 3. Values for pn = ∞ are shown to
display the variance without any content selection steps.
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PoI characteristics. When comparing this data with the dataset, we achieve a mean PoI
number of 12.6, which is an increase of 31%. This indicates that, by directly embedding
OSM data, Pokémon GO could increase their number of PoIs without changing their
content criteria. The mean number of spawn points of 44.8 cannot be directly compared,
since they are not directly associated with PoIs. By scattering virtual locations around
our PoIs, this could be simulated, which, however, does neither guarantee the locations’
accessibility nor their safety.
The Voronoi area comparison in Figure 27 shows a particularly high variance for
the Pokémon GO related data. The high number of outliers for spawn points indicates
a tendency of many isolated locations with no other content nearby. For our generated game areas, Africa’s data again confirms that most of its analyzed areas have
significantly fewer PoIs, leading to less content that is also strongly scattered.
To directly assess our approach’s applicability compared to the Pokémon GO dataset,
we generated game areas for each cell with existing corresponding game data in
the dataset. In total, there are 2249 game areas, with 1539 areas containing Gym
or PokéStop data. Since Gyms and PokéStop have similar location demands to our
geofilter group 1 [189], we can confirm a 98.83% coverage of these game areas for our
generation approach. Investigating the areas where the Pokémon GO dataset contains
only spawn points, i. e., no content related to PoIs represented by Gyms or PokéStop
exists, we achieve an area coverage of 87.61%. Those results corresponds to an increase
in game areas with suitable PoIs from 68.43% for the Pokémon GO dataset to 95.29%
with our generation approach.
6.2.2 Coupling Quality
To evaluate our game area coupling approach, we limit our scenario that we analyze in
detail to game areas in Europe. For game areas outside Europe, the matching is applied
but only discussed on a case-by-case basis. Based on our previous results, we decide
to utilize level 13 S2 cells with pn = 16 and two coupled game areas for our evaluation
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Figure 28: Total fscore values for coupled European game areas with our chosen default
weighting (ωDist = 0.35, ωNNI = 0.25, ωSim = 0.05, ωRel = 0.35).

scenario. Since multiple game areas are present for each match, we can employ both
absolute and relative metrics, namely distance, distribution, similarity, and relevance.
Our primary goal is to achieve a geographically well-distributed matching. Due to the
different availability of distinct geofilters in different cultural regions, we choose to
weight the similarity metric lower. The default values for the evaluation are selected
as follows: ωDist = 0.35, ωNNI = 0.25, ωSim = 0.05, ωRel = 0.35, having a larger
focus on geographical metrics.
We utilize the geofilter group 3 to incorporate all categories except street and footway
crossings since its inclusion led to increased scores, but with game areas mainly
consisting of those crossings. The reason for that is the almost universal availability of
crossings, which allows for an optimization of all but one metric, the relevance metric.
We decide against using these crossings because we do not deem a matching mainly
consisting of crossings to be appropriate for LBGs.
Individual Metric Impact
The target function fscore indicates the overall quality of selected matches, according to
our four metrics. Figure 28 shows the fscore values for all game areas in our evaluation
scenario, with the exception of rural areas, because individual areas could not provide
sufficient PoIs. For all other areas, the respective values are reported, with the location
being abbreviated by the metropolitan area’s first two letters and the urban category
as an index, e. g., Lou for the urban area near London, which is Oxford (see Table 20).
Since every matching is symmetrical, only the triangular matrix is shown.
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As expected, the highest scores are achieved for game areas that are coupled to
themselves, which can occur when players are within the same game area. The higher
values are explained by high expected values in both distance and similarity metric
because, in that scenario, one PoI can be matched to itself, resulting in a value of 1 for
both metrics since position and priority are identical.
Similar to our game area generation, coupled game areas in the metropolitan areas
achieve the highest values due to their significantly higher amount of potential PoIs.
In addition to the impact on the absolute metrics of distribution and relevance, the
wider variety of PoIs allows for shorter relative distances for coupled PoIs and better
options to match PoIs of the same geodata filter.
Despite this advantage, the coupled areas for the other urban categories result in
matching scores with small variations. This shows that the coupling, in general, is applicable to any area, and still achieves sufficiently high evaluation scores in most cases.
It should be noted that values close to 0.5 do not necessarily represent a mediocre
qualityİn comparison, the relative metrics of distance and similarity are in practice
optimizable to values above 0.9 for all game areas. These values are often unattainable for the absolute metrics of distribution and relevance since they depend on the
underlying geodata.
For a perfect relevance score, each PoI would need to fit into the category of historical
places, which is unlikely due to the game areas’ heterogeneity. A good coupling
distribution score is, however, already achieved when reaching values well above
0.5, since we normalized the empirical NNI interval of [0.33, 1.67] to [0, 1], thereby
representing values with an NNI above 1. Since distribution and relevance metrics are
both heavily weighted, the resulting fscore values are already satisfactory.
Comparing the different urban categories shows a steady decrease in objective
value with decreasing population sizes. However, matching game areas of different
urban categories shows interesting results: coupling with one metropolitan area can
be enough to achieve consistent high values, as it offers lower populated areas more
options to match its PoIs to. To better understand the impact and range of each metric,
we will now examine them in detail. The detailed visualized data is provided in
Section A.3.
A low distance for matched PoIs is necessary so that all players need about the same
time to get from one PoI to the next one. For that reason, we chose ωDist accordingly
high. As shown in Figure 53, all urban categories achieve similarly high values, with
suburban areas being slightly lower. Exploring the empirical lower boundary of this
metric by setting ωDist = 0 in Figure 54, and weighting all other metrics equally,
values above 0.4 are still common in more popularized areas. The main reason for this
behavior is the game area subdivision limiting the maximum relative distance that
two matched PoIs can have to the diagonal of that subarea. To explore the empirical
upper boundary, we only optimize for distance, setting ωDist = 1, with all other
weights to zero. In that scenario, only values above 0.9 are present when at least one
metropolitan area is in the match. Even in suburban area matchings, enough potential
PoIs are present to optimize this value, showing that very low relative distances can
be achieved for all areas when prioritizing it accordingly.
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The difference between the optimized distribution metric (ωNNI = 1) and the ignored metric (ωNNI = 0) in Figure 56 shows the range it can achieve in our scenario.
An optimized distribution reaches NNI values of up to 1.55, while individual lesser
populated areas indicate a clearly clustered result with values below 0.5. According to
the previously utilized Z-test, all urban and metropolitan matchings have a high likelihood of being uniformly distributed. For the default parameterization, in Figure 55,
we observe strictly worse values in suburban areas.
Since our default similarity weight ωSim is small, its values vary in many cases, as
shown in Figure 57. However, compared to ignoring the metric altogether, occasional
improvements can still be observed. Especially areas that are coupled with themselves
reach high similarity values, which is plausible since priority values are identical when
distance values are maximized. When the metric is optimized (ωSim = 1), a maximum
value of 1 can be achieved in many areas, especially in metropolitan areas. It has to
be noted that optimizing this metric is, in many cases, achieved by choosing the most
frequently occurring PoI categories in all game areas. Since these are usually objects of
low relevance, like trees or stones, the respective relevance values are correspondingly
poor. In this example, the mean relevance value is only 0.43.
Together with the distance metric, we assigned the highest weight to the relevance
metric. Nevertheless, only low values can be achieved for many game areas. As shown
in Figure 59, high relevance values mainly occur when metropolitan areas are coupled
with one another. This is expected since PoIs with the highest assigned relevance,
historical places, places of worship, and entertainment and tourism places, are far
more common in larger cities. The differences between an optimized relevance metric
(ωRel = 1) and an ignored metric (ωRel = 0), shown in Figure 60 illustrate the weight’s
notable influence on the resulting quality since the similarity metric occasionally
counteracts high relevance values.
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Different Sizes
Game areas of different sizes can be coupled, representing different travel speeds,
e. g., as part of personalization options. To evaluate this approach’s feasibility and
generation quality, we coupled all game areas in our evaluation scenario with fourfold
larger game areas at the same location. Thereby, one-fourth of that area corresponds
to the original area.
The fscore values, shown in Figure 29, show a similar tendency as found for the
default scenario. Couplings which include metropolitan areas result in consistently
high scores, with a maximum value of 0.83 and a mean value of 0.73. Compared to the
default scenario, the scores are impacted by two factors. First, game areas of level 12
are four times as large as game areas of level 13 and therefore have about four times
as many potential PoIs, assuming consistent PoI availability. Accordingly, it is more
likely that potential PoIs of high relevance exist, and better distribution and relative
normalized distance values can be obtained. Second, coupling a game area with itself
no longer happens in this scenario, as the game areas have different sizes. The effect
can be observed at the matrix’s main diagonal, which no longer has comparatively
high values. In general, the coupling of game areas of different sizes shows to be
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Figure 29: Total fscore values for coupled European game areas of different sizes. Game areas
in uppercase letters on the x-axis represent game areas with a fourfold larger size
than the areas on the y-axis. Thus, x-axis areas utilize level 12 S2 cells.

feasible. It does not lead to a loss of quality, allowing for a flexible selection of game
area sizes.
Matching more than Two Areas

Reduced
scores for
more areas

Our approach is not limited in regard to the amount of coupled game areas. This allows
us to create PoI matches for multiple game areas at once, enabling the realization
of larger multiplayer settings. Since increasing the number of coupled game areas
drastically increases the problem size, we investigate its effects on the coupling quality.
To this end, we gradually increased the number of areas, coupling them in descending
order with respect to population size, according to Table 20, with results shown in
Figure 30.
An expected trend that can be observed is the decrease in overall coupling quality
represented by fscore . For comparison, we also show the resulting values adding areas
in order of their population size, starting with the highest. With an increasing number
of game areas, the values converge to the total result of 0.42, whereas the coupling
scores are significantly higher when only coupling metropolitan areas with each other
for the sorted approach.
Analyzing the metric impact shows that the distance metric is mainly responsible for
the drop in coupling quality. One reason for that behavior is the lack of PoIs in certain
regions due to either filtered out areas or just the absence of any tagged OSM locations.
The similarity values are notably low, which is explained by their low weighting in
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Figure 30: Resulting mean fscore and metric values for an increasing number of coupled
game areas, combined in Table 20’s order. The fscore values as “sorted” for
comparison, when combined in descending order with respect to population size,
starting with the highest.

the optimization process. However, the relevance metric is relatively stable, while the
distance metric quickly declines in value. Thus, each PoI matching’s distance has the
highest impact on the fscore when utilizing more than two game areas.
Exemplary Coupling Analysis
In the following, we analyze the coupling of two separate game areas on an exemplary
basis. As shown in Figure 31, we compare the game areas of Madrid and Tokyo. The
distorted shapes result from map projections, which have no impact on our approach
since we normalize each game area’s coordinates. Because both cities have a similar
latitudinal coordinate, the game area sizes only differ slightly (0.97km2 and 0.94km2
respectively). Accordingly, this can be equalized by scaling up Tokyo’s area when it is
essential for the game scenario.
The coupling with pn = 16 achieves a high fscore of 0.78, with an NNI of 1.38, a high
distance score of 0.88, and a mean priority value of 19.4. It is generated without rotating
or mirroring a game area to make them better visually comparable. Additionally, the
visualization shows the separation of each game area into its four subareas. For the
coupled PoIs with the identifier of 4, the difference in relative position and the resulting
larger distance to one another is notable. While Tokyo’s PoI is close to the northwestern
subarea border, its counterpart in Madrid is displaced southward.
Furthermore, the same PoI in Tokyo negatively influences the NNI since it has a
small nearest neighbor distance to the PoI with the identifier of 12. While both PoIs
represent a restaurant, leading to a good similarity, the associated geofilter priority
value is only 12, not contributing to a high relevance value. We deduce that this
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(a) Coupled PoIs for Madrid.

(b) Coupled PoIs for Tokyo.

Figure 31: Coupling the game areas of Madrid and Tokyo with pn = 16. Coupled PoIs are
indicated with the similar number. Both game areas have an equal size, where the
Tokyo game area has a distorted visualization due to the nature of map projections.

Content
accessibility
difference

individual coupling is subject to a local optimization, where a higher number of
iterations or multiple reruns would potentially yield a better result.
Another important aspect is the accessibility of each location. For the PoIs with
identifiers 13 and 14 in Tokyo, both locations have a river nearby, which is visually
covered by a highway on top of it. While highway PoIs are not selected, the movement
close to a river is restricted, as it is only crossable at bridges. Both PoIs are located at
bridges, representing monuments, but the movement is still affected, as players would
need to plan their trip around these PoIs carefully.
6.2.3 Route Quality

Berlin dataset
with large
problem size

Generation
run time &
Route quality

To assess the generated route quality and the scalability of our approach, we utilize our
Pokémon GO dataset containing over 5 million automatically registered spawn events
at 32,148 unique spawn locations, spanning over a large area of Berlin with an urban
area of 309km2 .
Due to the large problem size, exact solvers like the Concorde solver [115] are not
feasible, which is why no optimal route is calculated for comparison. We instead analyze different parameter configurations for both employed metaheuristic approaches,
simulated annealing, and evolutionary algorithms. For each approach, results from
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100 generated routes are statistically evaluated regarding their run time performance
and the resulting route quality, measured by its objective value.
To evaluate the different distance heuristics in terms of accuracy and computation
load, we integrated the GraphHopper API9 , which allows the street network distance
calculation on a local device, without query limits. Therefore, we pre-calculate all
distances between spawn locations, depending on the selected approach, to provide
them in a distance matrix. In doing so, we assume symmetric distances between two
locations, cutting the number of required values in half. This assumption is applicable
for pedestrians, but not for vehicular transportation due to, e. g., traffic management,
or one-way streets.
The evaluation is performed on an Intel Core i7-8750h with 4.1 GHz and 16 GB of
RAM.
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Scenario Parameter Determination
For our evaluation, we specify the individual parameters of our approach according
to the evaluated game scenario. In Pokémon GO, almost all spawn points are active for
30 minutes once every hour [200], which can be verified in our data. Thereby we select
windowsize = 30min, and periodlength = 60min. We estimate the retention time,
i. e., the time a player interacts with the game at a spawn location, to be 30 seconds on
average.
We define one typical use case as our scenario: the player starts at the Brandenburger
Tor at 16:00, with two hours to spare, until they arrive at the Potsdamer Platz, wanting
to catch as many Pokémon as possible by foot. The player’s travel mode and speed,
and the maximum travel time are problem-specific parameters that can be varied.
They depend on the player’s choice, which is why we analyze their impact, instead of
optimizing them.
Figure 61 shows the route performance with four different travel speeds. Since
they are applied for linear distance, a higher travel speed proportionally reduces the
required travel time between spawn locations. We choose values approximately representing the activities of slow gait (3km/h), regular gait (5km/h), jogging (10km/h),
and biking (20km/h). A higher travel speed also results in a higher objective value,
which was expected, as more spawn points can be visited with less time spent traveling
between spawn locations. Due to the retention time and a limited number of spawn
locations available in a given area, the objective value does not increase by the same
factor as the travel speed. Run times are far more affected by the parameter variation
because many more spawn locations are reachable with higher travel speeds, especially for the case of 20kmh/h. This reduces the impact of our distance-based pruning
during pre-processing, leading to larger effective problem sizes.
Comparing both approaches, simulated annealing performs better for smaller problem instances, i. e., lower speeds, whereas the evolutionary algorithm is superior for
larger problem instances. Simulated annealing generates 3% better routes with an
9 GraphHopper Routing Engine https://github.com/graphhopper/graphhopper (last accessed: August
08, 2020)
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equal median run time for the case of 3km/h. By contrast, the evolutionary algorithm
achieves 21% better results in 18% less median time for the case of 20km/h, indicating
a better scalability.
Figure 62 shows the route performance with four different maximum travel times.
Again as expected, routes with more time at their disposal achieve higher objective
values. However, the increase in objective value is not linearly proportional to the
increase in time. Between route durations of 30 and 60 minutes, the median objective
value increases by 130%, indicating that clustered spawn points with low travel times
are reached on the route. For two hours, the increase is only 60%, compared to the
100% increase in available time. We observe another increase of only 49% for four hour
routes.
The analyzed data suggests that generated routes with small travel times are likely
closer to the optimal route than larger ones. Additionally, the behavior, again, shows
the impact of larger problem sizes due to their effect on our distance-based pruning.
Therefore, routes should either be limited in maximum travel time, or stronger heuristics need be employed, filtering out more spawn locations that are unlikely to be in
an optimized route. A fitting alternative here is our suggested subroute approach,
splitting the route generation into shorter, more optimized, subroutes.
Comparing both algorithms, the findings reinforce our previous observation that
simulated annealing works slightly better for small problem instances, while the evolutionary algorithm scales better. For large problem instances, the evolutionary algorithm also takes less computation time.
Our pre-processing approach, especially including a distance-based pruning, aims
to significantly decrease the problem instance size. For our default scenario, a decrease
in relevant spawn points by 77% to 7,375 can be achieved, not yet including any
distance heuristics like clustering. The impact of our value-based pruning heavily
depends on the selection of the specific Pokémon. In our tests, even looking for the
most common Pokémon led to a spawn point decrease by 99%, indicating that targeting
one individual Pokémon might not be worthwhile in the evaluation scenario, due to
the random spawn behavior.
Heuristic Parameter Determination

Distance
heuristic
comparison
methodology

We will now compare the different heuristic parameters to determine an optimized
parameter value in our scenario. The algorithmic parameters depend on our evaluation
scenario and especially the problem size, which might not be optimal in a different
scenario. First, we will evaluate the respective impact of our four distance calculation
heuristics.
In Figure 32, we compare the accuracy of our proposed distance calculation approaches. The goal here was to reduce the number of required routing calculations,
by either utilizing the spawn locations’ geographic relation to the street network or
a proximity-based clustering. We show the absolute and proportionate error the approach introduces, compared to the actual routing information, i. e., the shortest direct
route between two locations. Because routing information is particularly important for
close spawn locations, we confine the analysis to distances within our grid cells. While
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Figure 32: Different heuristic distance approaches with their absolute and percentage error
compared to the true route between locations.

distances between far apart points are also relevant, the introduced error becomes
more evident when comparing close spawn locations. Additionally, in an optimized
route, it is far more likely that nearby active spawn points are visited in succession.
The Crossing to Crossing approach resulted in 18,081 relevant locations, which is
a reduction to 56.24% of the original locations. However, on average, its routes were
58.8s longer than the real shortest route between the actual locations, with a median
increase of 20.4s and a high standard deviation of 88.7s. This corresponds to, on
average, 35.14% longer routes. We can observe many strong outliers, which is because
this heuristic requires going to a location’s closest crossing first, which can be a major
detour in the wrong direction.
The Street to Street approach resulted in 23,860 relevant locations (74.22%). On
average, its routes were 25.2s longer than the real shortest routes with a median of 4.0s
and still a high standard deviation of 60.7s, which corresponds to, on average, 23.7%
longer routes.
The clustering approach, with a radius of 40m, resulted in 6,430 clusters containing
21,123 spawn points, leading to 17,455 relevant locations (54.30%). Its routes are, on
average, 0.2s shorter than the real shortest route, with a median of 0s. This median was
expected, as it represents the distance calculation for two spawn locations that have
not been clustered, leading to an accurate distance value. The clustering approach
also has a low standard deviation of 7.2s, corresponding to, on average, 0.7% shorter
routes. Thereby the clustering heuristic is superior in both spawn location reduction
and accuracy.
We calculate the proposed average detour factor for all spawn points, indicating
how much longer the real route between two spawn locations is compared to its
linear distance. We select the median value instead of the arithmetic mean, as we
observe strong individual outliers, especially for some close-by spawn points that
are nevertheless accessed from different streets. The resulting distance factor is 1.18,
leading to an optimized median linear travel speed of 5km/h
≈ 4.24km/h for the
1.18
dataset and road network of Berlin. This signals that the Manhattan distance would
√
be an overestimation of a detour factor, which would have been 5km/h
≈ 3.54km/h.
2
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Figure 33: Route performance comparison between the utilization of a random neighborhood
function and our heuristic neighborhood function.
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Figure 33 shows the performance difference when using either our random neighborhood function or the developed heuristic neighborhood function, for which we will
treat the random neighborhood approach as a baseline. Simulated annealing, here has
the largest gain increasing its objective value by a factor of 2.9. The evolutionary algorithm also has a notable objective value gain, with both approaches reaching an
identical median objective value of 54.3. In terms of run time, the simulated annealing
profits from a significant decrease in run time variance. The evolutionary algorithm
increases its run time variance, leading us to assume that the heuristic neighborhood
grid could still be optimized to achieve high-quality outcomes consistently. The median run time values are equivalently increased for both algorithms. For the simulated
annealing, we observe median run times longer by a factor of 2.9 and longer by a factor
of 2.7 for the evolutionary algorithm, respectively. Since the heuristic neighborhood
allows for vastly superior route results, we deem this trade-off acceptable and further
utilize this approach.
Within our algorithm evaluation, provided in detail in Section A.4.1, we assess the
effect of different algorithm-specific parameters on generated route quality and performance. Both algorithms are viable when applying them to the problem but perform
differently depending on the given problem size. We select our default parameters
based on the trade-off between route quality and required run time in our scenario.
A clear better algorithm cannot be determined, as both showed overall comparative
results, with weaknesses in individual scenarios.
For our distance matrix, we evaluated whether linearizing the matrix has an advantage in terms of computation time compared to a two-dimensional array. Because both
approaches performed similarly well, we did not investigate any other storage optimization approaches. Linearizing the matrix has the primary advantage to utilized
the distance symmetry more efficiently, thus saving memory.
Based on our collected data, in most scenarios, the simulated annealing approach
achieves marginally better median results for smaller problem instances, and slightly
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Figure 34: Route generation results and their validation, for our evaluation scenario with the
determined default parameters. Linear routes (Lin) are validated based on our
cluster distance matrix, while distance matrix-based routes (Rou) are validated
using a full GraphHopper route.

worse median results for larger problem instances. One notable factor is the consistently higher variance in objective value of the evolutionary algorithm approach,
which can lead to the preference of simulated annealing for its generation consistency.
For simulated annealing, we observe that the number of restarts seems to significantly
decrease its variance in objective value. Its slight scalability issues could be approached
by employing stricter pre-processing filtering to keep the problem size in dimensions
where the approach still performs well.
Route Quality Verification
After determining our default parameter set, we evaluate the approach’s performance
within our defined scenario. Since all approaches utilize some sort of heuristic to model
the required travel time between two spawn locations, we employ two validation
methods. After a successful route generation, the resulting route gets verified, either
by using the heuristic distance matrix, which is only applicable for generated routes
based on the linear distance or by utilizing it into a GraphHopper API call. For the
latter approach, we expect routes, generated with our distance matrix to become
invalid since the clustering radius, i. e., the interaction radius, is not utilized, leading
to differing travel times. Since it is possible for a route to reach a spawn point before
an active spawn window, small waiting times can be included in each route. Within
our evaluation, we experimented with different wait time approaches for validation,
allowing routes to wait at a spawn point for a maximum fixed time or to wait an
additional amount of time on top of the time scheduled by the route initially. However,
no promising findings were achieved here, with the best approach having no artificial
waiting time alterations.
In our validation process, we observed many routes, becoming slightly longer, leading to reduced objective values. To allow for a better comparison between generated
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Figure 35: Modification of our evaluation scenario, simulating a round course for the
duration of 30 minutes and 1 hour. Validated route results are marked with v.
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and validated routes, we adjusted the validated routes, to match the maximum time
constraint. Finding and removing those spawn points responsible for the longest detours while still adhering to the subsequent active spawn windows, is a separate
optimization problem. We instead decided to remove the last spawn locations on the
route until the target location can be reached in time, since removing later spawn locations does not influence earlier ones. The route results with their respective validation
approach are shown in Figure 34.
The results show consistent median objective values between 48 and 51, indicating that the included detour factor for linear distance calculation results appropriately
compensates for detours. Investigating the validation results shows that the full GraphHopper route validation leads to worse objective value results with high variance. This
is explained by the employed wait time methodology. Since the route is generated using the distance matrix based on clustered spawn locations, short detours are inevitable
when trying to verify the route visiting each spawn location instead of only its cluster
location. These detours add up until a spawn point has just become inactive when
arriving, leading to an extensive wait time until it becomes active again about 30 minutes later. Judging from the median and variance in objective value, this occasionally
affects routes, with most routes being close to the generated ones.
A different application scenario we want to investigate is the route generation for
a round course, i. e., start and target location being the same. The results, shown
in Figure 35, display an interesting behavior compared to our basic scenario. Linear
distance routes, those validated using our distance matrix, and distance matrix routes
are close in median objective value. The variance in objective value does not increase
to the same extent as our basic scenario, with an outlier rate between 10% and 15%.
Since a threshold-based approach can easily detect an outlier, another route can be
calculated instead.
Similar to our results regarding maximum travel time, in Figure 62, the increase
in objective value is not linearly proportional to the gain in time. Beneath possible
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Figure 36: Route performance for routes when focusing on either every spawn point (Any),
Pidgey (#016), or Magicarp (#129), showing the routes objective value, which does
by no means equate the number of visited spawn points.

scalability issues, the lack of available spawn points could be another reason for this.
Since the player returns to the starting location, individual spawn points on the way
back may have already been visited when no perfect round course is generated.
A reduction of retention time to model experienced players and a variation of
different start times is examined in Section A.4.2. Regarding the employed algorithm,
no additional findings could be deduced. The reduction in retention time led to an
expected increase in objective value, with no major side effects. Varying the start time
showed that round courses starting at hh:45, i. e., any desired time 45 minutes into
an hour, seems to be worse than starts at other quarter-hourly times. This is likely to
be caused by the spawn points’ time-limited availability, leading to worse routes, and
shows that a start time analysis for optimized routes can be advantageous.
In Figure 36, we show the route performance when looking for specific Pokémon,
compared with aiming to catch as many Pokémon of arbitrary species as possible,
i. e., visiting the most spawn points. We look for the particularly common Pokémon
Pidgey (#016), and the water Pokémon Magikarp (#129), whose spawn frequency is
influenced by the vicinity of water bodies.
As expected, we see a substantial decrease in objective value when looking for
specific Pokémon because a spawn point’s value is now resembled by its probability
to spawn the respective sought-after Pokémon. Thereby, scores vary for each spawn
location. Additionally, it leads to large numbers of spawn locations being filtered out
during pre-processing, because, according to the dataset, they are unlikely to spawn
the given Pokémon. Due to the random spawn mechanics, the spawned Pokémon
cannot be anticipated, but only predicted based on historical data, always assuming
that spawn mechanics remain unchanged.
For both evaluated Pokémon, we achieve a comparable average objective value, with
simulated annealing routes being very consistent, while the evolutionary algorithm
introduces much more variance, with a higher run time. Since the objective value
depends on the sum of spawn probabilities of each visited spawn point, the objective
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Figure 37: Number of visited spawn points on the route evaluated in Figure 36.
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value results are self-explanatory. In Figure 37, the number of locations on each route
is shown, which is comparatively close to a default scenario route. The difference for
Magikarp (#129) routes is noticeable, where simulated annealing appears to perform
significantly better for this reduce problem size, with mostly tightly clustered locations
along water bodies.
In an additional evaluation of the rarer Pokémon Bulbasaur (#001), an interesting
phenomenon could be observed. Depending on the maximum travel time, the resulting
objective value was either close to zero or well above that. A game mechanic called
nests is responsible for this, where most spawn locations within a park have a high
chance of spawning one specific Pokémon. This changes for each park and on a biweekly basis10 . The resulting route identified a distanced Bulbasaur nest, traveled there,
passed by its spawn points repeatedly, and returned to the target location, ignoring
almost all spawn locations on its way. This is an expected and realistic behavior for
players looking for a Pokémon with a nearby active nest.
6.3

Collected data

mobility detection quality

To evaluate our automatic mobility detection, we acquired a dataset utilizing our mobile application recording mobility data of study participants, described in Section 5.2.
For our data acquisition, 43 participants were asked to record data on their personal
Android smartphones. This led to 65.8 hours of raw data collected in multiple European countries with a cluster point in the Rhine-Main area. The raw data distribution
across the mobility types is not uniformly distributed as participants were asked to
record their daily travels11 . Data was collected in urban, suburban, and rural areas, as
well as during transit between locations, and covers a variety of different situations
such as traffic jams and heavy rush-hours. The smartphone position was not specified
for the recording. It was worn at the body, in a bag, a backpack, smartphone holder in
10 https://thesilphroad.com/atlas (last accessed: August 17, 2020)
11 Recorded data in total: 11.8h stand, 18.5h walk, 4.9h bike, 17.6h car, 5.0h bus, 2.4h tram, and 5.6h train
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cars, or on bikes. Neither of those locations was compulsory, allowing users to change
their smartphone’s position during travel freely.
All participants were asked to record sessions of at least 10 minutes of length so that
we can investigate our system’s performance over time if it turns out to require a cold
starting phase until prediction quality converges. Thereby we excluded all recordings
shorter than 10 minutes from the dataset. Not all the recorded data was used for
training, as specific datasets were reserved for testing purposes only so that our final
model could be tested with yet unknown data. For the training, we used recordings
of 38.6 hours of data by 23 participants12 .
In our multi-class classification problem, we use two primary quality measurements.
For each examined model, we calculate its macro-averaged prediction accuracy, which,
compared to the micro-averaging approach, weights all classes equally [246]. Each
class’s performance is reported using the F1 measure. We select the balanced F-score as
we have no particular emphasis on precision13 or recall14 , as it calculates their harmonic
mean. When recall would require a higher emphasis, the F2 measure would be chosen,
and conversely, the F0.5 measure for a higher focus on precision. All evaluation runs
use a stratified 10-fold cross-validation15 , which provides a similar class distribution
for each fold, as present in the dataset. Finally, an automatic feature selection for
all three frame classifiers is employed to determine all relevant features and their
respective information gain. The data itself is oversampled beforehand to construct a
balanced dataset. Both individual class precision and recall values and evaluation run
confusion matrices were obtained and are provided when relevant.
The evaluation is performed on an Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3 with 2.60GHz and 32 GB
of RAM. Weka is adjusted to use num-decimal-places = 8 as it strongly increases individual feature accuracies, compared to its default value 2.
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6.3.1 Default Parameter Determination
Simulation Setup
To evaluate the meta-classifier’s performance and the overall system, the recorded
activities are simulated and inserted into our classification system. For this simulation
the recordings are processed in steps of TC = stepSize = 5s. As noted in Table 4.2.4,
we choose a stepSize equal to the time interval TC , after which a classification update
is expected. For each step, the respective frames of the length short, medium and long,
and their associated features are determined and classified. Finally, the meta-classifier
determines the final prediction and is compared to the actual data label. We choose
a transitionDuration = 2s, representing the transition delay after a change in mobility type. Thereby, we expect the system to predict the previous activity during the
transition period since we assumed that the new activity cannot yet be detected.
12
13
14
15

Training data in total: 5.7h stand, 7.7h walk, 3.9h bike, 11.3h car, 4.9h bus, 1.9h tram, and 3.2h train
Precision is the ratio between true positives and the sum of all positives.
Recall is the ratio between true positives and the sum of true positives and false negatives.
The k-fold cross-validation separates data into k folds and, in each case, trains on k − 1 folds and tests
on the remaining one.
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The shiftmax parameter is relevant to create the frame classifiers during training,
determining the overlap each frame has. Selecting this value is twofold. It concerns the
frame classifiers’ overlap, which is vital for sliding window approaches. Additionally,
the resulting number of frame instances needs to be observed, as a too narrow overlap
can strongly boost computation requirements to infeasible levels. We decide to use
shiftmax = 5s, as it provides us with pre-processing times between one and two
hours, which allowed us to gradually improve on parameter values and later on
analyze further parameter combinations.
For the other introduced parameters, good default values must be determined for an
optimized mobility type distinguishment. To determine one parameter, we vary one at
a time while keeping all other parameters constant. Subsequently, we select the value
for which the meta-classifier obtains its maximum accuracy. In earlier experimental
evaluation runs, we narrowed each parameter down to promising value ranges, for
which we now determine its final value. After an optimized parameter has been
determined, it is used in succession.
Since random forests have proven to be promising approaches in related work and
our early evaluation runs, we use it for default parameter determination for both the
frame classifiers and the meta-classifier16 . For similar reasons, we use genetic search for
automatic feature selection. Since the number of meta-features is low, we do not use
an automatic feature selection for the meta-classifier.
The frame length variation is especially challenging since different combinations
can have different effects on the overall system. For this reason, we first define all
other parameters by using two parameter setups: We perform an evaluation with
small frame lengths for medium and long (TM = 20s and TL = 90s) and one with longer
frames (TM = 30s and TL = 300s), as we assume that different features are more
relevant for different frame lengths, to better assess the effects of parameter selection.
Since affected parameters mainly influence features of the medium and long frames, we
use a fixed length for the short frame of TS = 5s.
Parameter Determination

S2 level = 14

cutoffDistance
= 800m

maxStopSpeed
= 0.5m/s

The S2 level, i. e., the area size for which OSM information is obtained for feature
calculation, is utilized in medium and long frames. However, the S2 level choice had
no substantial impact on the overall system accuracy, which is why we selected the
smaller level of 14, as less data needs to be obtained and processed. A detailed S2 level
evaluation can be found in Table 27.
The cutoffDistance serves as a threshold, from which point on public transport
routes further away are not considered. The variation of this parameter, however,
had little impact. For the shorter frame setup, a 600m threshold was sufficient, while
for longer frames, 800m showed an improvement. For that reason, we choose to use
cutoffDistance = 800m, with a more detailed evaluation shown in Table 28.
Stop-based features are only calculated for long frames. The maximum stop speed
serves as an upper threshold value, below which a segment is treated as halting.
16 hyperparameters: 20 iterations; at least 2 instances per leaf; maximum depth of 20
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The evaluation for the two different scenarios shows small effects of the choice of
maxStopSpeed on the overall system accuracy. Based on the results shown in Table 29,
we select a value of 0.5m/s as it achieved the best results for both scenarios.
The stop radius indicates up to which range nearby PoIs are considered. When a low
value is chosen, relevant PoIs might be ignored due to the location inaccuracies. When
the radius is set too large, stations not relevant for the stop can be included. In Table 30,
we provide detailed results for this parameter, in which we select stopRadius = 20m.
The minimum duration for a long stop helps to identify meaningful stops instead of
stops caused by dense traffic and stop-and-go. Similar to the previous radius parameter,
the variation had no significant impact when varying between 6s, 8s, 10s, and 15s. For
the shorter frame scenario, a stopDurationLongStop of 8s performed best, while for the
longer frame lengths, a value of 15s achieved the best results, although the differences
within the two setups were marginal (6 0.1%). Since the shorter frame lengths seem to
be more accurate than the longer frame lengths, we choose minDurationLongStop = 8s.
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After selecting the individual parameter, a preliminary evaluation showed that Adaptive Boosting with a J48 classifier17 performed significantly better for the meta-classifier
than the previous random forest. For that reason, we use this algorithm for frame
length determination, with frame classifier algorithms remaining as previously defined.
We again decide on the optimized parameter based on the meta-classifiers performance. Alternatively, the performance of the individual frame classifier could have
been used. However, this would only locally optimize the frame classifier, which we
deemed problematic in individual evaluation runs, where the overall system accuracy
declined when optimizing individual frame performance. Even though all frames are
calculated independently from another, the choice of frame length influences the others because the overall system accuracy is a deciding factor. For that reason, we start
with the long frames since we expect them to be more independent from the other two
frames. Subsequently, we determine the short length and, finally, the medium frames,
as the latter serves as a connection between both other frame lengths.
As shown in Table 10, the highest accuracy of the meta-classifier is achieved at
90s. Especially car and bus benefit from a this longer frame length compared to 60s.
Although the frame classifier’s accuracy increases for higher frame lengths, the metaclassifier does not increase simultaneously. We therefore choose TL = 90s.
A similar pattern can be observed for the short frames, as shown in Table 11. While
the frame classifier’s accuracy increases with an increased frame length, the metaclassifier’s accuracy reaches its maximum at TS = 5s and decreases rapidly with
longer frame length. One possible reason would be the detection of temporary stops
becoming worse for longer short frames. Since the results for TS = 4s and TS = 5s are

17 hyperparameters: AdaBoostM1 with 20 iterations; J48 with at least 2 instances per leaf; pruning confidence c = 0.25

long frame

length = 90s

short frame

length = 5s
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Table 10: Evaluation results for long interval length TL highlighting the selected parameter
value. Parameters: TS = 5s, TM = 20s, s2Level = 14, cutoffDistance = 800m,
maxStopSpeed = 0.5 m/s, stopRadius = 20m, and minDurationLongStop = 8s.
TL

accuracy
meta

long

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

60s

98.37%

99.49%

97.0% 99.5% 99.2% 97.4% 97.5% 99.2% 98.8%

90s

98.48%

99.71%

97.0% 99.5% 99.3% 97.8% 98.0% 99.1% 98.7%

120s

98.45%

99.80%

96.8% 99.4% 99.2% 97.6% 97.9% 99.2% 98.9%

150s

98.44%

99.93%

96.8% 99.5% 98.9% 97.8% 98.0% 99.3% 98.8%

similar, we will consider both frame lengths for medium frame length determination in
the next step.
Table 11: Evaluation results for short interval length TS highlighting the selected parameter
value. Parameters: TM = 20s, TL = 90s, with remaining parameters identical to
Table 10.
TS

medium

frame length
= 15s

accuracy

F1 scores of meta-classifier

meta

short

3s

98.38%

96.84%

97.2% 99.5% 99.2% 97.6% 97.8% 99.0% 98.3%

4s

98.44%

97.27%

96.9% 99.6% 99.2% 97.6% 98.0% 99.1% 98.7%

5s

98.48%

97.26%

97.0% 99.5% 99.3% 97.8% 98.0% 99.1% 98.7%

6s

96.83%

97.36%

93.9% 98.9% 98.7% 96.2% 95.8% 97.7% 96.6%

stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

Based on the results in Table 12, we can identify a short frame length of TS = 5s
performing better in each scenario. For the medium frame length, the meta-classifier
reaches its best result for TM = 15s, which is why we select it accordingly.
Algorithms and Feature Selection

Employed
feature
selection
approach

To determine suitable search methods for feature selection, we use an AdaBoostM1 [76]
with J48 and a Random Forest, selecting the smallest possible feature set with good
detection accuracies. We use the correlation-based feature selection (CfsSubsetEval
in Weka) as an evaluator and define the Random Forest baseline as a full run with
all available features. We expect this baseline to have comparable accuracy to the
selection strategies. Our goal is to reduce the number of features required to identify
particularly important features for a mobility type’s detection. For AdaBoostM1, we
do not calculate a baseline because AdaBoost’s training times are already slower by a
factor of 10 to 20 with a reduced number of features. We show the summarized feature
selection results in Table 13, with a more detailed one in Tables 31-33.
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Table 12: Evaluation results for medium interval length TM highlighting the selected
parameter value. Parameters: TS , and TL defined in Table and remaining parameters
identical to Table 10.
TM

accuracy

F1 scores of meta-classifier

meta

medium

stand walk

10s

98.39%

98.25%

97.0% 99.6% 99.2% 97.3% 97.7% 99.2% 98.7%

15s

98.48%

98.73%

96.9% 99.5% 99.3% 97.7% 98.1% 99.1% 98.7%

20s

98.44%

99.02%

96.9% 99.6% 99.2% 97.6% 98.0% 99.1% 98.7%

25s

98.35%

99.13%

96.8% 99.6% 99.3% 97.3% 97.8% 99.0% 98.6%

10s

98.52%

98.25%

97.2% 99.4% 99.3% 97.8% 97.9% 99.2% 98.9%

15s

98.55%

98.73%

97.2% 99.5% 99.2% 97.8% 98.1% 99.1% 98.9%

20s

98.48%

99.02%

97.0% 99.5% 99.3% 97.8% 98.0% 99.1% 98.7%

25s

99.41%

99.13%

96.9% 99.4% 99.3% 97.6% 97.9% 99.3% 98.6%

bike

car

bus

tram

train

TS = 4s, TL = 90s

TS = 5s, TL = 90s

The Best First feature selection always results in the fewest selected features, leading
to shorter training times. When analyzing the individual F1 scores, we identified the
differentiation between bus and car being influenced the most by the feature selection.
For both medium and long frames, a Best First selection was the most suitable, as it
required far fewer features with an only slightly worse macro-averaged accuracy. This
leads to a considerable decrease in training time by a factor of three compared to the
baseline allowing for faster iteration during development.
For the short frames, the Genetic Search achieves the best results, requiring only
seven more features. We deliberately omitted delta features for the short classifier
to react faster to short-term activity changes without being influenced by the previous frame. A brief evaluation confirms that approach, where although delta features’
inclusion minimally increases the frame classifier’s accuracy, the meta-classifier’s accuracy decreases. For this reason, we retain the exclusion of delta features for the short
frames.
We test five classification algorithms for the frame classifiers, three based on singular
decision trees: J48, REP-Tree, Random Tree, and two ensemble learners: Random Forest
and AdaBoostM1 with J48. For each ensemble learning algorithm, we vary the number
of iterations I. We specify both the required training time per fold on our system and
the resulting classifier’s size.
With the detailed results presented in Tables 34-36, we can conclude that ensemble
learners perform significantly better compared to individual decision trees. Especially
the distinction between motorized transport types improves. For the short classifier,
18 hyperparameters: 30 iterations; at least 2 instances per leaf; maximum depth of 30

Best First for
medium and
long

Genetic
Search for
short

Algorithm
selection
methodology
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Table 13: Evaluation results for feature selection in short, medium, and long frame classifiers,
indicating selected feature counts and frame classifier accuracies. Detailed results
containing individual F1 scores can be found in Tables 31-33.
short

medium

long

feature
accuracy
count

feature
accuracy
count

feature
accuracy
count

feature
selection

Random Forest with I = 30 18
Baseline

65

97.60%

136

98.77%

180

99.79%

Evolutionary Search

32

97.43%

65

98.83%

84

99.76%

Genetic Search

32

97.59%

48

98.62%

53

99.67%

Best First

25

97.53%

29

98.77%

29

99.73%

Genetic Search

32

97.66%

48

98.89%

53

99.76%

Best First

25

97.55%

29

98.89%

29

99.81%

AdaBoostM1 with I = 15 and J48

AdaBoostM1
for frame
classifiers

Metaclassifier
feature
selection

Metaclassifier
algorithm

the algorithm choice leads to an improvement in macro-averaged accuracy from 92.98%
(REP tree) to 97.84% (AdaBoostM1 with J48 with 25 iterations). The differences are
especially prominent for bus, where the F1 score improves from 86.6% to 95.5%. Similar
trends can be observed for medium and long frames. Comparing both ensemble learners,
Adaptive Boosting reaches a higher overall accuracy with the same number of trees,
which are two to three times smaller due to J48’s integrated pruning. Then again,
the required training time is significantly longer compared to equally parametrized
Random Forests. Since the training is only performed once on a server, we choose to
use AdaBoostM1 and select the minimum iteration counts that achieve the highest
accuracy. This is 35 iterations for medium and 30 iterations for long. For the short frame,
we select a lower-than-optimal number of 15 iterations to allow for accelerated training
time and a smaller classifier size.
For the feature selection of the meta-features, the same three search methods were
examined, where each result selected the same five features19 , resulting in lower accuracies. To identify the least important features, we utilized a feature ranking based on
each feature’s information gain for its class. The feature with the least information gain
prevScoreS resulted in no accuracy change and thereby appeared not to be required.
However, we intend to analyze the impact of different feature types next, for which
the removal may impact the feature selection options. For that reason, and because
using all meta-features has no negative impact on the system’s performance, we will
use all meta-features for our classifier.
The selection of a suitable classifier for the frame classifiers has shown that the best
results could be achieved using AdaBoost. We, therefore, use an AdaBoostM1 with
J48 for the meta classifier as well. The best results were achieved with 20 maximum
19 predS, predM, predL, prevPredM, scoreS
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iterations, where increasing the number of iterations further did not lead to higher
accuracies.
6.3.2 Feature Set Importance
In the following, we examine the influence of different feature sets on the system, in
which we want to identify those feature sets that are essential for the system or, if
possible, identify dispensable components. In Table 14, we present a detailed analysis
of the different sets that can be freely combined for each group. The δ indicator
behaves slightly differently, as it corresponds to the inclusion of delta features for
all utilized features. Each result provided uses the previously determined parameters,
feature selection settings, and algorithm parameterizations in a stratified 10-fold crossvalidation.
Table 14: Different feature sets that can be freely combined.
feature set

description

A

Features based on the accelerometer in the time-domain.

AF

Features based on the accelerometer in both time- and frequency-domain.

L

Features based on the location sensor.

LE

Features based on the location sensors and additional external information.

δ

For each feature in the feature set an additional delta feature is used.

Relevance of delta features
The delta features introduced in Section 4.3.4 are used for medium and long frames
aim to represent the chronological sequence of feature changes. However, results in
Figure 38 show that, in direct comparison, feature sets without delta features perform
equally at best, with the only exception being the LE feature set, i. e., the one without
any acceleration data features.
Going into detail onto changes per movement type, shown in detail in Table 37. For
the example of car, we can observe an interesting tendency comparing AL, ALE , and
LE with and without delta features. By adding external information (ALE , LE ), there
is an accuracy gain provided by delta features, whereas the acceleration delta features
alone seem to have a negative effect (A, AF , AL ↔ LE ) on car classification. A similar
pattern can be observed for bus classification.
Relevance of frequency-domain features
Features based on the frequency spectrum of the accelerometer have been rarely
utilized in related work. Looking at our results, it is noticeable that in direct comparison
these features always contribute to a notable detection improvement: ALE ↔ AF LE

Negative δ
feature effect
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Figure 38: Meta-classifier macro-averaged accuracy with select combinations of feature sets,
showing the accuracies without delta features. The secondary value represents the
loss or gain in accuracy when including delta features in the respective feature set.

Performance
increase
attributed to
frequencydomain
features
Selected
frequencydomain
features

(+0.50%), AL ↔ AF L (+0.52%), A ↔ AF (+0.92%). Especially the detection of cars and
buses benefits from the features of the frequency domain, which have been reported to
be particularly challenging in related work. In case location features are missing, the
train detection is also increased by adding the frequency features: A ↔ AF (+1.6%).
When analyzing the selected features when frequency-domain features are included,
we observe features based on frequency bands achieving a high information gain.
Thereby the whole frequency spectrum up to 30 Hz appears to be relevant. One possible explanation we found is the vibration of combustion engines in vehicles is covered
by a broad frequency spectrum, e. g., 1,800 rounds per minute corresponding to 30
Hz. Additionally notable is that all frames select the features spectral roll-off, spectral
crest, and spectral spread. For the short frame, the spectral skewness is selected. For
the feature set without location features AF , the normalized spectral energy and the
spectral centroid are selected. Thus, all frequency-domain features except the spectral
spread have been utilized.
Relevance of location features

Performance
increase
attributed to
location
features

In the related work, location-based features have been frequently used, provided
that these approaches rarely combined them with many acceleration-based features.
When directly comparing feature sets including location features, we notice a detection
improvement: AF ↔ AF L (+1.25%), A ↔ AL (+0.90%).
According to our results, standing classification benefits the most from location
features, which is likely to be due to features based on speed and distance traveled.

6.3 mobility detection quality

Car, bus, and train confusion also improves, which we suspect to be due to heading and
location accuracy features. The latter is especially prominent for metal-coated train
windows, which lead to high location accuracy values, i. e., values indicating that a
high location variance is expected. For the location accuracy in AL, the accu95 feature
is selected for short, and the feature accu25 is selected for medium.
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motorized
mobility

Relevance of external information features
Our results are consistent with the findings of Stenneth et al. [229], who showed that
the addition of external geo-referenced information could improve transport mode
detection for location-based systems. When directly comparing features sets with
external information, we notice only small detection improvements: AF L ↔ AF LE
(+0.04%), AL ↔ ALE (+0.06%), L ↔ LE (+0.21%). Thus, when accelerometer-based
features are already utilized, the gain in detection quality is minimal.
It is possible that a model is more valid in general when including external features.
However, we do not know to what extent public transport vehicles in the recorded
datasets have specific vibration patterns and whether they differ from other transport
vehicles in other regions. In this case, a model that supports detection via uniformly
available, external information from OSM could be more generalizable.
In Figure 39, we show an example from our dataset where information about public
transport routes is beneficial. While the classifier without any route information results
in a false tram classification, the external feature provides the information that there
is no tram station or tram line nearby, increasing the confidence for bus detection. In
contrast, the addition of public transport routes can also lead to a false prediction, e. g.,
where the proximity to a bus station while passing in a tram might lead to a false bus
prediction.
When analyzing the selected features when external information features are included, we observe that the same four features are always selected: distanceTram,
distanceTrain, stopsBusStop and stopsTramStop. For the model without acceleration
data LE , the additional feature of stopsExclTramStop is selected.

(a) Activity without external information (AF L).

(b) Activity with external information (AF LE ).

Figure 39: Individual activity comparison without and with external information.

Small external
information
features
improvement
Possible
limitation:
local vibration
patterns

Exemplary
impact of
public
transport
station
distance

Selected
external
information
features
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6.3.3 Frame Classifier Importance
To analyze the difference between using the meta concept as a whole and individual frames, we trained a meta-classifier solely based on one frame classifier feature
(predS, predM, predL). As shown in Table 15, each feature’s accuracy is drastically lower
than the overall accuracy with all meta-features. Among the simple classifiers, the
classifier predM performed best, likely because it can still detect short stops fairly well
and contains relevant location features to distinguish different motorized mobility
types. Since the feature predL does not receive information about temporary stops, it
performs worse in the standing scenario. This factor becomes particularly clear in its
recall value of 45.1% and in conjunction with the vehicles’ precision values. The predM
precision values, especially for tram and train, show the successful training on the
special characteristics of public transport, despite its duration of only TM = 15s. The
contribution of predL, on the other hand, can be seen from its recall values, where it
identifies motorized mobility types particularly well.
Combining these two frames can compensate for each other’s worse precision for
some mobility types and allow the short classifier’s high recall to work for detecting
standing and walking. Thus, the meta concept combines the advantages of short frames
with those of long frames.
Table 15: Evaluation results of frame classifiers prediction features for AF LE including
precision and recall due to its variation. Precision and recall values are listed in
brackets in that order.
feature
sets

Meta

predS

predM

predL

accuracy

F1 scores of meta-classifier + (precision, recall)

overall

stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

98.91%

97.7%

99.6%

99.4%

98.3%

98.5%

99.5%

99.3%

(98.9%,
98.9%)

(97.8%,
97.7%)

(99.7%,
99.5%)

(99.2%,
99.6%)

(98.6%,
98.0%)

(98.6%,
98.4%)

(99.2%,
99.7%)

(99.1%,
99.5%)

91.67%

92.6%

99.6%

97.1%

87.3%

86.1%

87.7%

91.5%

(91.8%,
91.7%)

(89.4%,
96.1%)

(99.2%,
99.2%)

(97.6%,
96.6%)

(83.1%,
92.0%)

(88.5%,
86.1%)

(93.6%,
82.4%)

(91.5%,
91.5%)

93.43%

83.7%

98.9%

97.8%

94.0%

90.5%

93.0%

96.1%

(93.5%,
93.4%)

(82.2%,
85.3%)

(98.6%,
99.3%)

(98.3%,
97.4%)

(93.6%,
94.5%)

(89.8%,
91.3%)

(97.2%,
89.2%)

(95.1%,
97.0%)

90.99%

61.7%

97.8%

98.1%

91.9%

88.8%

95.5%

94.9%

(91.8%,
91.0%)

(97.7%,
45.1%)

(96.2%,
99.5%)

(96.2%,
100%)

(85.7%,
99.0%)

(81.9%,
97.0%)

(92.1%,
99.1%)

(92.7%,
97.2%)

To analyze the importance of each frame in detail, we trained meta-classifiers with
a subset of meta-features. Each subset is grouped by frame classifier length and either
contains one, two, e. g., short and long, or all three groups of meta-classifier features.
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As shown in Table 16, a system based solely on the long frame would have a
significant loss in accuracy compared to our final system. Especially the detection
quality of standing, and to a degree, car and bus decreases and would have a long
initialization time of 0.9 · TL = 81s. The analysis shows only a marginal difference
between systems based solely on short or medium frames, with the former performing
slightly better. For the medium frame, especially the differentiation between car and bus
improves. Similarly, the accuracy for the other two public transport modes improves,
likely due to the external information features being included in this frame classifier.
Classifiers based on two different frames performed best when including the short
frame, reinforcing its importance for our system. The highest accuracy can only be
achieved by combining all three frame lengths. Especially vehicular mobility types
profit from the combination of all three frame lengths with a net gain of at least 0.3%
accuracy. The overall high accuracy values show that the system does not inevitably
require the longest frames but can accurately predict the current mobility type early
on while the system is in a cold starting phase.
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Table 16: Evaluation results of frame classifiers combinations.
frame
combination

accuracy

F1 scores of meta-classifier

overall

stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

98.91%

97.7%

99.6%

99.4%

98.3%

98.5%

99.5%

99.3%

short & long

98.63%

97.5%

99.6%

99.1%

97.8%

98.2%

99.2%

99.0%

short & medium

98.60%

97.4%

99.7%

99.2%

97.6%

97.9%

99.4%

99.0%

medium & long

97.97%

94.4%

99.4%

99.2%

97.3%

97.1%

99.3%

99.1%

short

97.57%

97.4%

99.4%

99.0%

95.3%

95.2%

98.2%

98.5%

medium

97.47%

94.1%

99.4%

99.0%

96.4%

96.4%

98.4%

98.7%

long

94.51%

80.3%

98.3%

98.6%

94.3%

94.4%

97.4%

97.1%

short,
long

medium

&

6.3.4 Final Model and Comparison to Related Work
The individual F1 scores of our final AF LE model, the confusion matrix, and the
selected features with their information gain are shown in Tables 37-40. Since all
classes are weighted equally, the results are macro-averaged. We achieve a macroaveraged accuracy of 98.9% on a 10-fold cross-validation for the feature sets of AF LE
and AF L, i. e., with and without external features, both excluding delta features. If the
standing class is neglected, the macro-averaged accuracy increases to 99.1%.
Analyzing the AF LE model in detail shows that the lowest accuracy is achieved for
standing. Although standing is fundamentally the easiest to identify, the reason for this
result lies within the transitions to a temporary stand, which make up a large portion
of our data used for the class. On the one hand, these transitions are difficult to detect

Final accuracy
of 98.9%
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accurately, differing between intentional stops or stop-and-go. On the other hand, the
detection is influenced by the quality of our manual labeling. Since these were set
after data recording utilizing acceleration and velocity data, inaccuracies and errors
are likely. Especially since there is a delay between the acceleration and velocity data,
it makes accurate transition labeling more difficult. This can also be observed in the
confusion matrix.
For vehicular transportation, we can detect bus and car with a macro-F1 score of
98.3% and 98.5%, respectively. Tram and train detection works best with a score of
99.5% and 99.3%, respectively. For the confusion matrix, it is noticeable that cars and
bikes are confused for one another, which mostly occurs during start-up. One possible
explanation for this is the frequent use of e-bikes within our training data, which allow
for strong acceleration, and may contain frequency-domain signals on the motor. This
might make the distinction between cars and bikes more difficult. One observation from
related work is the frequent confusion of buses and cars, which we can still confirm for
our data. Another observed confusion is buses being confused for trams. We deem the
distinction between these two types of transport as particularly challenging since, in
our recorded data, buses often travel on roads with integrated tram tracks.
The developed model is rotation invariant since only the acceleration magnitude is
used. Additionally, no personalized data is utilized, and data originates from different
subjects reducing the possible impact of different walking styles. Since we use a short
length of TS = 5s, the system’s first prediction is obtainable 5 seconds after its
activation. Since only OSM features and no detailed timetables are used, external
information is globally available, if tagged accordingly. Then again, the model without
any additional external information has been verified to be of equal quality for our
data, allowing us to neglect missing OSM data.
Finally, we have tested our final model’s live detection on a smartphone to ensure
its functionality on a mobile device itself. The resulting models take up an acceptable
amount of storage (AF LE : 8.7MB, AF L : 9.1MB), which depends on the number of
employed features and their names’ length. Compared to the reported models in
related work, our model is considerably smaller than 150MB and suitable for mobile
applications.

Table 17: Google Activity Recognition API mapping to mobility type and resulting detection
accuracy.
class

Google API

stand
walk
bike
car
bus
tram
train

Still
On Foot
On Bicycle
In Vehicle
In Vehicle
In Vehicle
In Vehicle

accuracy

Unknown

52%
87%
31%
85%
36%
34%
43%

25%
12%
45%
13%
58%
58%
26%

6.3 mobility detection quality

We want to compare our final model to existing solutions and related works regarding detection accuracy in the following. With the Google Activity Recognition
API [164], Google provides a way to recognize activities without differentiating between different motorized means of transport. We recorded the API’s predicted activity
for 12.7 hours of our dataset and expect the most similar mobility type to our label as
a prediction result. In Table 17, we show this mapping and the respective prediction
accuracies. It is noticeable that the API often returns Unknown, especially frequent for
bikes, buses, and trams. The best results are achieved for walking with 87% accuracy and
car with 85% accuracy.
A similar evaluation has been reported in 2018 [35], which stated that the API
only predicted 3% of all cases, which does not hold true anymore, as either the API
itself or its embedding into the Android framework, has been drastically improved.
For our data, the API achieves a macro-averaged accuracy of 53%, which is largely
comparable with other earlier studies [274]. We suspect the still large proportion of
Unknown predictions being due to its wide range of users and likely focus on producing
too many false positive predictions.
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Table 18: Comparison of our models with results of Stenneth et al. [229] including feature
selection and Aşçı and Güvensan [13]. The F1 scores are calculated from the
authors’ reported precision and recall values. The macro-averaged accuracies are
determined only for the compared classes and thereby differ from our other reports.
model

F1 scores
accuracy
walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

Stenneth et al. [229]

90.70%

98.4%

89.2%

81.2%

90.4%

-

94.3%

our LE model

97.63%

98.9%

98.6%

95.5%

96.9%

99.4%

98.3%

our LE δ model

97.92%

99.0%

98.9%

96.1%

97.1%

99.4%

98.5%

96.45%

97.0%

96.9%

97.1%

94.7%

-

96.6%

98.09%

99.4%

99.1%

97.6%

97.1%

98.7%

97.2%

Aşçı and
san [13]
our AF model

Güven-

Although a direct comparison with related studies is not feasible because the
datasets have not been published in most cases, an accuracy-based comparison per
mobility type is possible. For our comparison, we use the two works with the highest reported macro-averaged accuracy from related works, excluding standing, since
it usually is not reported how temporary stops are handled. Our goal with this is
not to compare the quality of the final model by numbers but to evaluate our metaclassification concept, so we choose the feature set closest to the work in question.
Stenneth et al. [229] uses a purely location-based approach, including external geographic information about the public transport network. It should be noted that the
authors used real-time information about the positions of buses, which we cannot
provide. Because they do not use the accelerometer, we decide to use both our LE
and LE δ models for comparison, shown in Table 18. We can significantly increase the

Related work
comparison
methodology

Comparison of
LE and LE δ to
Stenneth et al.
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detection quality of bike, car, bus, and train through our meta-concept. Additionally,
the direct distinction between car and bus works well for our model, where Stenneth
et al. has a strong bias towards bus detection. We deduce that real-time information
on bus positions is unnecessary for our model to detect buses with high accuracy.
Aşçı and Güvensan [13] use an orientation-dependent model based on the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer in both time- and frequency-domain in
a recurrent neural network. Since we only use the accelerometer, a comparison with
our AF model is evident, which is orientation invariant. As shown in the results in
Table 18, their accuracy for cars is slightly higher than ours, whereas we detect buses
better. Overall, these results suggest that the gyroscope and magnetometer are not required for mobility detection, and an orientation-invariant model performs similarly
well.

7

S U M M A R Y, C O N C L U S I O N S , A N D O U T L O O K

oncluding our work, we summarize the previous chapters’ content and state our
main contributions in the following. We then draw conclusions based on our
obtained results and discuss potential future work.

C
7.1

summary of the thesis

In Chapter 1, we described the challenges for an online content generation system
applicable to Location-based Game (LBG) applications. We motivated the advantages
of online generation based on the customizability and personalization of content
towards each individual player. In Chapter 2, we studied existing content creation
approaches regarding their applicability for global content location identification. As
a possible strategy for mobility-based adaptation, we analyzed heuristic route-finding
and automatic mobility detection approaches utilized in different application domains.
Based on our analysis of the state of the art, we presented the following contributions
in our thesis.
7.1.1 Contributions
Chapter 3 contains our first two contributions, focusing on the online content generation for LBGs. As the first contribution, we propose a globally applicable content
generation with scenario-specific customization options to i) identify and retrieve
promising Points of Interest (PoIs) data for a given region, ii) select a number of PoIs
according to four quality metrics to construct a game area, and iii) couple multiple
game areas based on their available PoIs. The latter option enables the utilization
of multiplayer gameplay across regions despite the players’ different geographic locations, aiming for game areas with similar geographical and cultural characteristics.
Furthermore, our approach considers the generation of multiple coupled game areas,
resulting in regularly new game areas providing additional variety for the underlying
game. To determine a suitable selection of PoIs, we solved an optimization problem,
utilizing heuristic approaches, applicable to an online generation scenario.
In Section 3.4, we develop our second contribution, which covers the locationdependent determination of routes in a city-wide game area, obtaining a route optimizing the expected virtual reward during gameplay. Due to the large number and
time-dependent variety of available content locations, we develop a heuristic routefinding approach to provide personalized mobility guidance for LBG players, aiming
to optimize their gameplay according to their preferences.
In our third contribution, found in Chapter 4, we propose our concept of automatic
mobility detection. Therein, we include the impact of acceleration and location-based
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mobile device sensor data to extract features allowing the differentiation between
common types of mobility like walking or biking. Furthermore, we provide a detailed
differentiation between different vehicular modes of transportation, particularly focusing on different public transport vehicles. Our concept includes features of different
temporal lengths, specifically designed to detect everyday traffic situations like station
or traffic light stops.
The resulting mobility detection is directly applicable for mobility-based adaptation
in LBGs, allowing for a versatile adaptation during run-time. For our previous two
contributions, suitable adaptation options are as follows: game area content and size
can be selected based on accessibility and expected time to reach. Similarly, routes can
be planned, monitored, and adapted according to the given mobility type.
Further, we developed our GeoVis system, described in Chapter 5, as the basis for
our extensive evaluation. For this purpose, we constructed an evaluation scenario and
compared our results to the current state of the art in Chapter 6.
7.1.2 Conclusions

Good
generation
results in all
areas

Route-finding
validity

In our extensive evaluation, we analyzed the effects of online location generation for
a mobile game system. We showed that our approach enables the utilization of LBG
content generation nationwide, optimizing the content selection concerning geographical and cultural quality characteristics. Its selection is freely adaptable for different
application scenarios, providing a flexible foundation for game area generation. For
its basic configuration, we could verify well-distributed game areas, containing culturally relevant PoIs, with viable results even in rural areas. By coupling those game
areas together, we subsequently proved the applicability for an innovative multiplayer
approach. Our proposed coupling approach achieves noteworthy generation results
for our employed metrics and constructs comprehensive PoI matchings, even across
continents. With flexible game area sizes and multi-area matching, we evaluated our
approach’s adaptability to players with different movement conditions and its scalability beyond a two-player setting.
Moreover, we showed the validity of route finding for virtual game reward optimization in an LBG. In a game area with thousands of valid PoIs, where it is yet infeasible to
calculate an optimal solution, we applied heuristic approaches to reliably obtain highquality routes. Since linear distances in an urban scenario are infeasible for accurate
measurements, our proposed distance heuristics successfully utilize a clustering to reduce the problem size drastically. By verifying those routes using a routing service, we
prove its suitability in the real-world environment. Our resulting route-finding strategy successfully utilizes the spatial density of locations to find customizable routes
during gameplay. For those, we evaluated different common scenario parameters such
as route duration, target location, movement behavior, and game objective as a generic
way for LBG route customization.
Lastly, we showed the strong performance of our proposed automatic mobility
detection concept for mobile adaptation purposes. By utilizing a combination of different time windows, meaningful features for different movement and vehicle types

7.2 outlook

have been identified and integrated into a classification pipeline. Our evaluation results demonstrated strong classification accuracies for all examined mobility types.
The proposed meta-classification approach reached an overall 98.9% accuracy, emphasizing the successful combination of time windows with different lengths. We
investigated the different effects of varying sensor sources and feature sets, which
allows for area-specific detection approaches in scenarios where different mobility
distinctions are necessary, or where sensor quality varies.
7.2
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Our presented results motivate the evaluation of location-based applications in different scenarios where specific PoIs are required. It is particularly intriguing to investigate
long-term motivational effects in extensive cohort studies, based on the systematic utilization for, e. g., game-based health or culture promotion. Such applications would
not only require an interdisciplinary team for realization. They would potentially
also require new content assessment approaches [99] to generate other aspects than
the map layout [109], further utilizing the PoI data for location-specific information
processing.
The presented personalization approaches build the foundation for further research
in the area of mobility-based adaptation. While we proposed them for the application
of LBGs, each contribution is applicable in its respective area. Applying our routing
approach to, e. g., (data) delivery services [161], is expected to enable more efficient
delivery schemes for dynamically shifting location properties. Regarding our mobility detection, we focused on the differentiation of vehicular transportation. A more
human-centered activity or exercise detection, highlighting more precise movement
and adapting accordingly, is an exciting research topic in the Internet of Things and
the quantified-self area [41]. For that purpose, a detailed motion recording is required,
favoring the utilization of multiple sensors for fine-granular motion differentiation [37,
257]. Thus, LBG content can be individually connected with exercises for movement
and health promotion.
Our contributions to the development and systematic evaluation of online content
generation in mobile game applications and its generalization and customization in
the GeoVis platform fuel new and further research questions in the aforementioned
directions.
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APPENDIX

a.1

additional insights on game area generation

Geodata filters are designed to group location-based OpenStreetMap (OSM) data
according to their similar cultural representation. Each filter contains a set of unique
tags utilized to identify the particular location feature, shown in Table 19. Priority
values represent the expected cultural relevance for that location, with higher values
being more relevant.

Table 19: Developed geodata filter and associated OSM tags. Prioritiy values are only noted
on a category basis instead of on a tag basis.
priority

category

content

1

street and footway
crossings

2

trees, stones and
springs

natural =

spring
rock, stone
tree

3

wells, towers and
survey points

man_made =

communications_tower
water_tower
water_well
survey_point, tower

4

waste disposal and
toilets

amenity =

waste_basket, waste_disposal, recycling
toilets

building =

toilets

public
communication

amenity =

post_box, post_office

6

benches

amenity =

bench

7

pedestrian
ways

highway =

pedestrian

8

parks

9

stations and stops
for means of
transport

5

walk-

telephone

leisure =

park

amenity =

bicycle_parking, bicycle_rental

highway =

rest_area, services

charging_station, fuel
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priority

category

content
car_rental, car_wash
amenity =
railway =
public_transport =

10

11

product shops and
services

healthcare and
social facilities

bus_station
halt, station, tram_stop
station, stop_position

building =

train_station, transportation

highway =

bus_stop

craft =

*

shop =

*

vending

*

amenity =

atm,
bank,
bureau_de_change,
marketplace, internet_cafe, vending_machine

building =

kiosk, retail, supermarket

amenity =

dentist
veterinary, animal_shelter
pharmacy
social_facility

social_facility =
amenity =
healthcare =
12

places for food or
drinks

amenity =

*
clinics, community_center, doctors,
kneipp_water_cure
*
drinking_water
fast_food
cafe, food_court, ice_cream, restaurant, pub, bar, biergarten

13

places for doing
sport

leisure =
amenity =
leisure =
amenity =
sport =

14

15

educational
establishments

playgrounds

beach_resort, sauna, swimming_pool,
water_park
public_bath
fitness_centre, fitness_station, pitch,
stadium, bowling_alley
dojo
*

amenity =

college, dancing_school, kindergarten,
language_school,
music_school, school, university

building =

college, kindergarten, school, university

leisure =

playground

A.1 additional insights on game area generation

priority

category

content

16

mountain peaks

natural =

peak

17

huts and other
shelters

leisure =

bird_hide

amenity =

hunting_stand
shelter

building =

18

places for picnic or
barbecue

hut

tourism =

alpine_hut

amenity =

bbq

leisure =
shelter_type =

firepit, picnic_table
picnic_shelter

tourism =

picnic_site

19

libraries and public
bookcases

amenity =

library, public_bookcase

20

town halls

amenity =

townhall

21

places of
entertainment, arts,
culture and
tourism

amenity =

fountain
cinema

man_made =

windwill

tourism =

museum
information
attraction, viewpoint
artwork, gallery, theme_park, zoo

22

places of worship

amenity =

arts_center,
conference_centre,
events_venue,
exhibition_centre,
nightclub,
planetarium,
ranger_station, studio, theatre

amenity =

place_of_worship

building =

cathedral, chapel, church, religious,
shrine, synagogue, temple

man_made =
23

historic places

building =
man_made =
historic =

cross, torii
ruins
obelisk
*
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Distance Calculation Example
The relative distance between a tuple of PoIs utilizes each PoI’s relative position within
its game area to determine their similarity in positioning. Figure 40 shows a simplified
example for one PoI tuple of three equal-sized game areas according to Equation 3.
determine Pg relative to the game area’s center

0
0

5

for each PoI Pg of a tuple pois = (P1 , P2 , P3 ):
P2

!

7
3

!

−4

!

4

P1

P3

−3

area1
calculate Cp =

1
|pois|

·

P

area2
Pg ∈pois Pg =

area3
1
3

·





3 
5
4 
−4 + 7 + −3

=

4
0

P2

Cp

Cp

Cp
P3

P1

area1

area2

−−−→
−−−→
calculate kPg Cp k = kPg 40 k for each PoI Pg of pois:

area3

P2
√
50
√
17

3
P3

P1

area1

area2

area3

Dist({area1 , area2 , area3 }, (P1 , P2 , P3 ))
 −−−−−→
−−−
−→
−−−−
−→ 
3  4
5 4 
4  4
= 13 · k −4
k
+
k
k
+
k
0
7 0
−3 0 k
 


0
= 13 · k 14 k + k −1
−7 k + k 3 k
√
√
= 13 · ( 17 + 50 + 3) ≈ 4, 73139

Figure 40: A simplified example calculating DistMatch ({Area1 , Area2 , Area3 }, (P1 , P2 , P3 ))
for three game areas {Area1 , Area2 , Area3 } without normalization since the game
areas have equal sizes.

A.1 additional insights on game area generation

Relative Coordinate Calculation
As a result of geographic projections, game areas and their underlying cells are distorted. For the same reason, cells can already be rotated. To compare the PoIs’ relative
position of one game area to PoIs in other game areas, each PoI’s relative position
within its area is required. With a game area’s center being (0, 0), the relative position
P = (xp , yp ) of a geographic point Pg is calculated. We assign the following relative coordinates to the corner locations: A = (−1, −1), B = (−1, 1), C = (1, 1), and
D = (1, −1). Because we know the game area’s geographic location, its corner location
coordinates Ag , Bg , Cg , and Dg are also known.
Because, for these relative coordinates, the distance between adjacent corner locations is 2, the distance of P to the corner locations A and B can be calculated as
follows:
−−−→
−−−→
kAg Pg k
kBg Pg k
dA =
dB =
−−→
−−→
1 −
1 −
k
A
B
k
g
g
2
2 kAg Bg k
As shown in Figure 42, we can now create circles at both corner locations with the
determined distances as their radius. The intersection point within the game area is the
relative position P. It is calculated based on the Pythagorean theorem: d2A = g2A + h2A
and d2B = (2 − gA )2 + h2A , with gA and hA being the right-angled triangle’s legs.
d2 −d2 +4

By substituting h2A and the subsequent transformation, we get gA = A 4 B , and
q
therefore hA = d2A − g2A . Thus, based on A = (−1, −1), the relative position is
P = (xp , yp ) = (−1 + hA , −1 + gA ).
B
dB
(xp , yp )

hA
gA

dA

A

Figure 41: Finding the relative position Pr = (xp , yp ) of a PoI with coordinates P in a game
area it is located in. It is calculated as the intersection point of circles within the
area around A = (−1, −1) and B = (−1, 1) with radii dA and dB . gA and hA are
determined according to the Pythagorean theorem.
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The calculated values xp and yp are now relative to the corner locations A and B.
Because the game areas are usually not quadratic, these values have to be normalized
according to the area’s stretching and obliqueness. Thus, we determine the adjusted
relative position P 0 = (xp0 , yp0 ).
0 , y 0 ) is the position of D relative to A, and B, which we determine similar to
D 0 = (xD
D
our previous approach. The obliqueness is thereby described by the resulting values
of gD 0 and hD 0 . In a quadratic game area, D 0 and D would be equal. All utilized
measurements are visualized in Figure 42.
B

hA

(xp , yp )
1
0
2 hD
1
0
2 gD

A
gD 0
1
0
2 gD

D0

hD 0

Figure 42: Calculation of D 0 analog to Figure 41, for the values of gD 0 and hD 0 . They are used
to normalize the position (xP , yP ) for the area’s stretching and obliqueness.

First, we determine xp0 according to the x-axis’s stretching or compression. Since
hD 0 would be 2 in a normalized game area, 21 hD 0 can be used to normalize hA :
xp0 = −1 +

hA
1
0
2 hD

=

2hA
−1
hD 0

Second, we determine yp0 according to the y-axis’s obliqueness. The proportional
shift along the x-axis according to hD 0 causes a similar proportional
shift along the



y-axis according to gD 0 . Therefore, the shift is sy = 21 gD 0

hA
1
2 hD 0

. Applying the shift

of yp alongside the y-axis results in:
yp0

1
= yp − sy = −1 + gA − gD 0
2

hA
1
0
2 hD

!
= gA − 1 −

In conclusion, the relative normalized position of P 0 is:


2hA
gD 0 h A
0
P =
− 1 , gA − 1 −
hD 0
hD 0

gD 0 h A
hD 0
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Game Area Evaluation Data
Figure 43 shows the distribution of our collected Pokémon GO dataset. Since we have
no information on whether a cell contains no data or has not been scanned, we filtered
all cells that contain no fully occupied cell neighborhood. This allows us to assess
the Voronoi areas within each cell reliably. One effect is that this leads to cells at
the dataset’s border are ignored, which characteristically have less content. Thus,
the results will instead be an overestimation regarding content density. The cells
highlighted in blue contain only reliable spawn point data, as the cell either contains
no Gym or PokéStop data, or the neighboring cells are missing this data. Because Gym
and PokéStop data can be accessed more reliably, this indicated that the corresponding
areas contain no reliable coverage of this content.

Figure 43: Overview map over Pokémon GO locations after cell filtering. Green cells contain a
full content coverage, containing Gyms, PokéStops and spawn points. The blue
cells contain only reliable spawn point data.
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North America

Europe

Australia

Asia

Africa

Table 20: All evaluated regions based on their urban categories and a continent-based
location selections. Each entry belongs to a different country, increasing the
coverage for each continent.

South America
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Metropolitan
area / region

Selected area in metropolitan area’s vicinity
Urban

Suburban

Rural

Johannesburg

Vanderbĳlpark

Heidelberg

Mooinooi

Kairo

Beni Suef

Al Ayyat

Damalliĳ

Lagos

Ikorodu

Igbo Ora

Lemode

Abidjan

Anyama

Akoupé

Lopou

Nairobi

Naivasha

Kenol

Isinya

Tokyo

Chigasaka

Samukawa

Manazuru

Shanghai

Chongming

Zhangyan Zhen

Tongjiang Jiedao

Delhi

Bulandshahr

Tigri

Khera Khurd

Seoul

Guri

Sohol-eup

Yeoncheon

Abu Dhabi

Ajman

Al Dhaid

Al Madam

Brisbane

Sunshine Coast

Southport

Byron Bay

Sydney

Wollongong City

Nowra-Bomaderry

Moss Vale

Auckland

Hamilton

New Lynn

Silverdale

Wellington

Lower Hutt

Blenheim

Khandallah

Perth

Mandurah

Rockingham

Northam

London

Oxford

Bletchley

Towcester

Paris

Amiens

Ozoir-la-Ferrière

Montididier

Madrid

Guadalajara

Tarancón

Villarejo de Salvanés

Athen

Chalkida

Korinth

Aliveri

Helsinki

Vantaa

Kerava

Sundsberg

Los Angeles

Victorville

California City

Helendale

Montreal

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu

Sorel-Tracy

Napierville

Calgary

Red Deer

Okotoks

Rocky Mountain House

Kansas City

Saint Joseph

Blue Springs

Cameron

New York City

Paterson

Morristown

Armonk

Rio de Janeiro

Magé

Vassouras

Simão Pereira

Lima

Lurigancho-Chosica

Chilca

Cocachacra

Santiago de Chile

Melipilla

Peumo

Lo Miranda

Buenos Aires

Luján

Cañuelas

Sulpacha

Bogotá

Fusagasugá

Cota

Restrepo
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Game Area Availability with Varying Problem Parameters
In the following, we analyze the number of game areas meeting the requirements of
increasing pn values, i. e., the targeted amount of PoIs and varying pc2t thresholds
between 0.5 and 0.9. For the laxest criteria (pn = 8, pc2t > 0.5), the approach can be
utilized in most regions. It is notable that the parameter sets of (pc2t > 0.5; pn = 32)
and (pc2t > 0.9; pn = 8) have an almost identical coverage, with most contributing
cells being identical. This introduces an interesting trade-off, where by reducing the
pc2t criterion, an increasing PoI amount pn can be requested. Thus, more PoIs get
selected, though allowing for more clustered game areas. Especially for game areas
with larger excluded areas like rivers or highways crossing the area, accepting a locally
more clustered game area is inevitable, when pn still need to be met. The same applies
for areas with a non-uniform distribution of PoI candidates, where it becomes a feasible
content generation option to weigh between reduced expected content quality and an
increase in availability. This effect is observable for the parameter sets of (pc2t > 0.5;
pn = 16) and (pc2t > 0.9; pn = 8).

Figure 44: Percentual amount of fully generated game areas for given pc2t and pn = 8 with
geodata filter group 3.

Figure 45: Percentual amount of fully generated game areas for given pc2t and pn = 16 with
geodata filter group 3.
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Figure 46: Percentual amount of fully generated game areas for given pc2t and pn = 32 with
geodata filter group 3.
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Extended Game Area Quality Evaluation
In addition to our analysis with the pc2t threshold of 0.5, we assess the effect of a
strict threshold of 0.9 and a threshold-less approach. Similar to our evaluation in
Section 6.2.1, we choose pn = 32 on the level 14 S2 cells, presenting an intentionally
challenging target for most game areas. The results are depicted in Figure 47. Subsequently, we assess the generation quality for groups of level 14 cells, merged to level
13, respectively level 12 cells, each for a total of 64 PoIs.
Since the pc2t threshold is highly restrictive, there are notably fewer game areas
meeting the required amount of PoIs. For geofilter groups 1, nearly solely European
game areas can be generated with the exception of Lima in South America, also
providing reliable results. We achieve a mean priority value of 20.2, which is more
than our previous evaluation, indicating a high availability of places of worship and
historical places in these areas. The difference in mean priority values between groups
2 and 3 is below 1.0 for all non-rural areas. The amount of game areas is 15.5% higher
for group 3 compared to group 2. This shows a good effect of group 3 filters for sparse
areas, increasing the game area availability without a harsh impact on priority values.
For the Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI), a mean value of 1.2 with a standard deviation
of 0.18 can be achieved, showing a good PoI distribution in most game areas.
For the four cells merged into level 13 cells with pn = 16, shown in Figure 48,
the scenario results in at most 64 selected PoIs. With regard to the mean priority
values, similar observations can be made like before. However, the NNI significantly
increases to 1.3 with a lower standard deviation of 0.12. Thus, the merging process
in this scenario allows for well-distributed game areas. Additionally, 9.7% more game
areas are generated with geofilter group 3 compared to group 2.
For the 16 cells merged into level 12 cells with pn = 4, shown in Figure 49, the
scenario again results in at most 64 selected PoIs. The mean priority value for groups
2 and 3 rises to 17.6 and 16.8, respectively, which is an increase of five compared to
the level 14 cells. However, no suburban or rural area was able to meet the generation
requirements, indicating that the threshold of pc2t > 0.9 is too high for those areas.
For the areas meeting the requirements, particularly high NNI values are achieved
with a mean of 1.45 and a low standard deviation of 0.07.
For the scenario with a pc2t criterion, i. e., all game areas are evaluated. The results,
shown in Figure 50, match the number of game areas that can provide a game locations
(Figure 21) with one deduction. Since NNI values are only calculatable for at least two
locations, areas with only one selected PoI are not visualized. To measure the quality of
those game areas, an alternate metric would be required to describe an area’s location
quality.
For the priority value, geofilter group 1 areas achieve mean values of 19.1, while
groups 2 and 3 have mean values of 12.8, respectively 11.9, further confirming the small
difference between the two latter groups. In contrast to our previous scenarios, only 1%
more game areas were generated when comparing geofilter group 3 to group 2, and
16.7% compared to group 1. This shows that most game areas contain at least one PoI
of high cultural relevance, and almost all areas with OSM data contain at least one PoI
of geofilter group 2. The mean NNI value of 1.16 is similar to the previous scenarios

pn = 32 in
level 14 S2
cells

Merged level
13 cells

Merged level
12 cells

NNI
restrictions for
small number
of PoIs

pn = 32 in
level 14 S2
cells
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Figure 47: Game area generation quality, split by continent and urban category. Each plot
shows the results for all three geofilter groups. Parameters: pn = 32, pc2t > 0.9.
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Figure 48: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 16 for 4 cells, pc2t > 0.9, level = 13.

Figure 49: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 4 for 16 cells, pc2t > 0.9, level = 12.

with a much higher standard deviation of 0.41. Besides the common interpretation of
having a high variance in this metric, it also indicates the metrics instability for small
numbers of locations, discussed in Section 3.2.
For the four cells merged into level 13 cells with pn = 16, shown in Figure 51,
the scenario results in at most 64 selected PoIs. The reduced priority values for this
scenario are also visible for these merged cells. However, the NNI behaves differently,
as it is reduced to a mean value of 1.06. This is a good example of the effects when
no pn threshold is utilized. For the example of one well-distributed area and three
areas with low PoI numbers being merged, the process results in a game area with
one cluster and three almost unoccupied subareas.
Only slight improvements are notable for the 16 cells merged into level 12 cells
with pn = 4, shown in Figure 52. It results in an NNI value of 1.12, with a standard
deviation of 0.32. Since merging 16 game areas together has a higher probability of
containing more than one well-distributed area than when merging groups of four
areas, the average NNI was expected to be slightly higher. Regardless of this increase,
the values show that the generation process should not be utilized without setting a
pc2t threshold when quality requirements need to be met.

Merged level
13 cells

Merged level
12 cells
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Figure 50: Game area generation quality, split by continent and urban category. Each plot
shows the results for all three geofilter groups. Parameters: pn = 32, pc2t > 0.
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Figure 51: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 16 for 4 cells, pc2t > 0, level = 13.

Figure 52: Game area generation quality for merged cells by urban category. Parameters:
pn = 4 for 16 cells, pc2t > 0, level = 12.

a.3

additional insights on coupling quality

Our coupling objective function consists of the weighted sum of four individual metrics. In Section 6.2.2, we analyze the individual impact of each metric based on each
chosen weighting. Here, we present the detailed data in our evaluation scenario. Since
an interdependence of these metrics cannot be ruled out, we analyze each metric
within this evaluation scenario with a minimum and a maximum weighting. I. e., we
observe each metric’s values when it is either ignored during generation or when it is
the only relevant metric. The former case depicts the case in which metric values are
achieved by chance. Additionally, empirical lower and upper boundaries for each metric can be derived. Each of these plots shows the data for a full focus on the respective
metric on the left side, and the ignored metric weighting on the right side.
In the following, we visualize each metric’s values with default, minimum, and
maximum weighting. These are: distance (Figure 53, 54), distribution (Figure 55, 56),
similarity (Figure 57, 58), and relevance (Figure 59, 60).

Individual
metric
analysis
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Figure 53: Distance metric values (Dist) with default weighting (ωDist = 0.35) for coupled
European game areas.

Figure 54: Distance metric value analysis for coupled European game areas.
Left weights: ωDist = 1, ωNNI = 0, ωSim = 0, ωRel = 0.
Right weights: ωDist = 0, ωNNI = 13 , ωSim = 13 , ωRel = 31 .

A.3 additional insights on coupling quality

Figure 55: Distribution metric values (NNI) with default weighting (ωNNI = 0.25) for
coupled European game areas.

Figure 56: Distribution metric value analysis for coupled European game areas.
Left weights: ωDist = 0, ωNNI = 1, ωSim = 0, ωRel = 0.
Right weights: ωDist = 13 , ωNNI = 0, ωSim = 13 , ωRel = 13 .
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Figure 57: Similarity metric values (Sim) with default weighting (ωSim = 0.05) for coupled
European game areas.

Figure 58: Similarity metric value analysis for coupled European game areas.
Left weights: ωDist = 0, ωNNI = 0, ωSim = 1, ωRel = 0.
Right weights: ωDist = 13 , ωNNI = 31 , ωSim = 0, ωRel = 13 .

A.3 additional insights on coupling quality

Figure 59: Relevance metric values (Rel) with default weighting (ωRel = 0.35) for coupled
European game areas.

Figure 60: Relevance metric value analysis for coupled European game areas.
Left weights: ωDist = 0, ωNNI = 0, ωSim = 0, ωRel = 1.
Right weights: ωDist = 13 , ωNNI = 13 , ωSim = 13 , ωRel = 0.
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a.4

extended study of route quality

For a personalized route, besides the start and target location, the player’s speed
and his route duration can be varied. Since both problem parameters depend on the
player’s choice during run-time, we vary them based on various expected application
scenarios. For the player’s speed, shown in Figure 61, these are typical speeds for
different activities: slow gait (3km/h), regular gait (5km/h), jogging (10km/h), and
biking (20km/h). For the route duration, shown in Figure 62, we select short play
sessions of 30 minutes up to extended routes with 4 hours.
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Figure 61: Route performance for different player travel speeds.
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Figure 62: Route performance for different amounts of maximum travel time.

a.4.1 Route Algorithm Performance
Both routing algorithms have multiple optimization parameters specific to each algorithm. They are associated with the time, space, or the number of tries an algorithm
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Figure 63: Simulated annealing parameter evaluation for varying the numbers of
temperatures. The number of iterations is directly tied to the number of
temperatures.

has to optimize its result. They thereby present a trade-off between route quality and
the expected route calculation time.
For the simulated annealing algorithm, we examine how the route quality correlates with its generation run time when modifying the number of iterations by either
changing how often the algorithm is restarted or the number of runs between restarts.
Figure 63 shows the algorithm’s performance for different numbers of temperatures
used. The number of temperatures combined with the number of runs per temperature
results in the total number of runs. Thus, the run time scales proportionally to the
number of runs. The number of runs per temperature is another potential optimization
parameter. We choose to keep it at a constant 120 runs since we observed in early
empirical studies that the determining aspect in our scenario is the total number of
runs.
With an increasing number of temperatures the run time increases more than linearly. We believe that this is due to longer routes being more likely to be created after
more runs. These longer routes have a more expensive neighborhood generation and
objective value calculation.
The median route quality increases from 33.6 to 49.9, when going up to 300 temperatures. Further increases for 1,500 temperatures are only 15% and another 7% for
3,000 temperatures. This is expected since an optimal objective value is approached
with an increasing number of runs. Given the large increase in median run time for a
higher number of temperatures, we select 300 temperatures as our default parameter,
generating reasonably close to optimal routes under 1 second.
Figure 64 shows the algorithm’s performance for different numbers of restarts used.
Each restart utilized the best previously generated route as a starting point.
The run time scales linearly with the total number of runs with a median run time of
131ms per run. The increase in route quality is visible for a higher number of restarts.
The median objective value reaches 52.4 for 9 restarts increasing the objective value by
18% compared to runs without a restart.
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Figure 64: Simulated annealing parameter evaluation for varying the numbers of restarts.
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Figure 65: Evolutionary algorithm parameter evaluation for varying numbers of generations.
The number of iterations is directly tied to the number of generations.
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We select a default value of 5 restarts to still generate routes under 1 second and
having a notable increase in objective value compared to 0 or 1 restart. We expect
that for each route problem and its associated problem size, an optimal parameter set
exists, maximizing the increase in objective value per increasing run time.
For the evolutionary algorithm, we examine how the route quality correlates with
its generation run time when varying the population parameters of the number of
generations, the population size, and the survival rate of each individual.
Figure 65 shows the evolutionary algorithm’s performance for varying numbers
of generations. This parameter behaves similarly to the number of temperatures in
simulated annealing when increasing the parameter by the same factor. Analog to
simulated annealing, we choose 10,000 generations, which have a median objective
value of 50.2. For the longest run times with 100,000 generations, the evolutionary
algorithm performs worse than simulated annealing, while being slightly better for
short run times.
Figure 66 shows the evolutionary algorithm’s performance for varying population
sizes. The run time increases slightly more than linearly. However, the objective value
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Figure 66: Evolutionary algorithm parameter evaluation for varying population sizes.
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Figure 67: Evolutionary algorithm parameter evaluation for varying survival rates.

does not increase much further beyond a population size of 40, with a median value
of 49.4. Therefore, we select the population size of 40 as a default value.
The population size follows a similar trend, like the number of restarts for simulated annealing. Therefore, we expect that there is also an optimal problem-specific
parameter set of the number of generations and population size.
Figure 67 shows the evolutionary algorithm’s performance for varying survival
rates. The survival rate is used to determine the number of individuals surviving a
generation, where all dying individuals are replaced by survivors’ mutations.
For the survival rates of 0 and 1, respectively, a median objective value of 2.98
is achieved. This is expected behavior because these survival rates mean that routes
either do not survive the first generation or routes are never mutated, thus no improvement after the initial random population. For lower survival rates, the neighborhood
generation’s costs are notable. Between the survival rates of 0.75 to 0.5, we have an
increase in median run time by a factor of 2.2 with an increase in median objective
value of 14.3%. When going from 0.5 to 0.25, the median run time increase by a factor
of 1.9 with an increase in median objective value of 16.7%.

Survival rate
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Figure 68: Route performance evaluation for experience players, with a significantly reduced
retention time to 5s, leading to less time spent with the game at each spawn point.

A low survival rate yielding the best objective values can be explained by the
approach of mutations. Because individuals are not randomly discarded after each
generation, but the better routes survive, those routes are also the ones utilized for
mutation.
Eventually, we choose a default survival rate of 0.5 as it provides a good trade-off between run time and objective value. However, this parameter could also be optimized
according to each individual problem. This results in the evolutionary algorithm having three optimization parameters that could be further optimized depending on the
individual problem or the problem size.
a.4.2 Further Round Course Scenario Evaluation

Reduced
retention time
for
experienced
players

30% gain in
route quality
for
experienced
players

Experienced players in most games tend to optimize their playstyle, achieving goals
faster or getting higher scores. In LBGs, primarily affects the retention time at a spawn
point, as players require less time to, e. g., catch a Pokémon, continue walking while
interacting with the spawn point, or utilize techniques to skip recurring game animations1 .
By significantly reducing the retention time to five seconds, we try to model this
behavior, leading to more available time traveling to different spawn points. The results
in Figure 68 show the round course routes for routes of 30 and 60 minutes. Compared
to our basic round course scenario, an expected increase in mean objective value can
be observed, with an average median increase of 29% for 30 minutes and 31% for 60
minutes for all approaches.
The highest achieved median objective value for 60-minute routes is 66.63. When
assuming an upper bound guess of 70 visited locations, this results in 5 minutes and
50 seconds of retention time, being less than 10% of the total route time.
1 https://www.reddit.com/r/TheSilphRoad/comments/9f3hcy/a_collection_of_known_fast_catch_
methods_and/ (last accessed: August 14, 2020)
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Figure 69: Route performance evaluation varying the start time in 15 minute intervals.

Due to the nature of spawn time windows, the availability of spawn points at a
given time varies. In Figure 69 we investigate the impact a start at a different time in
an hour has on the generated route. We vary the starting time in quarter-hourly steps
with a maximum travel time of one hour, where longer routes would blur the impact
this variation might have. The chosen notation of hh:15 represents all routes starting
at an arbitrary hour with 15 minutes in. Since spawn points are active for 30 minutes,
we do not expect large variances in route quality.
Interestingly enough, the median objective values of routes starting at hh:00, hh:15,
and hh:30 are almost identical. For routes starting at hh:45, we observed a drop in objective value by up to 6%, indicating that generated routes are worse because narrowly
located spawn points are inactive during that time, or profitable clustered locations
cannot be reached for that starting time within one hour.
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a.5

additional insights on automatic mobility detection

a.5.1 Extended Related Work Overview

Table 21: Overview of related work of the last decade distinguishing at least two different
motorized transportation vehicles. When multiple algorithms were used the
selected algorithm is emphasized. Common abbreviations used in this Table are DT
(decision trees), RF (random forest), and CV (cross-validation).
work

mobility
types

description
(Sensors, Features, Methods, Algorithms, Remarks)

Feature Selection
Approach (-based)
Run-Time

Zheng et al.
[272,
273]
(2008, 2010)

walk, bike,
car, bus

S: GPS (standalone)
A: DT & post-processing
R: no resampling or class balancing

FS: 3
A: trip
RT: 7

Wang et al.
[252] (2010)

stand, walk,
bike,
car,
bus, subway

S: accelerometer (35 Hz)
F: 23 features (statistical features, frequency feature in [0
Hz, 4 Hz], peak-detection
M: 8s sliding window, no overlap
A: J48 DT, k-NN, SVM
R: no resampling or class balancing with high ratio of
walk data

Stenneth
et al. [229]
(2011)

stand, walk,
bike,
car,
bus, train

Bolbol et al.
[28] (2012)

walk,
car,
train,
way

Hemminki
et al. [108]
(2013)

dataset size
(locations)

macro-averaged
accuracy
(test approach)

2,000h
(different
cities)

75%
(test dataset)

FS: 3
A: window
RT: 7

12h
(Peking, CHN)

71%
(10-fold CV)

S: GPS + external GIS data
F: 8 features (GPS accuracy, speed, heading, acceleration;
distance to nearest bus or train)
M: 30s sliding window
A: RF

FS: 3
A: window
RT: 3 (server)

6h
(Chicago, USA)

93%
(10-fold CV)

S: GPS (0.016 Hz)
F: speed & acceleration
A: SVM

FS: 3
A: trip
RT: 7

k.A.
(London, GBR)

stand, walk,
car,
bus,
tram, metro,
train

S: accelerometer (60 Hz to 100 Hz)
F: 78 features of time- and frequency-domain (FFTcoefficients with 2, 3, and 5 Hz)
M: 3 classifiers (stationary, kinematic motion, motorized)
1.2s sliding window von 1.2s, 50% overlap
A: AdaBoosted DT
R: no resampling or class balancing

FS: 7
A: mixed
RT: n/a

Brunauer
et al. [32]
(2013)

walk,
car,
train

bike,
bus,

S: GPS
F: 54 Features
A: multilayer perceptron, logistic Model Trees, C4.5

FS: 3
A: trip
RT: 7

Jahangiri
and Rakha
[126] (2015)

walk,
bike,
bus

run,
car,

S: accelerometer, gyroscope (both 25 Hz)
F: 165 features of time- and frequency-domain, 80 selected
M: 1s sliding window
A: k-NN, SVM, SVM ensemble, DT, Bagging, RF

Lari
and
Golroo [153]
(2015)

walk,
bus

car,

Montoya
et al. [183]
(2015)

Fang et al.
[68] (2016)

bike,
bus,
sub-

74%
(n/a)

150h
(multiple)

82%
(leave-one-out CV)

322h
(DEU, AUT,
CHE)

93%
(5-fold CV)

FS: 3
A: window
RT: 7

25h
(Virginia, USA)

94%
(5-fold CV)

S: GPS
F: 6 features (with GPS-accuracy)
A: RF
R: no resampling or class balancing

FS: 7
A: trip
RT: 7

n/a
(Teheran, IRN)

91%
(test dataset)

stand, walk,
bike,
car,
bus, tram,
train

S: GPS (1 Hz), accelerometer (20 Hz), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
OSM data & public transport schedule
A: bayesian net
R: evaluation on training data

FS: 7
A: trip
RT: 7

43h
(Paris, FRA)

86%
(training dataset)

stand, walk,
run,
bike,
motorbike,
car,
bus,
metro, train,
high-speed
rail

S: accelerometer, gyroscope, magenetometer
F: 14 features (1 in time- and 13 in frequency-domain)
M: 17.06s sliding window, 75% overlap
two-step approach (non-motorized vs. motorized; then
detailed motorized distinction)
A: SVM (first step), k-NN (second step), DT

FS: 7
A: window
RT: 7

20% of HTCdataset [268] ≈
1,600h

93% (first step)
81% (second step)
(test dataset)
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work

mobility
types

description
(Sensors, Features, Methods, Algorithms, Remarks)

Feature Selection
Approach (-based)
Run-Time

dataset size
(locations)

macro-averaged
accuracy
(test approach)

Shafique
and
Hato
[220] (2016)

walk,
car,
train,
way

S: accelerometer, gyroscope (both 10 Hz)
F: 9 features in time-domain (i. a.: pitch, roll, skewness,
kurtosis)
M: 10min sliding window
A: RF (100 trees)
R: no resampling or class balancing with high ratio (71%)
of walk data

FS: 7
A: trip
RT: 7

203h
(Kobe, JPN)

99.89%
(test dataset)

Zhou et al.
[275] (2017)

walk, bike,
e-bike, car,
bus, subway

S: GPS
F: 24 features (speed, acceleration, heading)
A: RF
R: skip closest 10 data points to activity transitions

FS: 7
A: trip
RT: 7

3593 segments
(Shanghai,
CHN)

92%
(test dataset)

Wang et al.
[250] (2017)

walk, bike,
e-bike, car,
bus

S: GPS & socio-economic data (possession of ticket, bikes,
or cars in household)
A: RF, SVM, artifical neural network

FS: 3
A: trip
RT: 7

2740 segments
(Shanghai,
CHN)

81%
(test dataset)

Güvensan
et al. [96]
(2018)

stand, walk,
car,
bus,
tram, train,
metro, ferry

S: accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer (all 100 Hz)
F: 348 features: 29 features in time-domain for each of 12
sensor axes
M: 60s sliding window, 40% Overlap
post-processing with “healing” algorithm for correction
A: RF, J48, k-NN, Naïve Bayes
R: no resampling or class balancing, feature selection
discarded due to bad results

FS: 7
A: mixed
RT: 3

49h
(Istanbul, TUR)

79% (window)
94% (trip-based)
(test dataset)

Lu et al.
[168] (2018)

walk, bike,
motorbike,
car, bus

S: accelerometer (50 Hz)
M: 5s / 6s sliding window, 75% overlap
F: 27 features (23 in time- and 4 in frequency-domain)
A: RF, Naïve Bayes, J48, SVM, k-NN
R: no resampling or class balancing

FS: 3
A: window
RT: 7

32h
one city

98%
(10-fold CV)

Coroamă
et al. [47]
(2019)

walk, bike,
car,
bus,
tram, train

S: GPS, accelerometer, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi
F: 28 GPS features, 16 accelerometer features, 28 vicinity
Bluetooth features, 15 vicinity Wi-Fi features
M: 10s and 120s sliding windows
A: RF
R: low accuracy of bus (67.5%)

FS: 7
A: trip
RT: 7

153h
(Zürich, CHE)

87%
(test dataset)

Aşçı
and
Güvensan
[13] (2019)

stand, walk,
run,
bike,
motorbike,
car,
bus,
metro, train,
high-speed
rail

S: accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer (all 100 Hz)
F: 252 features: 15 features in time- and 6 features in
frequency-domain (i. a.: spectral roll-off, spectral flatness,
kurtosis, skewness) for each of 12 sensor axes
M: 12s window, no overlap
A: long short-term memory (LSTM)

FS: 7
A: window
RT: 7

HTCdataset [268]

97%
(training or test
dataset)

bike,
bus,
sub-
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a.5.2 Mobility Detection Features
In the following we provide an overview over all employed features for mobility
detection. The features are divided as follows: statistical features in Table 22, timeand frequency-domain acceleration features in Table 23, location features in Table 24,
OSM-based features in Table 25, and meta-classifier features in Table 26.
Table 22: Developed statistical features based on acceleration, speed, and accuracy.
feature

minimum
maximum
arithmetic mean
25% quantile (1st quartile)
50% quantile (2nd quartile /
median)
75% quantile (3rd quartile)
95% quantile

acceleration

feature name
speed

accuracy

acceMin

speedMin

accuMin

acceMax

speedMax

accuMax

acceMean

speedMean

accuMean

acce25

speed25

accu25

acce50

speed50

accu50

acce75

speed75

accu75

acce95

speed95

accu95

acceVar

speedVar

accuVar

acceRange

speedRange

accuRange

acceRangeTo95

speedRangeTo95

accuRangeTo95

acceRange25To75

speedRange25To75

accuRange25To75

measures of dispersion
variance
range (difference between
min and max)
difference between min and
95% quantile
interquartile range
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Table 23: Developed acceleration features in the time- and frequency-domain.
feature name

feature description

time-domain features
acceRMS
acceNormEnergy
acceMCR
acceZCR
acceSlopeSignChangeRate
acceSkewness
acceKurtosis

root mean squared
squared quadratic mean
mean-crossing rate
zero-crossing rate
derivation of zero-crossing rate
skewness
kurtosis

frequency-domain features
acce1To3Hz
acce3To8Hz
acce5To8Hz
acce8To10Hz
acce10To14Hz
acce14To20Hz
acce20To22Hz
acce22To25Hz
acce25To30Hz
spectralNormEnergy
spectralCentroidHz
spectralSpreadHz
spectralFlatness
spectralCrest
spectralRollOffHz
spectralKurtosis
spectralSkewness

frequency band with 1Hz < f 6 3Hz
frequency band with 3Hz < f 6 8Hz
frequency band with 5Hz < f 6 8Hz
frequency band with 8Hz < f 6 10Hz
frequency band with 10Hz < f 6 14Hz
frequency band with 14Hz < f 6 20Hz
frequency band with 20Hz < f 6 22Hz
frequency band with 22Hz < f 6 25Hz
frequency band with 25Hz < f 6 30Hz
normalized spectral energy
centroid of frequency spectrum
width of frequency spectrum
noisiness of frequency spectrum
spectral crest factor
cut-off frequency between high and low frequency bands
spectral kurtosis
spectral skewness

Table 24: Developed location sensor-based distance and speed features.
feature name

feature

travelDistance

distance between a frame’s first and last position
accumulated distance between consecutive positions
maximum distance of consecutive positions

travelDistanceAcc
travelDistanceMax

speedPointRatioHigh

ratio of speed values < 0.1m/s
ratio of speed values < 3m/s
ratio of speed values > 4m/s
ratio of speed values > 10m/s

headingVar

accumulated change in heading

speedPointRatioStationary
speedPointRatioLow
speedPointRatioMedium
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Table 25: Developed external data features based on OSM data.
feature name

feature

stopsTrafficSig

number of stops at OSM nodes with tag

stopsTrafficSigLong

’highway’ = ’traffic_signals’

stopsPubTransportStop

number of stops at OSM nodes with tag

stopsPubTransportStopLong

’public_transport’ = ’stop_position’

stopsBusStop,
stopsBusStopLong,

similar stopsPubTransportStop with the additional tag of
either ’bus’ = ’yes’, ’tram’ = ’yes’, or

stopsTramStop,

’train’ = ’yes’

stopsTramStopLong,
stopsTrainStop,
stopsTrainStopLong
stopsExclBusStop,
stopsExclBusStopLong,
stopsExclTramStop,

similar to the respective stop features, with the additional
restriction of the OSM node being an exclusive station for
the respective movement type

stopsExclTramStopLong,
stopsExclTrainStop,
stopsExclTrainStopLong
distanceBus,

smallest one-sided Hausdorff distance for the respective
movement type for all nearby public transport routes

distanceTram,
distanceTrain

Table 26: Overview of meta-classifier features.
feature name
predS, predM, predL

feature
frame classifier prediction for short, medium and
long

prevPredS, prevPredM, prevPredL

previous frame classifier’s prediction

scoreS, scoreM, scoreL

measure of reliability of each frame classifier’s prediction
previous frame classifier’s score

prevScoreS, prevScoreM, prevScoreL
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a.5.3 Extended Study of Mobility Detection Quality
S2 level parameter
The S2 level parameter variation shows no substantial impact on the overall result,
as shown in Table 27. We believe this is because we use the information of all eight
neighboring S2 cells. Thus, the covered area is large enough for all features.
Looking at the results in Table 27, for the setup with the shorter frame durations
in detail, the only difference is the detection of bus. For this type of transport, an S2
level of 13, i. e., a larger cell size containing more information, seems better. For the
evaluation setup with larger frame durations , the only substantial difference exists
for tram, where larger cells perform slightly better.
The differences in accuracy between the two cell sizes are hardly measureable and
can also be cause by the random component of the random forest application. In
terms of OSM data requirement, however, a detrimental difference between the two
cell sizes can be found. For larger cells (s2Level = 13) the processing time required for
pre-processing and meta-pre-processing increases by 50% compared to the smaller
cells (s2Level = 14) in our evaluation setup.
Table 27: Evaluation results for s2Level. Parameters: TS , TM , and TL defined in Table,
cutoffDistance = 1000m, maxStopSpeed = 0.5 m/s, minDurationLongStop = 8s,
and stopRadius = 20m.
s2Level

accuracy
meta

medium

F1 scores of meta-classifier
long

stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

TS = 5s, TM = 20s, TL = 90s
13 (large
cells)

98.8%

99.0%

99.7%

97.9% 99.5% 99.5% 97.9% 97.8% 99.4% 99.1%

14 (small
cells)

98.9%

99.0 %

99.7%

98.0% 99.5% 99.6% 98.1% 98.3% 99.5% 99.2%

TS = 5s, TM = 45s, TL = 300s
13 (large
cells)

98.7%

99.6%

99.9%

97.8% 99.6% 99.5% 97.8% 97.8% 99.2% 98.9%

14 (small
cells)

98.6%

99.6%

99.9%

97.9% 99.5% 99.5% 97.6% 97.7% 98.8% 98.9%

Cutoff distance parameter
The cutoffDistance parameter also shows no substantial impact on the overall system
during variation. A small value risks ignoring routes that are considered to be too far
away only due to location sensor inaccuracies mostly prevalent in trains. A large value,
on the other hand, has the disadvantage of longer processing times. According to our
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evaluation results shown in Table 28, for the shorter frame lengths an initial distance
of 600m provides the highest accuracy of the entire system. For the longer frames
a trajectory distance of 800m performs better, although the differences between the
individual distances are slightly larger than for the shorter frame lengths. Especially
public transport benefits from the shorter initial distance. Since very good results are
achieved for both scenarios with cutoffDistance = 800m, we choose this value.
Table 28: Evaluation results for cutoffDistance. Parameters: TS , TM , and TL defined in Table,
s2Level = 14, maxStopSpeed = 0.5 m/s, minDurationLongStop = 8s, and
stopRadius = 20m.
cutoff
Distance

accuracy
meta

medium

F1 scores of meta-classifier
long

stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

TS = 5s, TM = 20s, TL = 90s
600m

98.90%

98.9%

99.8%

98.0% 99.6% 99.6% 98.3% 98.3% 99.2% 99.4%

800m

98.88%

99.0%

99.7%

98.0% 99.6% 99.6% 98.1% 98.2% 99.4% 99.3%

1000m

98.88%

99.0%

99.7%

98.0% 99.5% 99.6% 98.1% 98.3% 99.5% 99.2%

1200m

98.89%

99.0%

99.7%

98.0% 99.6% 99.5% 98.2% 98.3% 99.4% 99.3%

TS = 5s, TM = 45s, TL = 300s
600m

98.58%

99,5%

99.5%

97.9% 99.5% 99.5% 97.6% 97.7% 98.9% 99.0%

800m

98.69%

99.6%

99.9%

98.0% 99.6% 99.5% 97.7% 98.1% 99.0% 99.0%

1000m

98.55%

99.6%

99.9%

97.9% 99.5% 99.5% 97.6% 97.7% 98.8% 98.9%

1200m

98.56%

99.7%

99.9%

97.9% 99.5% 99.5% 97.8% 97.7% 98.8% 98.7%

Stop speed parameter
The stop-based features are calculated exclusively in the long frame. The maxStopSpeed
parameter determines the maximum location sensor speed value that is treated as a
stop. This is required to compensate for potential location sensor inaccuracies and
sensor drift. According to our evaluation results shown in Table 29 for both evaluated
scenarios a speed threshold of 0.5m/s achieves the best results. Similar to the previous
parameter, the differences are small but consistent.
Stop radius parameter
The stopRadius parameter determines the range up to which nearby public transport
stations, lines, or traffic signals are assigned to a stop event. In our evaluation scenario
shown in Table 30, 20 meters turned out to be an optimal value by a small margin.
Thereby, recorded stops can have a distance of 20 meters to a station or traffic signal, and
still be allocated to it. This parameter can compensate for a public transport station’s
length, vehicle length (especially crucial for trains), and location sensor inaccuracies.
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Table 29: Evaluation results for maxStopSpeed highlighting the selected parameter value.
Parameters: TS , TM , and TL defined in Table, s2Level = 14,
cutoffDistance = 800m, minDurationLongStop = 8s and stopRadius = 20m.
maxStopSpeed

accuracy
meta

long

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

TS = 5s, TM = 20s, TL = 90s
0.3 m/s

98.72%

99.7%

97.7% 99.3% 99.4% 98.0% 97.9% 99.3% 99.3%

0.5 m/s

98.88%

99.7%

98.0% 99.6% 99.6% 98.1% 98.2% 99.4% 99.3%

0.7 m/s

98.75%

99.7%

97.8% 99.5% 99.5% 98.0% 98.0% 99.2% 99.1%

0.9 m/s

98.82%

99.8%

97.7% 99.5% 99.5% 98.2% 98.1% 99.3% 99.3%

TS = 5s, TM = 45s, TL = 300s
0.3 m/s

98.67%

99.9%

97.9% 99.5% 99.4% 97.8% 98.0% 99.1% 98.9%

0.5 m/s

98.69%

99.9%

98.0% 99.6% 99.5% 97.7% 98.1% 99.0% 99.0%

0.7 m/s

98.53%

99.9%

97.6% 99.5% 99.5% 97.9% 97.6% 98.9% 98.7%

0.9 m/s

98.59%

99.9%

97.7% 99.6% 99.5% 98.0% 97.8% 98.9% 98.7%

Table 30: Evaluation results for stopRadius. Parameters: TS , TM , and TL defined in Table,
s2Level = 14, cutoffDistance = 800m, maxStopSpeed = 0.5 m/s, and
minDurationLongStop = 8s.
stopRadius

accuracy
meta

long

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

TS = 5s, TM = 20s, TL = 90s
15m

98.12%

99.78%

97.4% 99.6% 99.2% 96.8% 97.1% 98.6% 98.2%

20m

98.12%

99.77%

97.4% 99.6% 99.2% 96.7% 97.0% 98.8% 98.2%

25m

98.08%

99.77%

97.3% 99.5% 99.2% 96.6% 96.9% 98.8% 98.1%

30m

98.08%

99.76%

97.1% 99.6% 99.2% 96.7% 97.1% 98.8% 98.1%

40m

98.04%

99.76%

97.3% 99.5% 99.2% 96.6% 96.3% 98.7% 98.0%

TS = 5s, TM = 45s, TL = 300s
15m

97.71%

99.92%

97.0% 99.4% 99.0% 96.3% 96.3% 98.0% 97.8%

20m

97.73%

99.95%

97.0% 99.4% 99.0% 96.4% 96.3% 98.2% 97.8%

25m

97.69%

99.87%

96.9% 99.5% 99.1% 96.2% 96.2% 98.1% 97.7%

30m

97.69%

99.92%

97.0% 99.5% 99.0% 96.2% 96.1% 98.1% 97.8%

40m

97.65%

99.85%

96.9% 99.4% 98.9% 96.3% 96.3% 98.0% 97.7%
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Feature selection
Tables 31-33 show the detailed feature selection results for each of the three frame
classifiers. We select the feature selection approach based on the trade-off between
feature count and frame classifier accuracy. Since our goal is to reduce the number
of features required to identify particularly important features for each mobility type
and its frame length, we accept slightly lower accuracies for largely reduced feature
counts.
Table 31: Evaluation results for feature selection in short frame classifier, indicating selected
feature count and frame classifier accuracy.
short feature

selection

feature accuracy
count short

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

Random Forest with I = 30
Baseline

65

97.60%

98.6% 99.7% 98.8% 94.4% 95.1% 98.6% 97.9%

Evolutionary Search

32

97.43%

98.6% 99.6% 98.7% 94.0% 94.7% 98.3% 98.0%

Genetic Search

32

97.59%

98.6% 99.7% 98.8% 94.5% 95.1% 98.5% 98.0%

Best First

25

97.53%

98.5% 99.7% 98.7% 94.3% 95.1% 98.5% 97.9%

AdaBoostM1 with I = 15 and J48
Genetic Search

32

97.66%

98.7% 99.7% 99.1% 94.7% 95.1% 98.4% 98.0%

Best First

25

97.55%

98.6% 99.7% 98.9% 94.4% 94.8% 98.3% 98.1%

Table 32: Evaluation results for feature selection in medium frame classifier, indicating selected
feature count and frame classifier accuracy.
medium feature
selection

feature accuracy
count medium

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

Random Forest with I = 30
Baseline

136

98.77%

99.6% 99.9% 99.5% 96.5% 97.1% 99.8% 99.1%

Evolutionary Search

65

98.83%

99.5% 99.9% 99.4% 96.8% 97.4% 99.8% 99.0%

Genetic Search

48

98.62%

99.6% 99.9% 99.4% 96.0% 96.7% 99.8% 98.9%

Best First

29

98.77%

99.6% 99.9% 99.3% 96.5% 97.3% 99.9% 99.0%

AdaBoostM1 with I = 15 and J48
Genetic Search

48

98.89%

99.7% 99.9% 99.5% 96.8% 97.3% 99.7% 99.3%

Best First

29

98.89%

99.6% 99.9% 99.5% 97.0% 97.5% 99.7% 99.1%
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Table 33: Evaluation results for feature selection in long frame classifier, indicating selected
feature count and frame classifier accuracy.
long feature
selection

feature accuracy
count long

F1 scores of meta-classifier
stand walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

Random Forest with I = 30
Baseline

180

99.79%

100% 100% 100% 99.5% 99.4% 99.9% 99.8%

Evolutionary Search

84

99.76%

100% 100% 100% 99.4% 99.4% 99.8% 99.8%

Genetic Search

53

99.67%

100% 100% 100% 99.1% 99.1% 99.8% 99.8%

Best First

29

99.73%

99.9% 100% 100% 99.3% 99.3% 99.9% 99.7%

AdaBoostM1 with I = 15 and J48
Genetic Search

53

99.76%

99.9% 100% 100% 99.3% 99.2% 99.9% 99.7%

Best First

29

99.81%

99.9% 100% 100% 99.5% 99.5% 99.9% 99.7%
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Algorithm selection
We evaluate classification algorithms for each frame classifier in Tables 34-36. For
each of the ensemble learning algorithms Random Forest and AdaBoostM1 with J48,
we vary the number of iterations I. The indicated training time is the time required
for one training run on our evaluation system. Because we utilize a 10-fold stratified
cross-validation, ten training runs are conducted.
Table 34: Evaluation of different classification algorithms for the short classifier, evaluating
the number of iterations I for the ensemble learners with Genetic Search.
short

size
in kB

accuracy
meta

F1 scores of meta-classifier
time
stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

J48

219

95.00%

8s

96.9%

99.4%

97.9%

90.1%

90.3%

95.2%

95.0%

REP-Tree

121

92.98%

3s

96.5%

99.2%

97.5%

86.4%

86.6%

91.9%

92.8%

Random Tree2

807

95.24%

1s

96.1%

99.4%

97.8%

89.7%

91.5%

97.4%

94.6%

Random Forest
I = 10

6409

97.16%

6s

98.3%

99.6%

98.6%

93.6%

94.5%

98.3%

97.2%

I = 15

9536

97.37%

8s

98.4%

99.7%

98.7%

94.1%

94.8%

98.4%

97.4%

I = 20

12701

97.47%

10s

98.5%

99.7%

98.7%

94.3%

95.0%

98.4%

97.7%

I = 25

15977

97.54%

12s

98.6%

99.7%

98.7%

94.5%

95.1%

98.5%

97.7%

AdaBoostM1 with J48
I = 10

2555

97.55%

90s

98.5%

99.7%

99.0%

94.5%

94.9%

98.3%

97.9%

I = 15

3874

97.66%

152s

98.7%

99.7%

99.1%

94.7%

95.1%

98.4%

98.0%

I = 20

5190

97.81%

186s

98.7%

99.7%

99.1%

95.1%

95.4%

98.5%

98.2%

I = 25

6562

97.84%

203s

98.7%

99.7%

99.1%

95.0%

95.5%

98.6%

98.2%

I = 30

7882

97.88%

297s

98.7%

99.7%

99.2%

95.2%

95.5%

98.6%

98.3%

I = 35

9212

97.93%

313s

98.8%

99.7%

99.2%

95.4%

95.7%

98.6%

98.3%

I = 40

10522

97.94%

347s

98.7%

99.7%

99.2%

95.4%

95.7%

98.6%

98.2%

I = 45

11853

97.95%

364s

98.7%

99.7%

99.2%

95.5%

95.8%

98.6%

98.2%

2 With maximum tree depth of 30, as it provided slightly better results.
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Table 35: Evaluation of different classification algorithms for the medium classifier, evaluating
the number of iterations I for the ensemble learners with Genetic Search.
medium

size
in kB

accuracy
meta

F1 scores of meta-classifier
time
stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

J48

56

97.02%

1s

98.6%

99.6%

98.7%

92.6%

93.7%

98.9%

97.0%

REP-Tree

33

95.74%

1s

98.1%

99.5%

97.9%

90.4%

90.4%

97.8%

96.0%

Random Tree

235

96.84%

1s

98.4%

99.6%

98.6%

92.1%

93.5%

98.9%

96.7%

I = 10

1863

98.50%

1s

99.4%

99.9%

99.3%

95.9%

96.7%

99.6%

98.7%

I = 15

2810

98.58%

2s

99.4%

99.9%

99.4%

96.1%

96.8%

99.8%

98.8%

I = 20

3705

98.61%

2s

99.5%

99.9%

99.3%

96.1%

96.9%

99.8%

98.8%

I = 25

4587

98.76%

3s

99.6%

99.8%

99.3%

96.5%

97.3%

99.9%

98.9%

I = 10

729

98.87%

21s

99.5%

99.9%

99.4%

97.0%

97.6%

99.7%

99.1%

I = 15

1102

98.89%

32s

99.6%

99.9%

99.5%

97.0%

97.5%

99.7%

99.1%

I = 20

1497

98.98%

43s

99.6%

99.9%

99.5%

97.2%

97.7%

99.7%

99.2%

I = 25

1839

99.01%

53s

99.6%

99.9%

99.5%

97.2%

97.8%

99.7%

99.2%
99.2%

Random Forest

AdaBoostM1 with J48

I = 30

2199

99.06%

56s

99.6%

99.9%

99.6%

97.4%

97.9%

99.8%

I = 35

2585

99.09%

75s

99.7%

99.9%

99.5%

97.5%

98.0%

99.8%

99.3%

I = 40

2958

99.07%

96s

99.7%

99.9%

99.5%

97.5%

97.9%

99.8%

99.2%

Table 36: Evaluation of different classification algorithms for the long classifier, evaluating
the number of iterations I for the ensemble learners with Genetic Search.
long

size
in kB

accuracy
meta

F1 scores of meta-classifier
time
stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

J48

36

98.63%

1s

99.8%

99.9%

99.7%

96.8%

96.7%

98.8%

98.7%

REP-Tree

26

98.12%

1s

99.3%

99.6%

99.4%

96.3%

95.8%

98.6%

97.7%

Random Tree

71

98.91%

1s

99.8%

99.8%

99.6%

97.3%

97.4%

99.4%

99.0%

I = 10

714

99.65%

1s

99.9%

100%

99.9%

99.0%

99.1%

99.9%

99.7%

I = 15

1101

99.67%

1s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.1%

99.1%

99.9%

99.7%

I = 20

1485

99.73%

1s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.3%

99.3%

99.9%

99.7%

I = 25

1825

99.71%

2s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.3%

99.3%

99.9%

99.6%

Random Forest

AdaBoostM1 with J48
I = 10

312

99.80%

15s

100%

100%

100%

99.4%

99.5%

100%

99.8%

I = 15

461

99.81%

19s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.5%

99.5%

99.9%

99.7%

I = 20

611

99.83%

26s

100%

100%

100%

99.6%

99.6%

99.9%

99.7%

I = 25

764

99.83%

36s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.5%

99.6%

99.9%

99.8%

I = 30

894

99.84%

40s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.6%

99.6%

99.9%

99.8%

I = 35

1057

99.84%

47s

99.9%

100%

100%

99.6%

99.6%

99.9%

99.8%
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Feature set importance
In Table 14, we defined different feature sets, each having a distinct feature composition
of sensor and external data sources. In Table 37, we provide an overview of each feature
set’s performance, including the F1 scores for each mobility type.

Table 37: Evaluation results for different feature sets. Each feature set is defined in Table 37
and investigated with and without the inclusion of delta features (+δ).
feature
sets

accuracy

F1 scores of meta-classifier

meta

stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

AF LE

98.91%

97.7%

99.6%

99.4%

98.3%

98.5%

99.5%

99.3%

+δ

-0.07%

-0.2%

0.0%

-0.1%

0.0%

-0.1%

+0.1%

0.0%

AF L

98.87%

97.6%

99.7%

99.4%

98.3%

98.5%

99.4%

99.2%

+δ

-0.03%

-0.1%

-0.1%

-0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

+0.1%

+0.1%

ALE

98.41%

97.4%

99.7%

99.2%

96.9%

97.1%

99.3%

99.2%

+δ

+0.03%

0.0%

-0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

+0.3%

+0.2%

-0.1%

AL

98.35%

97.4%

99.6%

99.3%

96.9%

97.1%

99.1%

99.0%

+δ

-0.22%

0.0%

0.0%

-0.1%

-0.8%

-0.5%

+0.1%

-0.2%

LE

97.81%

97.1%

98.9%

98.6%

95.5%

96.9%

99.4%

98.3%

+δ

+0.22%

+0.1%

+0.1%

+0.3%

+0.6%

+0.2%

0.0%

+0.2%

L

97.60%

97.0%

98.8%

98.4%

95.2%

96.5%

98.9%

98.4%

+δ

-0.18%

0.0%

+0.1%

0.0%

-0.4%

-0.7%

-0.2%

-0.1%

AF

97.62%

94.2%

99.4%

99.1%

97.6%

97.1%

98.7%

97.2%

+δ

-0.13%

-0.1%

+0.1%

-0.1%

-0.4%

-0.4%

+0.1%

-0.1%

A

96.70%

93.9%

99.4%

99.0%

95.1%

95.0%

98.8%

95.6%

+δ

-0.31%

0.0%

0.0%

-0.3%

-0.5%

-0.6%

-0.2%

-0.5%

A.5 additional insights on automatic mobility detection

Final model details
In Table 38, we show the confusion matrix of our final AF LE model, with a macroaveraged accuracy of 98.91%.
Table 39 shows the information gain of each meta-classifier feature. Since no feature
selection was applied, all twelve features are utilized. The predictions of each frame
classifier, and their previous prediction achieved the highest information gain. Our
score features, describing the ratio of individual trees predicting the given class, are
included in the classifier but have less information gain.
Table 40 shows the selected features for each frame classifier, sorted by and their
respective information gain. Especially acceleration-based features in the time- and
frequency-domain are assigned high information gain values. Speed features are also
commonly integrated. Only a few features are selected for external data features, with
two distinct distance-based features and two stop-based features.

Table 38: Meta-classifier confusion matrix in a stratified 10-fold cross-validation for the final
AF LE model.
predicted as
actual class

stand

walk

bike

car

bus

tram

train

stand

3496

5

12

20

19

10

18

walk

12

3562

0

2

2

0

2

bike

8

1

3564

7

0

0

0

car

26

3

13

3507

22

4

5

bus

20

2

2

15

3523

12

6

tram

4

0

0

2

1

3571

2

train

7

0

0

3

6

1

3563

Table 39: AF LE model: information gain of meta-features.
information gain and feature
2.26

predM

2.18

predS

2.10

prevPredM

1.99

prevPredS

1.74

predL

1.70

prevPredL

0.58

prevScoreL

0.58

scoreL

0.53

scoreM

0.52

prevScoreM

0.46

scoreS

0.40

prevScoreS
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Table 40: AF LE model: information gain of selected features.
short (32 out of 65)

medium (26 out of 68)

long (25 out of 90)

1.44
1.43
1.37
1.35
1.35
1.33
1.28
1.26
1.22
1.19
1.16
1.13
1.11
1.09
1.04
1.04
1.04
1.03
1.00
0.95
0.91
0.69
0.67
0.58
0.54
0.49
0.49
0.33
0.32
0.24
0.16
0.12

1.60
1.57
1.52
1.51
1.49
1.48
1.40
1.33
1.24
1.19
1.18
1.13
1.10
1.08
0.79
0.76
0.61
0.57
0.56
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.45
0.29
0.27
0.23

1.80
1.80
1.76
1.75
1.70
1.70
1.69
1.69
1.63
1.55
1.40
1.40
1.38
1.03
0.97
0.88
0.84
0.66
0.65
0.57
0.51
0.43
0.40
0.20
0.14

acce25
acce50
acce5To8Hz
acce8To10Hz
acceNormEnergy
acce10To14Hz
acceRangeTo95
acceRange25To75
acce14To20Hz
acceVar
acceRange
acce3To8Hz
speedMax
speed95
acce20To22Hz
speed25
acceMin
acce1To3Hz
travelDistance
travelDistanceAcc
acceSlopeSignChangeRate
spectralSpreadHz
spectralRollOffHz
accu75
speedPointRatioLow
speedPointRatioMedium
speedRangeTo95
spectralCrest
spectralSkewness
speedPointRatioStationary
acceZCR
acceSkewness

acce25
acce50
acce5To8Hz
acceMean
acce8To10Hz
acce10To14Hz
acceRange25To75
acce14To20Hz
acceRange
acce1To3Hz
acce22To25Hz
speedMean
travelDistance
acceMin
spectralSpreadHz
spectralRollOffHz
speedPointRatioLow
accu25
speedPointRatioMedium
distanceTram
speedVar
spectralCrest
speedPointRatioHigh
distanceTrain
speedPointRatioStationary
acceZCR

acce75
acce50
acce25
acceMean
acce5To8Hz
acce95
acce10To14Hz
acce8To10Hz
acceRange25To75
acceVar
acce25To30Hz
acce1To3Hz
acce22To25Hz
spectralSpreadHz
spectralRollOffHz
acceMin
speedMean
spectralCrest
speedPointRatioMedium
acceSkewness
speedPointRatioHigh
distanceTram
acceZCR
stopsTramStop
stopsBusStop

A.6 list of acronyms

a.6

list of acronyms

API

Application Programming Interface

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

GIS

Geographic Information System

LBG

Location-based Game

NNI

Nearest Neighbor Index

OSM

OpenStreetMap

PCG

Procedural Content Generation

PoI

Point Of Interest
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